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Sorrento is

rejoic-

distinguished guests

.'.ertain this season.

Mrs. Nellie

rtoris has arrived and is occapyulale. the summer home of Mrs.
"f Boston.

Mrs.

iikely, spend the

'•

'•ris at Cloverdale.

Gen.

Grant

season

with

lion. Gro-

md. ex-president, is expected
the Mason here also.
Chief
l’.fi i> already occupying his
A
large audience witnessed
ration of tlie Moody Memorial
Good NN'i 11 Farm June Pith,
’ii
was by Rev. O.
F. Folsom
: b\
Rev. A. T Dunn of Wai he dedicatory hymn was writ!ccasion by Rev. A. J. LockFt iix.'* of Hampden.
The
is of Bath, who donated the
memory of their late brother,
Other people f note from
>
Mate
and Massachusetts
•nuance.The final examina•use of the Briggs family at
hib. where it was suspected
id died from using the milk of
The recow, has been made.
scientific experts to whom the
ae cow
had been submitted
a’ there was no tuberculosis in
uid
>ne in the children.... RobM’
nn
a postal clerk mi the run
a-..! « arm,, i,
was found
1 o.iMia\
oiiiiig at the
•' -■
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larger

Col.

age.Lightships

binli by the Bath 1 ion
Miceessfully launched from
>
.iT111 in the presence of
Fhe two new light- i
i1'' ’pic.
'C' ir names irum the stations
J
.»-\ arc to be
placed. They J
the latest t} pe and have all
i*rocements.
They are large
displacing about i'»00 tons,
lion is of the composite type,
shakeup has been made by
M-mlton at the Bath custom
Kdward C. Plummer, who
ting depun collector several
been removed.
Plummer is a
nocrat and was appointed by
i.anabecto till a vacancy.
On
•-lector
Moulton
appointed
1 lark, an insurance
broker,
man of the Republican city comAt a meeting of the Maine
List committee, held in Auburn
to take action relative to the
•t fusion in the next National
■ill present were opposed to
■nd in favor of a middle-of-ther>e.
With one exception the
'■'> of the committee heard from
the same mind.
The following
nted delegates to the Middle-of|<:
Populist conference at Nasliicnn., July 4th: L. C. BateV. Turner of Auburn; John
t Levant.Mrs. Frank
Page was
at Old Town,
Thursday, on the
*t arson, in burning Frank Preble’s
L is charged that Preble and Mrs.
tted to burn the buildings, have
accused, and thus dispose of him.
is
The parties
disappeared.
a mixed up in all kinds of
scrapes
few
months.There is not
past
an outlook for the corn
packing
s of
Maine, this year. The BurnMorrill canning shop at Norridge1
'Ll have about half of the usual
oru.
Owing to the wet weather,
unber of weeks past the farmers
;
had the chance to get a good
Lo the ground, and the conditions
"Inch the planting was done will
" of more than two-thirds
growth
’•
seed.
Canned fruit will also
-bort of the usual amount of canisuac McLellau, the aged poet
•ni of
(ireenport, L. 1., who is a
Portland, and who recently cele'.'1st birthday by playing whist
•\
cuing at his club, is troubled but
liis age, and has his boats, tislimd shooting implements always
or
use.D. II. Knowltou of
;>*n, secretary of the Maine Poms«h iety, and himself an active fruit
tells the Associated Press that the
ns all over the State are for an
apple crop. lie comments on the
ence of a full crop of caterpila his
section, and the evident dislike
farmers to disturb the pest.WilE. Wood, traveling passenger agent
Maine Central Railroad the last 13
has tendered his resignation, to
ffect July 1, to engage in other
'•ns.The close of the college base
reason in Maine left the question of
hampionship pennant in a peculiar
Each of the four colleges have
a three
games and lost three, so the
■ant remains with Bowdoin, this colhaving won the championship last
President Tuttle, of the Boston &
1;nc. is quoted as having told a prorni:
Maine man that a vigorous policy of
“Ijustment was to be adopted with re1!|! to the Maine Central
system. Every
'ion which can be abolished will be
,r' 'h and
in every position in which some
tnan can do the work better than
!,‘
nian who holds it a change will be
N

1

•. >
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In Brief.
Rev. Lorenzo D. McCabe,
Household Economics.
D. I)., L. L. I)., for 50 years a professor
in the Ohio Wesleyan university and a
A very interesting
meeting in the interest
distinguished author and theologian in of
economy in the household was held in
Methodist Episcopal Church, died at
Delaware, Ohio, Friday, in his Slst year. Memorial Hall lait Friday afternoon. A
.The jury in the trial of Ex-Bank large number of ladies, including several
President Chas. W. Spaulding for embez- from Searsport and other near-by towns,was
zlement, at Chicago, Friday, brought in a j present aud the speakers included some of
verdict, finding the defendant not guilty. I the best known workers in woman’s cause
.Judge Addison Brown in the United in the State.
States district court at New York June
The principal speaker was Mrs. Sarah F.
19th began hearing testimony in the libel
liled against the ship T. F. Oakes, which Hamilton of Saco and her address should
ha's been renamed the New York.
The have been heard by a much larger audience.
libellants are the former members of the What we need in our homes is to have all
crew and they sue for $93,138.50.
They things so fitted to our lives and conditions
alleged that when some of the crew were that we can do our work with the least posstricken with scurvy they were not supsible friction. There is too much superfluous
plied with proper food and medicine by
tin.- captain, Edward W. Reed.
The testi- ornamentation. Simplicity should be the
aim of the good
housekeeper. Visible dust
mony dues not differ from that recently
given in the criminal trial of Capt. Reed, is a terror to the neat housewife, and every
who was acquitted. The case will occupy unnecessary ornament, either in the house
several days.A special to the Chicago architecture or
furnishings, is an addition to
limes-Herald from Fort Atkinson, Wis.,
the dust-collectors. If women had the
says: **Butterino must be legislated out designing
household utensils would be
of the United Mates," is the dictum of
more simple.
Square corners are the bane
the National Dairy union.
The successful fight for the new anti-butteriue law in of every neat housewife. Mrs. Hamilton
Illinois lias inspired the dairy men of the has, in her own house, done away with the
West to crush the butter substitute in- corners in cupboards by the use of strips -»f
dustry. They are going into politics to tiu. When women become architects the
do so.Queen Victoria began the celebuilding of houses and household furnishbration of her jubilee Sunday, as was being will be their specialty. She next referfitting her career, before the altar of her red to
some of the labor saving devices for
faith.
While throughout London, the
United Kingdom and the entire empire, in women, notably the sewing machine and
every cathedral, church or chapel of the carpet sweeper. She believes in co-operaestablished Church of England were held tive housekeeping, in public bakeries, launservices similar to those at St. Georges dries, etc.
Co-operation in housekeeping is
chapel, Windsor, where Her Majesty paid coming, and the big range, with, its heat
her devotions and offered solemn thanksand its waste of fuel, is
going. All should
givings. The celebration Monday was labor
intelligently. Children should be
world-wide.
taught that only labor which is done without thought degrades.
The time is coming
Washington Whisperings. A cablewhen children will be taught less about the
gram received at the State Department
from ex-Secretary Foster, who has been old wars, and more about the things that
at St. Petersburg engaged in negotiations
concern their material welfare.
Boys will
with the Russian Government for the betbe taught carpentry and other useful
ter protection by mutual agreement of the
branches, and girls will be instructed in
seal life in the North Pacific and Bering
cookery, child training, sewing, etc. She
Sea. announces the complete success of
his mission.
The commissioner is uow spoke of Edward Atkinson’s experimental
oven and of his surprise that the women of
on his return to the United States.The
the country took so little interest in it. WoPresident has nominated Hon. Stewart L.
Woodford of New York to be minister to man, she said, is apt to he conservative and
Spain.June 17th John S. Shriver, the to appeal to man, but there is a change for
correspondent of the New York Mail and the better. In the household woman’s voice
Express, was declared not guilty of con- is equal to man’s. We must aim at
simplictempt in refusing to answer questions of
the Senate committee in relation to the ity in dress and food. A woman’s form
should be left as God made it, aud not be
sugar trust investigation. The jury under
orders from the court also brought in a built over by the dressmaker. Simplicity
verdict of not guilty in the case of Ed- m food will abolish indigestion.
By putting
ward J. Edwards, New York correspond- her best
thoughts into the minuiia* 1 everyent of the Philadelphia Press, on trial for
day life a woman can accomplish much.
contempt of the Seuatc sugar trust inves- When
you find an enthusiast and a drudge
tigating committee.Senator Nelson of
Minnesota has prepared an anti-trust combined in one you will find a power that
amendment which lie will offer to the tar- will be felt in the world. When the rich or
iff bill and which he thinks will meet well-to-do practice
simplicity they benefit
the objections that have been made to not
only themselves, but those in trie humamendments of ;i similar character.
bler walks of life, who are prone to look to
President McKinley has determined to
those in higher stations and to imitate them.
revive the abandoned treaty of general
The second speaker was Miss Frances J.
arbitration between the United States and
A new treaty already has Dyer .*f The Congregationalism Boston, who
Great Britain.
been drafted to serve as the basis of nego- spoke briefly on co-operation,
heartily
tiations expected to result in the submis- seconding Mrs. Hamilton’s ideas on that
reto
the
Senate
to
sion of a convention
subject She paid a glowing tribute to one
place the one wh'u h failed early in the
>f Maine’s earnest workers, Anna
Dow,
there
are
i
In
this
draft
session.
present
whom she classed in Mrs. H’s. category as
which
none of the objectionable
points
j
caused the failure of the Olnev treaty. It. \ enthusiast.and drudge; that is, a woman of
is not in contemplation that the treaty high genius and capable of a great deal <*f
will be submitted to the Senate before hard work. She spoke of the good work
next December.
dom by the College Settlements in the

The

•.

bred

Atwood’s

anuoum

from the State

Appointment.

officially made
Douse, Thursday, of the

ement

was

appointment of Hon. Fred Atwood of
Winterport, by Governor Powers, as a
Uustee of tin State reform .school at Cape
Elizabeth, to fill the vacancy on the board
caused by the death of Gen. John J.Perry
of

Portland.

The

Kennebec

Journal

day apparel, while neat and comfortable, is
inexpensive. And the money saved on
dress and by economy in the purchase of
food, etc., is used to hire additional servants. It is a common custom in England
to give servants an allowance of beer daily.
Her relatives and some others give the serthe value of the beer in money, to
spend for beer or not as they see fit. In
most cases the servants abandon the use of
the beer under this arrangement, and save
their money. The Euglish woman always
gives her guests a hearty welcome and good
fare, but never seems to put herself out to
vants

them.
Mrs. G. G. Winslow of Belfast said we
should emphasize one fact in the teaching
of children, and that is the value of money.
entertain

Children
ciate
come

are not

properly taught

to appre-

the value of money, and when they beof age this lack proves a serious draw-

back.
Mrs. J. M. Leighton said the higher education of womau has been one-sided. They
| have been taught that they must do only intellectual work. They should understand
economic work.
Both sides must be edu;

1

cated, the intellectual and the mechanical.
Too much is demanded of the young man in
establishing a home and this deters many
from the attempt.
Mrs. J. L. Marsh of Saco, President of the
Woman's Educational and Industrial Union,

spoke of industrial education in the public
schools; of the good accomplished by the
sewing department of the schools in her own
city, and of the general regret that the department had been abolished.
A short general discussion followed, after
which tea was served iu the dining hall.
Transfers in Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending June 23, 1807: Thomas
A. Harvey, Swanville, to Alonzo Holmes,
do.; laud in Swanville. Geo. A. Warren,

Islesboro,

I
j

1

,

j

ties, where the cultivated young
ladies from Wellesley, Vassal* and other
schools for the higher education of women,
take part in the every day work of the
household among the lower classes in the
c

Trim, do.; land in
Islesboro. Hattie L. Semple et al., Bangor,
to D W. Prouty, Worcester; laud in Islesboro. (2 deeds.) W. S. Pendleton, Islesboro,
to Hattie L. Semple; laud in Islesboro.
W.
S. Pendleton to F. L. French, Bangor; land
in Islesboro.
Amelia A. Stover, Lincolnville, to Luc.v A. Philbrook, do.; laud and
buildings in Lincolnville. Alice M. Philbrook, Islesboro, to Frank H. Thomas, Lincoinville; land and buildings in Lincolnville. Rosilla Grindle, Prospect, to Priscilla
A. Mathews, Northport; land and buildings
in
Belfast. Win. McKinney, Lincolnville
to Willey A. Doe, Lincolnville; land and
buildings in Lincolnville. B. H. Knowlton,
Belfast, to Cora C. Sawyer, Moutville; laud
and buildings in Belfast. Alice J. Waldron,
Swanville, to A. P. Elliugwood, do : laud in
Swanville. P. Barbeau Vaili,St. Louis, Mo.,
to Isabel
B. Valli, do.; land in Islesboro.
Lucy D. Clark, Frankfort, to George -V.
Brown, do.; land and buildings iu Frankfurt. Geo. A. Brown to Charles Beal, Frankfurt; land and buddings iu Frankfurt. Geo.
M. Knowlton, Los Angeles, Cal., to Geo. D.
Bose, Belfast; land and buildings in Northport. Martha A. Davis, B-dfast, to Georgie
E. Davis, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
B. H. Knowlton, Belfast, to J. L. Colby, do.;
land in Belfast. Lucinda E. Knowlton,
Ish-sh.iro, to Rosena Wyman, do.; land in
Islesboro. B. 1*. Hills, Jr., Belfast, to Joanna Brewster, do.; land in Belfast.
to

Amariah
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The Bel fasts

slums.

The poor women know nothing t
housekeeping, and the college settleare doing
them a world of good.
More gout help is needed in the households
of the we 1-to-do classes, and their need in
this direction is ministering to the wants uf

County

W.

C.

T.

U.

The fourteenth annual session of the
Waldo County Woman's Christian Temperance Union was held in the Methodist church
in this city Wednesday, June 2:Id.
The day
was hue and there was a large attendance.
The pulpit and its surroundings at the

proper
ments

Miss Edith Ellingwood arrived
lesley Saturday.

Miss Minnie Si monton went to Rockland
a short visit.

played

an

excellent

fielding

Secret

game.

Lewiston. 200021 0 0 1—6
Belfast..0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0—5
Earned run—Lewiston. Two-base hits—Lezotte
2, Kane, Reagan.
Double plays—McDermott and
Donahue.
Bases on balls—by McBride, 7; by
Kelley, 4. Hit by pitched ball—Mazena. Struck
out—by Kelley, 6; by McBride, 2. Time, 2.40.
Empire, Carpenter. Attendance, 350.
The press report says of the Belfast-Rockland
game at Rockland June 17th: “The Rocklands
were like pigmies in Belfast’s grasp
to-day. The
visitors held everything their own way and batted'
Viau
at will.
Welles was also hit hard,
but

was

steady

critical

at

stages. The
features were the batting of Collopy,
Reagan
and Coburn, and high catch of a liner by Reagan.
was
Bradley’s umpiring
satisfactory.”
Belfast......10
Rockland. 1

0
4

2
0

1

1

2
0

0
2

3
0

Earned runs, Belfast 4; Rockland 3.

1
3

x—19
1—12

Two-base

hits, Hill. McDermott, Mazena, Reagan, Donahue.
Viau. Home runs, Collopy, Wiley. Double plays,
Reagan and Donahue, Viau, Fitzpatrick and Coburn. Bases on balls, by Malloy 3; by Viau, 4;
by Welles, 5. Struck out by Welles, 3; by Viau, i.
Time of game, 2.30. Umpire, Bradley.
The game in this city last Friday was prolonged
to 10 inDiugs, and resulted in a score of Rockland, 14; Belfast, 13. The game was a tame one
to the 5th inning, when it stood Belfast, 8; Rocklam!, 4. Errors by short stop gave Rockland 5
runs, after which the game was close and interesting to the end. In the ninth inning a Rockland

Letter carrier C. B. Eaton is taking his
nual vacation of 15 days.
to

player, not the batsman, knocked the ball out of
Gastonguay’s hands and attempted to throw it
into the crowd, so that a Rockland man at third
could score. The crowd rushed upon the diamond and trouble seemed to be brewing, but it

prevented by the other players. At the end
of the 9th the score was a tie, and the Rocklands
scored the winning run in the 10th. Following
Avas

is

the

score:
HOCK LAND.
AH. R.
c. f.
c.

1H.
1

PO.
2

A. E.
0

4
5
Wiley*
Sheehan, s. s..G
4
Fitzpatrick, 2d.
5
Quinn, 1. f....
.5
Chestnet, r. f.
Coburn, lb. 5
5
Murphy, 31)..
Bass, p.. 4

2
2
1

3
1

0

3

0
0
1
0

Total.43

14

12

30

15

4

K.
1
1

lit.

3

o

2
3
1
2

4
3

1

2

4

1

0

0

1
2

0
0
0

43

13

1G *28

11

4

Dorsey,

0
1
2
3

2

1
2
0
3

1
0

0
10
0
13
3
2

4
1
o

l
10

0

1

4

0
2
l

....

Donahue, lb.
Webster, r. f.
Gastonguay. e.

..

i nner, p..

Totals.

5

2
2

1
1

4

I<>.

5
1
2
3
2
11
0

A.
0
2
o
4
0

l

K.
1
u
o
0
3
0

Sumner C. Pattee arrived horn*
Bowdoin College Saturday evening.
Mrs. T. C.

Monday

sited
B. W. Pond of Washington, I>. C.,
friends in Belfast and vicinity the past •veek.
1

Rev. E. B. Palmer of Winchester, Miss.,
spent a few days with friends in Belfast the
past week.
John Perry returned to Rockland S: a lay
after a visit of a week to his daughter, Mrs.
T. L. Shute.
Edward Brown went to Milo junction
last week to take a position in the railroad
station office.
Mrs. A. A. Packard and son Ansel
rived last week from Brockton, Mass
visit relatives.

Rebekah Lodge, I O. O. F., refraternal visit Tuesday evening
from large delegations from Madoeowando
Lodge of Castine and Bethel Lodge of Union.
The Union people came by carriages and the
Castine people by special trip of steamer
Silver Star. About fifty visitors were presAn excellent supper was served at 7
ent.
o’clock, after which the Lodge was opened
and the beautified work performed by AuRemarks were made by severrora Lodge.
al members, after which an informal reception was held and ice cream and. ake served.
a

Fred W. Bailey and Adelbert S. Merrill
arrived home from the University f M aine
Saturday afternoon.
C. W. Mason of EIIsw< rth iml Mrs.
ark of Bangor are visitdig their sister, Mrs. Chas. E. Stevens.
Mr. and Mrs. It. L. Llsley ami *<u Morrill
left Saturday to spend
p rti ui of the r vaMrs.

D. L

Augusta Tuesday
been

city

Grammar School Monday

('apt. .John Moore was m Bm-ksport
first of 'he week on business.
Lovisa Hart returned last
friends in Augusta.

Miss

from

a

ht

the first of the week

Mass.,

-.

Friday

<>n

iu

business.

Benj. E. Maxfield of Fairfield spent Sun"Winning run made, one man out.
Rockland.0 2 2 0 5 2 0 0 2 1—14 day with his brother, Clias. H. Maxfield.
Belfast ..3 0 0 5 2 1 0 1 1 0—13
Mrs. Aldeu D Chase, who has been unite
Earned run- Belfast, 4; Rockland, 3.
Twoill for two weeks past, is i mprovinggradualbase bits—B;i.->.
three base hits- Hill.
Home-!
rut:--- Sheehan.
Murphy. Base on balls—1 y ly.
4.
Ilu
Clmer, 7; by Bass,
by pitcher—by Bass,
by 1'imer, 2. Struck out t>y Bass, G; by Clmer.
Time, 3h.
empire. Bradley.
A small excursion pary accompanied the Belfast team to Bangui Saturday by steamer Sedgwick, and witnessed a game which the Bangor
big headline, the “Most
Daily News terms, in
Exciting Game for Years." It was a hard-fought
battle all through, but a big score was run tip,
principally by errors. Belfast got 5 runs in the
first inning, Bangor got 7 in the third, and Belfast got 4 in the 8th. Ten innings were played,
tied on 11 runs in the ninth. Belfast got nothing
in the tenth, but Bangor got in two runs.
Bangor....0 1 7 0 1 1 0 0 1 2—13
—

Mr.

and

Mrs. W.

L.

Littletiehl returned
ami

his

daughter

■

tlie

A

ice, who is in p-

••v

m-vi'.th

Billings of Frc-edm- attended
annual meeting of the Mi me Women
J

Manufacturers' Club
John M. Turner
1*. 1Lisler of '-V ...ds.
Mrs. S. G. N'UUtui

c.

iu
I

Sanford iast week.

Scn.-rviii.

.-.d

:•

w

Wm

dr and

guests
la.\

wo-

The Portland Evening Express
and Mrs. F. 11. Co 'ey, Si
< *r<
gone to their v ottage at hoi

w.-.-k
‘Mr.

«».t,

>

|

weeks."

I

Evelyn

of

of Etna

are

1L

O.

Mrs.

Herbert T. Field went to Brunswick yesterday morning to attend the commencement
of

apt. Hiram <union went t l.yun. Mass
week, and returned Thursday. .•ringing

Dr. A.

Mr. L. T. Boothby of Waterville was in
tile city Monday ami called at The Journal
office.

Tuesday from a trip through Aroostook
Washington counties.

mug.

Iasi

f
was

.-v.

itWm. C Marshal left Monday
f the State Asses-ors :n
tend meet mgs
ntt-s
Piscataquis and S-nm-is-'
Hon.

visit to

I)r. I. M. Luce of M< rrinut
town

C

cation in Bangor and Waterville.
John 1!. Duntoii delivered an address tiek p rt.
fore the graduating Cuss of the K

business.
k'an-i has

to

Mr. and Mrs. Win. C Thompson and Miss
Smith arrived from New \ ork Sunday to
spend the summer.

PERSONAL.

thus

ar-

Joseph Williamson, Esq and W. H. MrLellan, Esq., attended the Law Court in
Bangor last Friday.

■

in

Ellis of North Berwick arrived
friends in East Belfast.

to visit

Misses Blac he and Mav Ingraham "f
Rockland visited friends in Belfast last week.

Aurora

Nellie Walker of Id

from

W. B. Smiley and wife of Watervil’espent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Clots. F. S; iw.

party.

visiting friends

the

in

Mrs. Morris Jacobs of Boston arrived Suna visit to friends in Belfast.

Sir Knights and about fifty ladies in the

in

taken rooms
Commercial street.

on

day for

Beauseant Commandery, Knights Templar, of Malden, Mass., were on steamer Penobscot yesterday morning bound to Bangor, where they are to be guests of St. John
Commandery for a visit to Moosehead Lake.
They are accompanied by Reeves' Band of
Providence, R. I. There are over a hundred

was

M. Bawsel has

Black house

Unitarian church at d o’clock p m. The address will be by Rev. J. M. Leighton, and
special music will be rendered including
solos by Mrs. Frost, Miss Russ and Mr. Parker.

Miss

AH.
fi
G
McDermott, 2b
c.
f..
4
Mazena,
Collopy, 3b.. G
4
Reagan, s. s..
t.

C.

Societies.

The Knights of Pythias will observe next
Sunday as memorial day by services at the

H ELK AST.

Hill. I

Capt. Charles Baker went to Portland
Monday for medical treatment.

Master Workman.

Warren E. Marsh

a

Miss Sarah H. Fletcher arrived home last
from Wellesley Cellege.

Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W., will rean official visit this,
Thursday, evening from O. W. Sims, District. Deputy Grand

on

visit

a

week

ceive

0

Mrs. Robert Hart left Monday for
friends in Massachusetts.

an-

Mrs. Lydia Hatch returned Sunday from
visit to her sister in Warren.

The Belfast Odd Fellows will not observe
Memorial Day this year.

ceived

Herbert L. Bucklin and wife visited friends
Knox the past week.

in

j

teams

Wel-

from

Monday for

I

the poor, in causing them to be educated up
'•hnreh were very neatly decorated with
says:
to proper methods of doing work and thus
j white drapery, riowers, etc. Miss
Mr. Atwood is a native of Frankfort, 1 made more
Emily F.
of earning an honest liv- ^
capable
now
Miller, County President, presided.
Winterport, where lie now resides. ing. Miss Dyer was
durgreatly impressed
| The meeting opened at ‘‘ a. in. with a de- Belfast.5 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0—11
He was born there Nov. 1Z, 1848, one of
ing her recent visit to England with the !
seven sous of
Earned runs, Bangor 8, Belfast 2. Home runs,
apt. John Atwood and
votional service conducted by Mrs. Clara A.
beautiful
of
the
simplicity
English women.
Birmingham, Trainor. Three-base hits, Wise 2.
Mahitable Stubbs Atwood. In early life
Cottrell of Belfast, and the business meeting Two-base hits. Trainor, Reagan 2. Bases on balls,
Mr. Atwood turned his attention to mer- They employ more servants than American
was opened
at 10 o’clock.
The roll call by McBride, 3; by Fowler G. Hit by pitched ball,
cantile pursuits, and for a time was with women do, and consequently have more |
by Fowler, Gastonguay 2; by Casey, Webster.
showed
all
the
unions
in
the
York.
in
New
county repre- Struck out, by Casey, 2; by Fo-.vler, 1; by McJohn N. (Jenin, the hatter
time to devote to other matters. Their livBride, 8. Double plays, Fowler, McKenzie^ Birsented.
in
Proviwere
afterwards
and
Greetings
Later in Boston,
given by Rev, G.
ing is less expensive, and they use the money
mingham. First bass <11 errors, Bangor 2; Beldence, Mr. Atwood engaged in business. saved on other expenses to hire more ser- j G. Winslow m behalf of the church, by fast 3. Time. 2I1. 45m. Umpire, Bradley.
The death of a brother caused him to reJohn S. Fernald of The Journal for the
Belfast was defeated again on the home grounds
vants. In Boston a seamstress working for j
turn to Maine, and soon after he began
Monday by the Lewistons, by a score of 1L to 8.
and
Mrs.
E. A. D. Burringtou for the
press
the study of medicine, a science in which suiali pay must have her sirloin steak and i
Non-Partisan Alliance. The treasurer’s re- The Lewistons bunched their hits in the early
he has always been interested, though the dress in the latest style. In England econpart of the game, and thus obtained a lead which
was read, showing a favorable condiillness of his father, whose large business tuny is practiced in the purchase of both port
the home team could not overcome. Six home
j
tion
of
the
finances
of
the
County Union.
enterprises required the son's attention, food and clothing, common sense and a re! runs were made.
Mrs. S. G. Bicknell of Belfast gave an Lewiston. .3031400 o x—11
diverted him from the practice of his progard for health and comfort prevailing in
8
Be 117. st.O 1 2 0 O O 1 0 4
In accordance with his father’s
fession.
earnest address of welcome.
Miss Anna
both. The womeu’s clubs are becoming a
successor
latter’s
Earned runs. Lewiston 6; Belfast 4
Two base
wish he became the
Irving of Round Pond responded for the
and
household
Gilbert.
Home
Dolan,
stock.
strong
factor,
the
hits,
and
runs,
Sullivan,
Kane,
economics,
in
ship
as a dealer
masts, spars
County Union. The reports of superintend- Kelly, Mazena, Reagan, Collopy. Stolen bases,
During the war Mr. Atwood was a large kindergarten and the improvement in the ents
Base on balls, by Dilwortli 1 ; by Kellyoccupied the remainder of the forenoon. 4.Collopy.
Later household, hold an important
Hit by pitcher, Kelly. Struck out, by Di*l,
contractor in his line of business.
in
the
place
At noon a memorial service was held, conworth 2; by Kelly 4. Umpire, Carpenter. Time,
he has dealt extensively in agricultural im- consideration of the clubs.
ducted by Miss A. A. Hicks of Belfast. ! 2.1 f*
plements in addition to his other business.
The game in this city Tuesday was a sort of
Miss Crosby of Bangor referred to Atkin- The services were in
He has always had faith in agriculture in
memory of Mrs. Limeboth pitchers being hit fearfully.
this State and has often found ways in son’s Aladdin’s oven,and to his statement re- burner and Mrs. Nash of Belfast, Mrs. Place ! slugging match,
Belfast made 20 base hits with a total of 32; Au |
He early became garding the “inertia of women’’ in matters of
which to promote it.
and
Mrs.
White
of
Liberty
Northport. gusta made 17 base hits and a total of 39. The
interested in the development of Aroos- of improvement in the household.
He Mention was also made of the son of Mrs. home team
got 21 runs to the visitors 18.
took and was among the first to believe in should have said “inertia of the
Brier
of
and
the
father
of Mrs.
Northport
human,”
Belfast.5 2 3 2 1 3 5 0 0—21
the success of a railroad into that county for men
Roberts of Waldo.
*
3 3 0 3 4 2 0 2—18
are as slow to adopt new ideas as
When a memThis was follow'ed by the usual noontide Augusta.1
and to work for that end.
Earned runs, Belfast 12;
10. Two-base
are the women.
In the matter of household
prayer and the meeting adjourned to 2 p. m. hits. McDermott. Mazena 2,Augusta
ber of the State Senate in 1875 he was
Wells 2, Hill,Donahue,
The Journal goes to press too early to Veitch. Home runs, Hill,
chairman of the committee on agriculture, economy the rich must lead off, especially
Collopy 2. McBride,
a
this week of the afternoon and Hanscom, Delaney, Schrecongost, Connor 2, Butand has for years been a trustee of the in .such experiments as building houses give report
man.
Base on balls, by McCarthy 7; by McBride
evening sessions.
He without
New England Agricultural Society.
corners.
6. Umpire, Carpenter. Time, 3 hours.
dust-catching
has also been a member of the board of
Mrs. McGregor of Deering, manager of The Bassick Mine Again in
ROCKLAND DISBANDED.
Litigation.
trustees of the Maine State college and is the
Boys’ Home in Deering, said we must
Rockland, June 22. The ball iraine scheduled
trustee of the East Maine Conference SemThe
last
advices
we had of the Bassick
in
this
city for to-day, was not" played, as the
begin with the children, and educate the
Rockland players went on strike, refusing to put
inary. He was appointed on the start' of race. She
mine were to the effect that Mr. E. C. Basof one boy taken from the
spoke
on
their
uniforms. Umpire Brady declared the
as
assistant
quarterGovernor Bodwell
home and placed in a family in good circum- sick had gone to Colorado to take possession game forfeited to Lewiston y to 0. To-night, the
master with rank of colonel and held a
Rockland
team disbanded and there is but little
of the property, the courts
having decided probability of its getting together again, althouhg
similar position on the start of Governor stances. After a few years he found emWith both he was for many ployment with another well-to-do family, in his favor. Now, as it appears from the there are attempts going on to form an associaMarble.
tion.
He was a member and carried into their home
there is more trouble:
years a close friend.
many new ideas following dispatch,
lie
AN AMATEUR CAME.
Governor Cleaves’ council in 189J-4.
which had been taught him in the rirst famDenver, Col., June 20, 1807. It has been
has always taken a very active interest in
decided by Judge Allen to appoint a reSaturday afternoon two amateur home teams
from the Deering home and girls
ily.
Boys
ceiver for the valuable Bassick mine. Under played a game in which considerable interest was
all things pertaining to his native State.
from tlie Belfast home go into good families, a recent decision of the
federal courts, E. C.
manifested. The teams are generally known as
He is an ardent Republican and a zealous
Bassick is in possession.
whennew
ideas
of
life
and
was
wife
His
they
get
work,
worker in the party cause.
Wee Johnson’s nine and Ralph O’Connell’s nine,
The action was brought by minority stock!
and
to
when
of
out
into
the
world
they go
but were billed as the Belfast Juniors and Diiigos.
Susan Jane Coffren
Winterport,
carry
that the court determiue the
holders,
asking
son
A
in
1800.
married
those
ideas
was
with
them.
whom he
| rights of the company as against Bassick Following is the score.
and daughter were born to this union, but
Miss Dyer again came to the front and re- and Deunis Ryan, who, it is alleged, entered
DIRIGOS.
into a conspiracy to defraud the company
both have since died, the only lineal de- lated an incident of a little
AB. R. IB. I (>. A. E.
girl who had out of the
scendant being a grand-daughter.
property.
H. D.McLellen, 2b. 7
2
2
0
5
2
been taught cooking in school. For several
The mine, located in Custer county, is Geo. Darby, c. 6 3 3 4
3
2
days in succession she asked to be excused stated in the complaints filed to be worth Herman Patterson, c. f. 7 2 5 2 0 1
of
Belfast
Miss Arietta Swift
Belmont.
Ralph O’Connell, p... 7 12 15 2
before the close of school at noon, and wheu $2,000,000, but well informed mining men
f. 0
3
1
2
0
1
visited relatives in town last week.... Fred asked the reason said she had
place the value at $5,000,000. It has paid Bert Stevens, 1.lb..6
learned to hundreds of
1
2
11
0
2
Harry
thousands
of
dollars in divi- Bert Bagley,
Brewster lias moved onto liis farm here. He
s s.G
3
3
4
2
Darby,
2
prepare a dish of which her father was very dends.
Homer Dickey, 3b.5
1
1
1
2
2
formerly lived in Belfast.... Mr. and Mrs. fond and she wished to go home and cook it
Will Kendall, r. f. 5
3
1
2
0
1
were in town
Boston
of
Fletcher
H.
Henry
Concerning Local Industries.
for him. The child’s excellent cooking and
Totals.56
19
20
27
17
15
with
came
the
week.
of
the
the first
They
her thoughtful care for his welfare so pleased
remains of their little daughter, Marion
Mathews Bros, made a sec of doors last
JUNIORS.
the father that he changed his manner of
AB. R. IB. PO. A. E.
some of which were
18 feet and b
Viola, aged 8 months, who died of spinal
beer and saved the week,
living,
stopped
drinking
Fred
c.
4
2
0
5
1
3
Johnson,
menigitis_Mrs. Edith Mills of Camden
inches high.
Chas. Estes, lb. 5
2
0
0
5
2
to buy food and clothing for his fammoney
is in town visiting at Mr. Herbert Morse’s....
Ed.
l.f.
6
2
2
0
3
1
&
Haney,
The Belfast Machine
Foundry Co. sold Tom.
ily. When men are well fed there is a great
4
113
0
2
Berry, c. f.
Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Johnson have moved to
the iron work for a heavy derrick, including
Will Johnson, r. f. 5
3
l
2
1
1
in intemperance.
reduction
Somerville... .Claude Grover and family
James Thayer, 3 b. 5
1
0
0
0
1
Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury of Belfast gave some blocks, tackle, etc., to Hayward Pierce of Clarence
1
Conant, 2b. 5 0 3 5 .3
have moved to Morrill... .Mark Sylvester
Frankfort
The
last
week.
is
to
Arthur Brown, 8. s. 3
0
0
2
0
2
machinery
facts about English home life,
interesting
was in Knox one day last week.
Ishmael Patterson, p.4
112
6
2
be
used
in
business
his
at
granite
Heagan
gained from a residence of several years in
Totals.41 12
8 27 11 15
The fastest time on record by a steam the family of her sister in that country. The mountain.
Dirigos.0 8 1 0 2 3 2 1 2—19
yacht was made June 18 by the Ellide, built English people live in a very sensible way.
A. S. Heal of the rirrn of Harrison, Wood
2
Juniors.0
0
1
3
4
2 0 0—12
for
of
E.
W.
BurNyack
"by Samuel Ayers
Two-base hits—B. Darby, W. Johnson. Home
In her They use baker’s bread, the washing is & Co., went to Camden last week to set a
gess Warren of New York city.
O’Connell.
Passed
balls—Dirigo,
trial trip over a measured course of a mile done outside, and the household work is monument on the lot of the late Albert runs—Darby,
2; Juniors, 1. Wild pitch—O’Connell. Bases on
on the Hudson, the Ellide made the distance
simplified in many ways. They dress very Johnson. The monument is of unfinished balls—by O’Connell, 7; by Patterson, 2. Bases on
in one minute, 35seconds, according to the
hit by pitched ball—Kendall,
Berry, Estes.
7 feet and 6 inches
timing of H. B. Moore, and one minute, simply. They have fine clothing which is Quincy granite, stands
Struck out—by O’Connell, 4; by Patterson, 3.
worn on suitable occasions, but their every38 seconds,according to Frances P. Magoun.
high and weighs 10 tons.
Umpire, Deering.

j

PERSONAL.

MAINE LEAGl’E STANDING.

3.

Waldo

STOPS.

booked for the

following games
the coming week:
Per
June 24, with Portland at Belfast.
Won. Lost. Played, cent. ;
June 25, with Augusta at Augusta.
Portland .14
5
19
.737
June 26, with Portland at Portland.
Lewiston.14
7
21
.666 I
June 28, with Augusta at Augusta.
7
20
.650
Augusta.13
June 30, with Bangor at Belfast.
Rockland. 9
15
24
.375 j
The following games have been payed by other
Belfast. 7
13
20
.350
I
6
16
22
.273
Bangor.
teams in the Maine League the past week
At Rockland June 16, Rockland, 3; Bangor, 1.
At Portland, June 16, Portland, 9;
Tlie Lewiston-Belfast game in Lewiston June
Augusta, 0.
Game forfeited to Portland in third
16th was an exciting one, as the score, Lewiston
inning on
account of Augusta’s
refusing toplas after De6, Belfast 5, will show. Although Belfast lost the I laney was ordered to the bench
for kicking at
Exhibition game,
game the fact that so small a score was made Umpire Bradley’s decisions.
Portland, 13; Augusta, 12.
shows that there are able players on our team,
At Portland, June 17, Portland, 11;
Bangor, 6.
and that they had opponents worthy of their
At Lev/iston, June 17,
Augusta, 5; Lewiston, 3.
At Augusta, June 18, Augusta 4;
Bangor, 1.
steel, or rather of their hickory and pig skin.
At Portland, June 18, Lewiston 10; Portland 3.
The contest was not decided until the last half of
At Lewiston, June 19, Lewiston, 11; Portland 10.
At Augusta, June 19, two games, Rojkland,
the ninth, when, after two were out, hits by
7;
Augusta 2. and Rockland, 10; Augusta 3.
Lezotte and Sullivan, an error by Short stop
At Rockland, June21, Portland, 14: Rockland 12.
Reagan and a base on balls scored the winning
At Bangor, June 21, Augusta 7; Bangor, 6.
In Bangor, June 23, Portland 7;
run.
Two runs were made by Belfast in the
Bangor 3.
eighth, by a wild throw of Pitcher Kelley. Kelley
and McBride pitched a great game and both
are

Fall

and

Newburgh and

d

mgh'

M.

u

^
1

M

guests of Mr. and Mrs

s.ph

.1

<

I’
S.

Patterson.

Bowdoin College.

Mrs. W. L. Cook "f Great. Falls. M n*. m t.
arrived Saturday to spend the s mrner u dh
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Sargent.
Mr. Cook will < iu.iie later.

A. (>. Gross and daughter and C. A. Haskell and wife of Deer Isle were guests at the
Revere the past week.
Daniel

Batchehler and wife of Palermo
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley J.Bailey
few days the past week.

Hugh D. M.-Leiian, Esq ii ts engaged iu
practice of law in this t v, and wii giv.
attention to collections. His oilice
special
F.
and
Mrs.
C.
F.
Mrs. C.
Johnson
Thayer
Bank building.
of Waterville were iu Belfast last Friday, j is in the Savings
SaturMiss Agnes E. Craig arrived h
and stopped at the Revere House.
sin spent sevwhere
from
Washington,
day
Superintendent Brick will spend his vacawere

a

tion, beginning early
Iron Works.

Dr.

B.

in

July,

at

left

eral months. On the way home she visited
friends in New York, Boston and elsewhere.

Katahdin

Mrs. B. will accompany

B. Foster

the

Saturday

him.
for

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rust, sons Fred and
Donald and daughter Dorothy, of Kansas
City, Mo., arrived Tuesday morning to visit
relatives in Belfast and Bangor.
Mrs. Strickland of Bangor and Mrs. L,icy
Lancaster of Rockland were in town the
past week visiting Mrs. H. N. Lancaster,
who is quite ill.
Mrs. Yelzora Mitchell and Miss Hattie A
Clark left Saturday for a visit to friends in
Slierbrook, Caledonia Springs and other
points in Canada.

Mrs. E. W. Pendleton of Isleshoro arrived

John and Eddie Jellison and Miss
Mayo of Monroe arrived on steamer
from
City of Bangor Saturday morning
Hartford, Ct.. where they have attended the
school for the deaf and dumb.
Masters

a

Lulu

week's sojourn in New York, where he will
visit the hospitals and familiarize himself
with their latest methods. [Portland Press.

j

Capt. William Larrabee arrived Dune last
Thursday from Sailors' Snug Harbor, New
York, where he spent the winter.

He

greatly improved iu health and say-*
work out in haying this summer

he shall

is

Jonathan Bartlett, of Moiitville attended
1
the. exercises of the class of r. M. (
Pittsfield, of which his son, Mark Jonathan
Bartlett is a member. The latter s theme
the President of the Cnited
was,

“Ought

States to he elected by Popular Vote.

Benjamin Haskell and bride

She has been with her husband two vovages
to Fernandina in sell. Wm. H. Sumner.

of Ams-niam,
arrived in Belfast last Thursday on
their wedding trip. The bride was formerly
took
Miss Annabel Webber of Waldo. They

Edwin M. Crocker left Tuesday for Boshis wife, who is on her way from
New York, where she has been for surgical
attendance. Her health is greatly improved.

towns the
carriage drive to neighboring
new
last of the week, and left for their
home in Gloucester.
named relatives and friends
The

by Sunday morning’s boat

from

New York.

ton to meet

James D. and Richard

Doe of Jamaica
Plain, Mass., were guests of Hatcil Gott the
first of the week.
They were on their way
to their summer home at South West Harbor.
Miss Eltie Bridges of
Penobscot visited
her brother, Sumner Bridges, the first of the
week. She was on her way home from
Waltham, Mass., where she has been em-

ployed.
Mrs. Samuel R. Locke returned
their wedding tour and are at
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Kuowlton's for a few
Mr. and

Sunday

from

days, before going

to

housekeeping

at

1(>

Church street.
Salathiel Walton of Bangor
with relatives in Belfast.
home Tuesday accompanied
ter, Mrs. Addie Holyoke, who
iting here several weeks.

spent Sunday
He returned
by his daughhas been vis-

Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Howard, Mr. and
Mrs. F. S. Brick, Clifford J. Pattee and Chas.
S. Bickford attended the commencement
exercises of the University of Maine in
Orono the first of the week.

Frank J. Starrett went to Portland yesteron business with the Stevens Silver Co.
of which he is a stockholder. The business
of the company is very prosperous and Mr.
Starrett expects to devote his time to it, and
probably will move to Portland.

day

Mass.,

a

following
Belfast Tuesday

to attend tlie funera
1‘rank
Mrs. Susan Tibbetts: Mr. and Mrs.
Br. and
Bark arid Mrs. Cyphers, Searsi ort:
Miss
Mrs. George B. Tibbetts, Orringtuii.
Mrs.
Fwuia A. Jones, Boston, Mr. anil
Billiard Gay. North Belfast; A. H and
Frank Bagley, Mo dville.
were

in

of

and
Mrs. F. W. Chase of Law rent e, Mass.,
tiieir
Mrs. A. T. Kingold o! Gauliner visited
I
Kolduns of this
parents. Mr. and Mrs.
theHigh land
city, last week,and attenu
graduation. They left for home Friday.
for CaliKev. aud Mrs. Kingold will start

fornia, June '.8th, to attend the International Christian Endeavor Convention.
illiam L. LittleI met our good friend
field of Belfast in Bangor yesterday ; I don't
remember that I ever enjoyed a handshake
at that momore than the one we passed
ment. Not many months ago this same gendestleman was the subject of newspaper
us sad; an
patches which made many of
him
illness of gigantic proportions took
is like a man who
away down, so now he
: “Not
has looked Death in the face and said
I.” It is good to tell of the change which
weeks have wrought. Everywhere he goes
rethe programme is the same, a continuous
One
ception and a flow of joyful expression.
if
might almost wish to be dead once a rel_“wecarnation could bring on so hearty
come hack.
[Lin O. Type, in the Bangor
Commercial.

Memorial Day at Custer Battlefield.

1

officer at Fort Custer, wlio

commanding

The

delivered a fine oration.

place on, or near, the
Big Horn river in

battle took

( uster

east bank of the Little
at

Montana,

southwest of

100

about

point

a

miles

City and about 00
Billings. It is about.

Miles

miles southeast of

16 miles west of the 107tb meridian, about
midway between the 45th and 40th paral-

lels,

and

40 miles north of the

some

Wy-

Many people who have not

oming line.

visited Montana and this section of the
♦State have

idea that Fort Custer is

an

located at the battlefield, but such is not
Fort Custer is on the bluffs

the case.

overlooking

Big

the

river, about

Horn

mile west and up the river from the
mouth of the Little Big Horn; whereas
one

the Custer battle took
miles up the Little

about

13

As the

Horn.

south of the Yel-

rounding country

sui

place

Big

line of march

a

proceeded

by a squad of Infantry from Fort
Custer, which ended the exercises.
While nearly all of us were in attend-

the cemetery a far different scene
on at the Indian camp on the
banks of the river where we landed, and

ance at

going

where

a

hand of Crow Indians
Here

camped.
by

some

tic hues

imaginable,

weird

miles

rail from Fort Custer, ail on the
Burlington A Missouri river

by

railroad.

previously stated,

As

massacre—which is
it,

ii

a

about 205

as

this

battle,

proper

more

men were

or

uame

for

fighting

tluir lives against from 4,500 to 0,000 of

murderous, blood-thirsty savages as
went on the war path—took place
near
the Little Big Horn river, over a
rough piece of ground, iu two or three
laige and several small ravines.
Very
little lighting seems t-> have taken place
the high ground, or ridges. This is
as

ever

■Id
Li

by the graves, as the soldiers are
icd where they fell.
It covers about

:

;.oou

tins has been made

national

a

ceme-

oilier Initials have been made here.

i-iy.

I i

fenced.

substantially

and is

acres

of course, in regular order and all
:aked by marble headstones and num-

Vpen the hendstoucs ofdhe Cus-

.-•■'.diers is

■

dun

a

7tli Cavalry, June 25,
As the icmains of all the com-

hssi< m-d

amors.

with

removed,

the

<

been

have

fell

“Here

the

<»i

2>7•;.
n

inscribed:

fell is

marked by
their name upon it.

a

exception,
.spot where they
one

wooden cross with

war

wore

combined

With the

in

ex-

who had

us

while many of them
bonnets, some of

with

the

to

but still

sight,

those of

ground. It was a
a novel spectacle to
never seen a dance;

assure

arrest

murderers who

now at

necessary.
The dance

we

are

Agency

witnessed

was

as

was

also sugnear, the

participate against Custer.
in

knowing that tlie Cheyennes were out
war paint made many a spectator shud-

der at the

might
were

s

thought

poem in itself.
The post office mission work

of what the Crows

do in the way of a massacre if they
inclined: but nothing of this kind

branches
the indi-

Why they keep

up these
of barbarism it is hard for one

on

the

river, and

feet to the west of this group.
There seems to have been but
made

the

near

river,

one

most

as

stand

of

tance

Id

the

some

who

came

in wagons and on horses and ponies.
of our lunch at the river

graves are from half a mile to one mile
South of the monument,
away from it.
and about one-fourth of a mile away,
upon a level piece of ground overlooking
the valley of the Little Big Horn—which

though

beautiful

a.s

ed

valley

a

as man

upon—stand the

custodian.

They

ever

buildings

look-

of

the

substantial build-

are

ings of stone, well finished and furnished,
and present a nice appearance; yet what

lonely life for a man and his family,
with only the graves and monuments of
the dead for neighbors, as there are no

a

white settlers allowed

the reservation,
the nearest white inhabitants being at the
agency

two

over

buildings

tile

on

miles away.

grandstand

here the exercises of the day
About the 20th of May the
1 >u” advertised an excursion

were

“Burlingby regular

Billings ai d by special train
from Sheridan, Wyoming, to the Custer
battlefield on Memorial Day.
As 1 had
visited the battlefield 1 concluded
to avail myself of this opportunity.

never

P. train from the west

Sunday morning,
left Billings witli

so

it

was

late

9.30 before we

was

six

passenger coaches
and 413 passengers, airiving at Fort Custer station on the
Big Horn about 11
o'clock, where we were joined by 117,

mostly

colored

this fort

are

soldiers, (all the soldiers at
colored, hut they are com-

manded

by wliite men.) and a few officers.
At the Crow agency, 11 miles from Fort
Custer and two miles from the battlefield,
boys

were

as we pulled into the station the
and girls from the Indian school
marching nut to join us. There

hoys and 50 girls, all dressed in
suits of gray trimmed with red braid.
75

was

They

accompanied hv their teachers
by the scliooi hand of 15
pieces, one Indian boy carrying a large
TJ. S. fag.
These Indian children were
and

were

headed

from 7 to 10 years of age.
As our train
was alieady over-crowded we were
ob.iged to leave them, hut the special from

She'iidau

went

after them.

From the

agency depot we could see the custodian’s
house upon the bluff over two miles away.
The battlefield, lying east, north and
south of it, can only be seen after ascend-

ing

the

bluff'.

The tiaiu

was

stopped

within three-fourths of

tlefield,

which

a

at

a

crossing

mile of the bat-

reached either

was

by

wagons, mostly driven by squaws, or on
loot.
.Scon after our arrival the train
from Sheridan arrived with some 000

ex-

cursionists and the “Phil Sheridan” band
with them.
were

The delegation from Billings
accompanied by the Billings band,

aud that with the hand from the Indian

school,

made three bands to assist in the

ceremonies of tlie
After

partaking

day.
of

a

the bank of the Little
itors wandered

over

on

Horn the vis-

the battlefield.

The G. A. R. of both

idan,

picnic dinner

Big

Billings

he had

his face

and Sher-

the soldiers from Fort Custer and

the children from the agency, accompanied by the bands and the excursionists

them, formed in line
speaker’s stand at the
Here they were met by the
the day, who had been enter-

painted,

as

do

This Indian

just across the river from
camped.
It was an ideal day for such an excursion, there being just wind enough to
keep it cool. It was a very quiet and
orderly crowd, not a drunken, or disorderly person to be seen throughout the
day. We arrived at Billings on our rea

where

line ranch
we were

turn, at 10 o'clock, pretty well tired from
the trip of over 150 miles and upon our
I
feet all day.

Very Truly Yours,
E.

held.

m

The N.

participant in the dance, al-

a

most of them all the time.

erected,

was

w

tiaiu fi<

Near these

but not

has

j
I

J. Monisox.

|
"1 am an old soldier of the Rebellion.
A
year ago I was in bed all winter with chronic rheumatism. Three doctors failed to give
me relief.
Two bottles of Burdock Blood
Bitters put me on my feet. It is worth its
in
weight
gold.” W. B. Knapp, Litchfield.

Hillsdale Co., Mich.

Fish and Game.

Hon. P. O.

Vickery
recently from a trip

of

Augusta

to

Grand Lake, where he fished with Hon.

returned

J. 8. Clark of Calais and the Inland Fish
and Game Commissioners Carleton, Stanley and Oak. They had great success all
around.
Mr. Vickery in one day took in
19 fish; six landlocked salmon and 13
tog lie. Commissioner Carleton came out
that day with about the same number.
Among the latter s were four landlocked
salmon that together weighed 18 pounds.
He caught them inside of an hour. Messrs.
Stanley, Oak and Clark also had some
handsome strings to their credit.A petition is being circulated in Brewer, Bangor and Orrington asking .Mi at Fields’
pond be stocked with salmon and trout, a
screen to be placed at the outlet into the
Segeunkedunk stream to prevent the fry
from leaving the pond.
The petition is
receiving many signatures.Advices received at Gloucester from Newfoundland
are to the effect that the schooner Concord
of that port, together with about 25 other
Gloucester
vessels, including halibut
catchers and codfishers, are imprisoned in
the ice on the Newfoundland coast.
The
vessels are reported on the eastern coast
of the island,in the vicinity of Bay of Bulls
and 8t. John’s, which section is practically barricaded by immense fields of ice.
The Concord is on a halibut fishing trip
under Capt. John Duguo.Mackerel
seem to have
struck the Maine coast.
A big haul has been made off Harpswell. The fish were unusually large and
averaged in weight about two pounds and
a
The fishermen captured about
half.
1,800 weight, for which a ready market
was found.Four hundred
pounds of
trout wTas the record for one day’s fishing
at Schoodic lake on the Bangor A' AroosThe immense amount of
took railroad.
fish comprised lakers and square tails.
During one week recently over 000 brook
trout were taken there, together with 200
pickerel, 400 w hite perch and 30 bass. The
largest lakers caught weighed 24 and 18
pounds respectively_In three hours fishing at Lake Cobbosseecontee June lltli
C. O. Tibbetts of Augusta and Mr Higgins
of Chicago, 111., caught six trout weighing
4 1-2, 4 1-0, 3 3-4, 1 and 3-4 pounds apiece,
a total of 10 3 4.
They were all beautiful
specimens. In addition they took in six
is
perch.What your opinion of the Boston man who promised before he went
down east trout fishing to send his partner home some fish, and then expressed to
him from Kineo a dried codfish?

who cared to join

and marched to the

cemetery.

Mrs.

partaking

in the evening we were joined by Shinbone, a Crow brave of some importance,

is

by
by
Howes, both finely rendered.
Rev. O. K. Crosby of Yarmouth offered

from a dis-

MUNYON -Sis

yon through correspondence who cannot come to
speakers of
If you are in doubt about your distained by the custodian, Mr. A. W. Gro- his office.
ease, write direct to Prof. Munyon, 1505 Arch
BY
Street, Phila| |
ver.
Col. M. A. Upton, commander of
MAIL
at
«„£&
made
the
first
Sheridan,
Schuyler post
cal advice. Munyon’s Remedies for sale at all
addicts aid inticduced Col. Daggett druggists’. Mostly 25 cents.

CURES

Ralph

H.

prayer.
Rev. W. H. Ramsey of Farmington presided and introduced the speakers, in brief and
and witty remarks in the case of each. The
papers were on “Our Gospel and its demands,” each of the speakers taking up one
class of workers ami showing the demands
of the Gospel and its work upon that class.
The first paper was by Rev. S. C. Beach of
Bangor, on “What our Gospel demands of
the preacher.”
He first stated that while
ministers may be capable of defining the
duties of others, it is perhaps a different
matter to tell just what the Gospel demands
of themselves. The preacher must believe
in the Gospel with his whole heart. The
Gospel is best stated in the sermon on the
mount and in the parables, but we find it
also in nature. The Gospel of Redemption
means making the
world better. We are
told that redemption came through Jesus
Christ, but did it not also come through
Moses, Isaiah, Socrates and Plato? Preachiug the Gospel must have a tendency to better mankind.
It is of little consequence
whether or not there is an open sea at the
north pole, whether the Norsemen came to
this country before Columbus, or what were
the dimensions of Noah’s ark or Solomon’s
temple. The preaching of the Gospel must
aim at

higher

truths.

Rev. J. L. Marsh of Saco followed with a
paper on “What our Gospel demands of the
church.” Our Gospel demands more of those
who hold it than any other. It is for the
benefit of all who live in the world, and it is
the same old Gospel that demanded so much
of and did so much for David. It is the same
good uews of God—of life. It is a Gospel
not for ourselves alone; we must not keep it

ourselves;

give

away. The
church must be a social institution in that it
serves the best welfare of the community in
which it exists. In all departments—religto

!
i
!
:

we

must

it

In Biiief.
The United States torpedo
boat Porter, June 6th, made the marvelous
record oi: a mile in less than two
minutes, and 42 miles in one hour and 50
minutes, with scarcely au effort. June
10th she made the circuit of Long Island,
N. Y., in faster time than it has ever been
made before, and successfully passed the
most severe test that has ever been given
a
boat in her class.Prof. Alvin G.
Clark, famous the world over as the
manufacturer of telescope lenses, died at
his home in Cambridge, Mass., suddenly
June Otli, as the result of a stroke of
apoplexy.Harvard students have done
a creditable
piece of detective work by
ferreting out and compelling the resignation from college of the culprits who
daubed the statue of John Harvard with
red paint.
That is a kind of lynch law
that is commendable.The Massachusetts Legislature adjourned siue die, June
Uth.At Fleetwood Park, New York,
June 11th, Crete won the 3-minute trot,
$500, in rive heats; best time, 2.22 1-4 by
Tommy; winner’s best, 2.23 1-4. Dudley
Olcott won the 2.1!) pace, $500, in three
Valleau
straight; best time, 2.18 1-4.
won the 2.12 pace, $500, in theee straight;
best time, 2.15 1-4. liussell T. won the
matched race, $1,000, from Prince A., in
three straight; best time, 2.29 1-2.
Florida expects to market nearly a million boxes of oranges next year.
The
trees that have sprung from the roots of
the frozen trees are thrifty and remarkably free from insect pests.Thomas M.
Brain, who is under sentence of death for
the murder of Charles 1. Nash, was
brought into the United .States court,
Boston, at 2 o’clock Friday June 11th,
where Judge Colt announced that the sentence of death passed upon Brain was indefinitely postponed until the mandate of
the United States supreme courtis received and recorded.

hands fraternally with au Orthodox or a
Sceptic, but the man I fear is the man who
has no convictions.” In educated Boston,
where liberalism has become classical, Sam
Jones and Moody brought thousands to their
knees through fear. And this under the very
shadow of dozens of liberal churches. Our
mission canuot be ended until every fear is

banished; until supernaturalism gives way
to naturalism.
People often mistake theology for religion. Religion can never die
until mankind has reached a state of perfection. We must not stop now, but clergy
and laymen must work on together.
The meeting closed with the hymn, ‘‘I ask
not wealth,” and the benediction.
Thursday’s business meeting.
After an hour’s devotional service, in
which the communion was observed, the
business meeting opened Thursday morning
o’clock.
S. Clifford Belcher, Esq., of Farmington
presided. The first business was the report of the nominating committee and election of officers. The following were re-elected unanimously:
President, Hon. J. W.
at 10

Symouds, Portland; vice presidents, Hon.
Seldeu Conner, Portland; Mrs. S. F. Hamilton, Saco; secretary and treasurer, Rev. J.
L. Marsh, Saco; executive committee, Rev.
J. C. Perkins, Portland, Hon. Mark P.
Emery, Portland, Mrs. Marcia B. Jordan,
Portland, Mrs. Florence Barry, Kennebuuk,
Mrs. Adeline H. Stetson, Bangor, Hon. J.
D. Hopkins, Ellsworth.
The following resolutions were unanimously passed:

resolution of thanks to the various railTeacher (to class in geography.) “What
road and steamboat lines for reduced rates. I
is latitude?”
Having most heartily enjoyed the beauJohnny .Squanch. “The distance north
ties of Belfast, the Belfast weather and tin*
cordial greetings of our Belfast friends, we or south from the equator.”
“What is the distance east or west from
would formally, by this resolve, express our I
thoughtful appreciation of the generous hos- a given meridian called?”
of
Belfast homes.
pitality
“Er-er—lassitude, ma'am.” [Harper's
Resolved, That in view of the recent en- Bazar.
dowment of the Christian Register, the leading denominational paper for more than 10
Anxious Toother:
“I don’t
understand
years, and in view of the determination of
how it is, Bertie, that you are always at the
the editorial board to greatly enlarge and
foot of your class
Bertie: “I don’t unstrengthen that publication, this conference derstand it mvs* If; hut 1 know it's dreadful
recommends most heartily that all Unitareasy."
[Boston
Transcript.
ians become subscribers thereto.
Resolved, That this conference hears with
great pleasure of the organization of the
Christian Civic/ League in this State having
for its aim to enhance the respect for law
and to exalt the standard of citizenship and

GOLD

of

•

Tiver
I PILLS

After some discussion it was voted that
the monthly organ of the Unitarians of
Maine, the Church Exchange, be continued
the coming year, and that H. P. White of
Farmington be its editor and publisher.
Notice was given by Geo. W. Stone,
Treasurer of the American Unitarian Association, of the summer meeting of Association, to be held at Isles of Shoals July Ills, and an invitation was extended to this
conference to be well represented.
The roll call of parishes showed that delewere

in

attendance

as

follows:

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongua
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

From

Ellsworth, 10;

Augusta, 14; Castiue, 13;
Portland, B'irst Parish, 9; Bangor, 11; Saco,
17 ; Lenuebuuk, 8; Portland, Preble Chapel,
2; Waterville, 4; Yarmouth, 2; Houltou, 0;
B'armiugton, 5; Total, 101.
The Treasurer’s report showed as follows:
On hand at beginning of year.8 58 81
Rec’d from Churches.
115 82
05 15
Special collection.

^

POWDKR.

^k.

L"uis.

COMPANY.

York.
1‘nuaUeipuiu.
Now

Boston.

NO-TO-BACcuHFDCURE®

1,000.000bores sold. 300.000 cures prox e Its power to destroy the desire for tobacco in any
form. No-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world.
Many »jain 10 pounds n l!) day and i' i.
fails to make the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magnetic. Just try a b x.
You wi'.l
lighted. We expect you to believe what we sav. for a cure is ab>olutely guarantee ! y dru^*r:- *>
written -juarautee
where. Send tor our booklet "Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life Away
Over

AddressTIIE ^TEKLING 1KEMEDY CO., Chicago

tree sample.

or

New York.

Sold aud Guaranteed by RICHARD II. MOODY. Belfast, Me.
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FRANCIS & CO.

Sole

Agents. Belfast* Me.

NEW GOODS!
LATEST STYLES!

D.

*
Has

a

77 PALMER

first-class assortment of the

newest

*

and best in the market of

UNDERWEAR, NEGLIGEE SHIRTS a specialty.
NECKWEAR, GLOYES, HOSIERY, ETC.
See

our

celebrated WILCOX HATS,

OTHER STYLE H YTS EROM 50 CENTS TO $3.00.

to PALMER’S for

Headquarters

v?d1*tal

Bargains.-*

FOR

Tinware and Kitchen Goods,

8 239 78

Expenditures for conference.8 50.90
Church exchange.
117 88
Paid Presque Isle.
05 00

Blue Flame Oil Steves, Lamp Stoves of all kills

8 239.78
Received at conference, 1897.8 122 44
Collection for guarantee fund.
44.84

GARDEN HOSE.

8 107.28
The report of the Executive Committee
showed the following changes the past year;
Ivennebunk had its valuable and enthuiastic
minister, Rev. Mr. Prescott, bewitched away
from them much to their regret and the loss
of the Conference. He will be succeeded
by Rev. J. O. D. Powers in September.
Rev. T. J. Voleut.iue after all too short a
stay was compelled to leave Waterville
which is now without a minister.
Rev. H. H. Woude, formerly of Toronto,
has accepted a year’s call at Castiue.
Ellsworth is rejoicing in a revival under
the ministration of Rev. W. R. Hunt.
Rev. T. E. St. John has succeeded Rev. 1
II. L). Cotton at Eastport and the condition j
of the parish there is very hopeful.
B'armington and Presque Isle parishes ;
that have been considered uncertain are in
an encouraging condition.
Bruuswickstill sits with closed doors so far
as the church is concerned.
But it is good
to know that the women have a brauch
which holds regular meetings and is doing
noble work for the cause.
Bar Harbor is without a pastor.
The other churches of the State are under
the same pastoral care as last year.
The following telegram was sent to Rev.
J. C. Perkins and wife, who were about to
sail from Montreal for a trip to Europe;
Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Perkins,
Windsor Hotel, Montreal.
To sail on “Parisian.” Successful Conference. Wishes pleasant voyage, happy,
profitable vacation, Safe return.
J. L. Marsh, Secy.
This completed the business and the Convention adjourned sine lie
The remainder of the forenoon was occupied by a paper on “The New Birth,” by
Rev. J. A. Chase of Houltou, and a discussion of the same by Rev. O. K. Crosby of
Yarmouth, and several members of the conference.

ion, business, politics, social life—the Gospel demands that the power of the church be
felt. The church’s only excuse for existing
is the vitalizing influence it exerts. It must
be educational. It must work for the gradTHE EXCURSION.
ual betterment of the social life, not by miAt 2 o’clock a large number of delegates
raculous conversion, but by educational
aud Belfast friends embarked on steamer
work. The church should be open to all,
rich or poor, educated or ignorant. The Silver Star for an excursion to Castine The
church should be a religious institution. steamer returued to Belfast, at 10.30 o’clock.
THE CASTINE MEETING.
Everything else it useless unless it begets a
The conference accepted an invitation
spirit of reverence in the human heart. The
from the Castine Unitarian Society to hold
mission of our church is Unity.
the closing meeting of the conference in
The hymn “The Morning Light is Breaking” was sung, after which Rev. W. R. Hunt Castine. About eighty of the delegates reof Ellsworth presented the third paper, on aponded. The day was propitious, ami the
“What our Gospel demands of young peo- glorious scenery of Peuobscot bay was
ple.” He mentioned some of the dangers thoroughly appreciated and enjoyed by the
which beset the church. We are in danger visitors from all parts of the State from the
of becoming too exclusive. If we belong to Aroostook to York county. On the arrival
class, we may belong to the Unitarianlchurch, of the boat at 4 o’clock, the Castine sothe Episcopal church, the Baptist church, or ciety had buckboards aud carriages for the
whole company in readiness at the wharf,
any church, wre do not belong to the church
of the Living God. The Gospel demands the and the unsurpassed beauties of land and
sea were enjoyed by all.
Many had their
use of the mind. We must understand someAt five o’clock the
first view of Castine.
thing of the world. It demands feeling, not
left at the Town Hall, where
merely emotion, which is trausitory.'but deep company were
At 7 a
and permanent feeling.
No man would a bountiful supper wras spread.
sacrifice himself for the merely intellectual. service was held in the Unitarian church,
The demands of the Gospel are made on us which has nearly completed its first cenThe church was well
as individuals.
By helping others we help tury of existence.
ourselves. The speaker compared the differ- filled writh the conference friends and
Castine people. The services wras conent denominations to the fingers of the hand.
Each is of little account alone, but together ducted by Rev. H. H. Woude, the pastor.
a son of Rev. Dr.
they make a complete and strong unity. The Dr. Wheeler of Castine,
denominations should work together like the Wheeler wrho for many years acted as the
Unitarian Bishop of Maine, gave the adfingers and thumb in doing the general work
dress of welcome,which was responded to by
of the whole.
Rev. J. L. Marsh of Saco. Mrs. S. F. HamilThe final paper, on “What our Gospel demands of the laity,” was by Rev. E. E. New* ton, President of the Maine Woman’s Alliance, then spoke for and to the Woman’s
bert of Augusta. He believes in the Gospel
of glad tidings. The Unitarian body is the Alliance.
Rev. W. H. Ramsey of Farmington gave
smallest religious body in the world. We
the address of the evening, which was reare sure we are standing on the truth. Why
do we remain small? We do not have the sponded to by O. K. Crosby of ^ armoutli.
proper missionary spirit. He feared not out- The whole meeting wras full of spirit, good
side opposition, but rather had fears for the
words and heartfelt sympathy.

Si.

Chicago.

SICK HEADACHE
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WASHING

package—greatest economy.

Kittle

meet next year in that city, and the matter
was referred to the Executive. Committee.

gates

Largest

THE N. K. FAiRBANK

CARTERS

Rev. George A. Emery of Saco, in behalf
his church, invited the conference to

DUST

W

A

explain-

spectacles
highest to tell. We were informed that the dance
point of the held near the western side, began about 2 o’clock and it finished at
We were also told that they parand about 50 feet above where Gen. Cus- 0.50.
ter fell.
The headstone of Tom Custer is ticipated in them sometimes as often as thinking.
The meeting closed with a hymn and
only a few feet away, showing that the three times a week, and that they somebenediction.
brothers kei >t together to the last.
In ! times lasted through the night, at which
THE PLATFORM MEETING.
The
this group are about 20 headstones, if my i time, of course, torches are used.
Wednesday
evening there was a large atcrowd
and
it
was
numbered fully 1,500
menmiy serves me aright, and it is !
tendance at the “platform meeting,” and
thought they were the last to fall. These estimated that there were over 1,000 other
able and interesting papers were presented.
Indians present, some from the Agency
are to the west of all others, with the exThe organ voluntary by Miss Mary E.
ception of two lone graves about 100 close by, many from camps all along the Faunce, was followed
a vocal solo
The monument stands

church from internal indifference. There ia
not the spirit of sacrifice, either among the
clergy or laymen. He said: “I can shake

patriotism.

was

ed and reported in practical papers by Miss
Margaret E. Fox of Portland and Mrs. Geo.
T. Jackson of Bangor. The work, which is
producing noticeable results, is a novel
method of doing missionary work. When
an interested Unitarian hears or learns of a
man or woman who, from reading or other
cause is becoming interested in liberal theology or thought, the case is reported, and
the possible convert is supplied with literature in the lines along which he or she is

was to be feared, as they have been peaceable Indians for years, are well taken care
of by the government, and are perfect,

ly contented.

various

Vice Presidents, Mrs. H. P.True, Augusta;
Mrs. Florence Barry, Kennehunk.
Secretary and Treasurer, Miss Mary H.
Kelley, Portland.
After the close of the business Mrs. M. L.
Carter of Augusta read a paper on “The
Beauty of the Psalms,’’ which showed great
spiritual and intellectual research and was a

in sight, or so
graves of the victims of the murderous
red skins—although the Crows did not

gestive,

it

the

hymn, responsive Scripture reading

Showed active work not only m
viduals and churches, but an improving
missionary spirit throughout the State. A
large amount of liberal literature has been
distributed.
The following officers were elected :
President, Mrs. Sarah Fairfield Hamilton,
Saco.

to protect
the settlers and render what assistance is

Keogh are

a

money iu the treasury.
The reports from the

among
Half of the troops from Fort Custhem.
from Fort
ter and several companies
some

ASSOCIATION.

and prayer.
The report of the Secretary showed 11
branches of the Alliance, an Alliance connected with all the Maine churches except
three.
The report showed an increase
in interest and membership in all quarters.
The treasurer’s report showed an encouraging state of the finances, no debt and

you,I looked upou it with far
different feelings—kuowiug that the participants were friendly—than though we
were witnessing the one that took place a
few days previous, some 40 miles east, at
the Lame Deer Agency, where the Cheyennes held a real war dance, and are nowon the w ar path against the Custer County officials and settlers who are trying to
but 1

esc

:<d

seen a

en-

ception of breech-cloths most of them
were
stark naked, their bodies being
painted in the most grotesque and fantas-

is

line of the

to be

were

dance, participated

150 Crow Indians.

Crow Indian

the Little Big Horn, about two
miles below the battlefield, aud about 11

was

medicine and war

is

on

THE

fired

was

Conference.

The Maine Unitarian Association, a corporation which manages the business affairs
of the Denomination in the State, held its
annual meeting Wednesday afternoon. The
reports of the Secretary and Treasurer
showed the affairs to be in excellent condition. The following officers were elected:
President, J. W. Symonds, Portland.
Vice President, William Gore, Freeport.
Secretary, George A. Emery, Saco.
Treasurer, Mark P. Emery, Portland.
W. Symonds,
Finance Committee, J.
Mark P. Emery, Geo. F. Talbot, Selden
Conner, Portland; J. D. Hopkins, Ellsworth ; George A. Emery, Saco.
THE WOMEN’S ALLIANCE.
The annual meeting of the Maine State
Unitarian Women’s Alliance was held Wednesday afternoon. The exercises opened

Smith, where the decoration of
tlie graves took place, followed by a salute
Lt. ('. F.

lowstone river to the
located

formed which

was

the monument dedicated to

to

gorgeous
which reached

Wyoming line
reservation, the Agency

all

At the close of his ad-

who heard him.
dress

appreciated by

effort and

scholarly

State

The sessions of the Unitarian State Conference and auxiliary bodies, which opened
in the Unitarian church iu this city Tuesday
evening, June 15tli, and which was reported
in last week’s Journal to Wednesday noon,
continued to Thursday evening, though the
final meeting was held in the Unitarian
church iu Castine.

To the Editor of The Journal: It
Col. Daggett was followed by ex-con(
might not be out of place, in beginning gressman Frank Mondell of Ranchester,
this letter, to give the location and a de- Wyo., who made the address of the day.
scription of this famous battlefield, as no He is a tine speaker and his address was a
doubt many of the readers of The JourThe
nal do not know its exact location.
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or

Buckboards.

Fine Silver Plated

be-

it's the best—makes

KNIVES,

bread than other brands

none

is thrown away.

FORKS,

We have all the New

and used

everywhere.
WM. A. COOMBS, Cold water, Mich.

LSold

J

SPOONS

Perfumes and Other

(ROGERS BROS,)
A II

|

|
1

j

Bicycle
Repairing.
Bring in
kinds of Bicycle repairs

Belfast Machine &

roundry Po.

**

1

Belfast,

Plated

V

HIGH IN

Gold Filled Watcher

QUALITY.

LOW IN PRICE.
Tor LADIES and GENTLEMEN

CLOCKS.

DR. OSGOOD S

SPRING MEDICINE.

at.

Street,

Silver and

Have your Eyes Fitted
*

Spectacles,

We can save you Won

THE BEST

and repairing neatly done

Front

kinds ot

Toilet Accessories.

Your Wheels. Indian:-: Bitters.
All

m

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY FILLED.

FLOUR
cheapest

highstreei.

MAINF
iVlMI.NC,

make

good bread of

The

M. L. Mitchell,

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,

y out not without bread. 1
Poor bread is only a 1 ittl

cause

ENAMEL WARE.

could

hr without shoes

'll better than

ALUniNUn TEA KETTLES,
GLEN WOOD RANGES.

^Me.

Wheels or orders left at
office, 68 Main St., will receive prompt attenti o....

Proposals for Building Sewers.
Sealed proposals for building a sewer in the city
of Belfast, on Church street from Pearl street to
Grove street, 800 feet, and on Park street from
High street to the end of the sewer system on that
street, 200 feet, will be received by the committee
on sewers of said city until Tuesday, July 6th,
at 5 o’clock r. m., said proposals to be for the entire work and pipe and other materials. All
laborers employed on the sewer must he citizens
of Belfast. The City Council reserves the right
to accept auy of the proposals or to reject all.
For plan of the sewer and other particulars thereof, apply to the subscriber, chairman of the committee on sewers,
CLARENCE O. POOR.
Belfast, June 8. 1897.—4w23

A Fine Line of

Soda Water

Sterling Silvt

H, J. LOCKE & SON
National Bank
P. O. Square.

Building.

BELFAST

-WITH PURE FRUIT SYRUPS.-

James Pattee &. Son.

POOR & SOI

Fire, Life
OFFICE

H. H. LAMSON,

MAIN

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

and

tfT

MAINE.

Accident Insurance.

n A SONIC

TEMPLE.

STREET ENTRANCE.

53tf

BELFAST, MAIM

SUBSCRIBE
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Guatemala

r0ss

the

on

Deck of

1

lake, lay the town, Santiago de Atitlan,

a

Mule,

between

immense

volcanoes; and
farther on another 10,000 foot volcano;
^..pdfrful Lake Atltlan. Scenes In the Hlids of
lentral America.
and farther yet another, more lofty than
orrespondence of The Journal.] | all, its top lost in the clouds. Fleecy
altexaxoo, Guatemala, May ! vapors, rising from the bottom, moved
This odd, old town—of which slowly up the mountain sides; but otherj
wise there was no sign of life.
as yet seen little, being too weaLeaving
the Camino Ileal and St. Andres village
*:i: the long ruuie-back journey for
xplorations at present—lies TO j on our right, we descended by precipitous
..•ithwest from Antigua, our start- trails, sometimes almost overhanging the
and 100 miles from Guatema- water.
Winding round and round the
We made a four days’ picnic of boulders, when half way down we found
guide and mozo, camera and pro- ourselves upon a projecting shelf of rock,
i.unper—the itinerary calling for with a sheer drop of 2,000 feet close to
miles per diem.
We might have the trail.
At the bottom was a fertile
ililigencia in half the time, ami plain, sloping to the water; on the oppowith half the fatigue—but cer- site side another mountain wall, rising to
: h far less satisfaction to our inthe same height with that on which we
appetite for ‘•scenery.” Twenty stood, a waterfall making a silver line
ay is not much, with an early from its summit to the lake below. In the
the quarter-deck of an easy-go- middle of the plain, buried in foliage,
two

Christ, with staring glass eyes and long
human curls, and a gilt crown on his

head,

nothing

would be

..

at

all

ing through,
ajachel. A party

over

almost
hills,

■;:t

becomes

different matter—so

a

's

ness

i pains are not to be considered
:e 11 flights of a leisurely
journey
rhe beautiful

highlands

ot

this

shaped

making perfect

hot

iightest—the ail odorous of vio-

of the

oiange blossoms. the ozone in it
to contain au invigorating tonic,

ductiou obtained
and

lies practi*
coa-t range of the Sierras
.nning north and south through
A

capital

form

ui.uca.

two

land, with

own

..

»ing

at

the

only

a

link

to

the famous coffee

near

the coast. At first

on

sections

comparatively

the

rear,

seem

about and

level, but

to

shifting

be

The

tropical garden,

path lay

in which flour-

so

the

edge

one

Streams of considerable size pour
into the lake over rocky beds, or leap

foaming,

their relative

to

be

down the cliffs.

little

gradation

of

shores, and the bottom
reached with

>an

most

Lorenzo—most of them in

aitment

near

valleys.

the most puzzling manner. We
tU.iough several picturesque liarns;iU

so

towering volcanoes, there are narrow
gorges here and there, leading to fertile

constantly

taoly Jocotenango. Pastures,

|

a

walked the mile or

the lake.

to

brief

very
hot, the other very cold. Walled on every
side by vast cliff's and darkly shadowed by

in

>

we

a

with

1 picture that wonderful lake? We came
to its border at a point where some boil-

that the volcanoes, Feugo and
which should have remained se-

g

down
a

After

night.

.Spaniards, wliicli hereabouts ing springs
that the waters intermingle—the
a region of sugar fineasand

is

iu
:

guide,

j

avacados, limes, jocolas, pine-apples—
hedged by aloes, ;'.0 feet high. How shall

or

Isthmus of Panama,

igh

k farms,

nar-

cordial welcome

a

bubbled up

ih

con-

see so

spelled Sacatepequez and
by a sneeze. At Patzi

a

There is said 1
from its

depth
lias

not

been

line of dOO fathoms.

The

Tillman’s

the tariff schedule
Denials

by

all the

who framed the bill, coining from
the class of men they do, are considered a
sufficient refutation of these charges, even
men

Populist Senators saying
they think the proposed in-

Democratic and
that

frankly

vestigation unnecessary and unwise.
Good progress is being made by the Administration in consideration of the Cuban
action which was so strongly markfortnight ago has disappeared, and
following it has come a feeling that ata

of

tempts to force the Administration to act
before it should obtain the proper information would be not
it

only

an

injustice to

but to Americans and the American

her

the present year will reach the enormous
sum of 200 million dollars.
Not only are
the mines of the United States turning out
greater quantities of gold than last year,
but recent reports from the wonderful
mines in Africa, from those of South and

Remedy.

by far
history.

expert

are supporting the protective-tariff, bill,
charges that they are Northern carpet
baggers, ami do not represent Southern

and Consumption. It don’t, fail. Trial bottles free at Kilgore & Wilson’s Drug Store.
and

information.

The Omaha “World-Herald,” Mr. Bryan's organ, in its extremity over the
agony that 35 southern men in Congress

tending
New Discovery is-the grandest remedy ever
made, as it has done so much for him and
others in his community. Dr. King's New
Discovery is guaranteed for Coughs, Colds

News

exceed that of any other

w

year in

For past three years lias been atto business, and says Dr. King's

Literary

ill

same

year

cough remedies he could hear of, but got no
relief; spent many nights sitting up in a
chair; was induced to try Dr. King's New
Discovery, and was cured by the use of two

thing is that though we
water falling into it, no hu-

parent that the

Australia, all bring
It is perfectly apgold production of the

the

sentiment.

biography

Notes.

Dr.

|

j

j

j

|

|

|

|

j

|

!

city

may be
when

nervous

Mens, Boys and Youths' Suits.

sys-

point by
ailment peculiar to

We will guarantee all
money refunded.

sex.

We will sell you

buy anywhere

Chimaltenango,
plain, is tire village of
famous for its annual fair, which
during the last four days of No-

"I

Tliis fair used to be the great
the year in Central America,

"f

herds
■s

and

of

hogs

cattle, slieep, horses,
were

driven in from all

"f the country, and
fully fifty tlioupeople congregated in the little liam'•
■

iit

since

railways

and other faculties

made markets more numerous, the
fair has gradually fallen off.

>ia

immense ravines to be ascended and descended.
Through occasional openings in

deep,
still

a

fic for

woods,

we

through

above

us;—at every

turn

a

view sublime and the whole face of nature
covered with luxuriant vegetation. We

passed through Solola,

Las

Encuentros,

Chichicastenango, and several other villages with ponderous names, on the way
to Totonicapan, where the third night was

day, knowing that some terrific to be spent. Oh, that weary climb to
nbing was to be done, were in the sad- Solola—and always “one more libber to
at the first peep of dawn.
The coun- cross,” wide, rushing rivers, generally
grew even rougher and wilder, the with the choice of a swaying bark bridge
‘*1 constantly ascending; and soon after or fording over slippery boulders. Viewed
>n
we came within
sight of the won- from the heights above, the little town,
ini Lago de Atitlan, glistening like a with its whitewashed houses and red tile
-licet of burnished silver far, far
below, roofs, looked like a picture in the bottom
We found its plaza full of
‘‘til the village of Atitlan upon its west- of a tea-cup.
ii
edge and both overshadowed by the people, mostly Indians; and mule-trains
ano of the same name.
The lake is coming and going, for Salola is the great
l" rliaps twenty miles
long by half as broad, wheat market of Guatemala. The grain,
surrounded on all sides by precipitous (trigo) is small and round, and the govks and huge volcanoes.
From the ernment officials weigh each bag, which
'•order of table-land we looked clown should contain 0 arrobas, or 150 pounds.
*,<KK) feet, into what appeared a colossal Eat pine, (ocote) is another article of
wcll, walled by mountains, some bleak commerce here, as it serves the Indians
<md barren, others covered with
greenest for candle light. The church of Solola
It is very large, but
verdure.
On the opposite side of the deserves a visit.

his

representatives in the various
.States that only men who supported him
| and
his platform last year can be admitted
|
to participation in Democratic conventions
or primaries in any State in the
campaign
The following extract from the
; of 1897.

while the mountain side' towered

higher

list candidate for President in 1892, and
who was nominated on an anarchistic
platform in 189(1, calmly announced

A
New

I

England
Production.

'“■xt

The result of

14

years in cycle
construction.

IverJohnson

Cycles

call for the Ohio Ijlpmocratie convention
is a sample of the way Mr. Bryan and
those who do his bidding lay down the

law.

Common

who are in accord with the position of the
Democratic party as set forth in the Chicago platform
1890.”

adopted

in

j!

Send for

Catalogue.

1

Iver Johnson’s Arms & Cycle
Works, Fitchburg, Mass.

castoria.
Bimile

** «

eigaature
&

wrapper

ever7

Steel lubing, Standard

efoak SIOO.

1896 COLUMBIAS
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■

Models 40, 41 end 44, 1' r.t'W ti ( 1 \ \\ I 1« .1 liit 1 ;i\
sujm‘1 ior e.Nccpt tilt- 1 >'-'T < b>hitiil>ias.
Model 42, 26-irch wheels,
...
_

Maine Central R. R.

Hartford

l
TIM E-TABLE.
On and after June*20, I si*7. t rams connecting at
Burnham i;ml Waterville with through trains lor
and from Bangor. Waterville. Portland and Boston wiiiVm as follows
FROM

Patterns 7

“

Patterns 9

A M

1* M

...

Wald...
Blocks
Knox
Thorndike.

...

7
7
7
7
7

15
20

5S

45
55
Cnity.
Burnham, arrive. 8 25
Clinton.
8 35
S 45
Benton
Bangor. 11 4o
8 52

Portland.
E. I).
Boston. | w D.
(

p M
11 50
4 00

4 02

|

20
tl 25
H 85
145
tl 58
2 0.5
2 IB.
2 35
2 45
2 55
4 85

345 ;
13 52
14 1 5
4 45,
15 lo
5 32 j

3 13

7 30

A M

Waterville

P M

“

,k

I

Bangor
Benton.
Clinton.

«

$60 to $55

11

ti>

s

.\;

<:f i\(«ji < clmi k'nis.
lviin 11 m j it
\ \ j it ot*.
iv.

Fert fords, $E0, $45. $40.

r-iiuubiiica'aii'^ut*

BAkCAINS.

GEO. T. REAL), Agent, Belfast.

-I

MAIN STKEI.I

!

6 35
9 20
9 30

1 40
5 58
7 25

A

Fred Atwood,

M

»<><>
8 30
P M

M

11

00

0.35
7 00

7 00
7 15

am
M> 45
7 1o

am

0.45
0. 10
8 40
Burnham, depart. 8 80
8 48
9 15
Unity.
9 30
Thorndike.
8 59
Knox. fit (-8
tit 45
Brooks.
it IS
in 12
Waldo. +9 29 tl0 30
Citypoint. tit 4o tl0 50
Belfast, arrive. 9 45 11 00

4 30
1 40

Thirteen

Over

Milhvns

($J3,(. 00,tit

p >1
4

4
5
5
5
15
5
td
td
6

41
57
05
22
32
39
52
03
13
20

Winterport, M©.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

120

A M

Waterville.

]

70S

P M

Portland.

liiM-Us

;

SOME SECOND-HA \1> BIO Cl I S A I

J

0 00
0 25
0 50

S65

Bicycles

10
\

$75

AM

7 00
A

Other

j

TO BELFAST.

E* D..
oust
Boston
on,
| W. D..
»

K«itial to
\\ c ask tk

no

_

8 reduced from §75 to $60

er d

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart. Ton
1705
Cirypoint

■Sl'KIM.Ill Mi Fill)

Tire

ti

lnnirunt

.tsuets.

M A 111 I < ; l:.\ M I I ST AT E. FlIiK iNSVJIANIT ('ll., FlHK ASSOCIATION OK I’ll I I AUM.l'IU.A. ('Al'ITol K1 I: I InsCKaNIK Co..
Nation A
I'l 1,1: I nm i; a m
( o.. IIai;ieoi;i.. Conn.

j
|
1

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley,
GEORGE E. EVAN'S.
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 10, 1897.

AM.

DKSIRAIII.K RISKS WRITTEN AT (CRRLM

R.AI1S

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSLRANCF CO.
TORNADO INSIKANIK WRITTEN IRIS 5 I EARS,

nl lip mir»
CORRESPONDENT (Ilf MERHIANT MARINE) INMKAME) III.
INVESTMENT SKITRITIKS ROlllHT AND SOLI).

LOANS

IruiKlircs art'i'piublr.

in

NEOOTIATKI).

REAL ESTATE Bill'llIIT

ANO SOLO.

IED''"CorppRponilen(T Sollrlipd

4lt(

SINGERS
LEAD THE WORLD
Over 14,500,000 Made and Sold

The Nose and Throat.
J\o. *44 1 > .Wm Iiiu
N

CiiKM'

Ai:

i; 01

Kaiki

SnTot,

v

a 1.1* 8

HIGHEST AWARDS for
BOSTON,

Excellence of Design.
Excellence of Construction.

Regularity

of

Steamers leave Belfast as follows:
For Boston via Camden and Rockland, Monday
and Friday at 3.4o, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at f* i’. m.
For Buoksport, Winterport and Bangor, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 7 00 a. m.. Wed
nesday and Sunday at about 8.10 a. m.
For Searsport, Wednesdav and Sunday at about
8.10 A. M.

KKI’URMNG

Motion

SEDGWICK LINE.
Boston & Bangor Steamship Co.
-IT-* Commencing Hay 25, 1897,steam-

Rockland, Capt. M. L Abbott,
a. m., (or upon ardaily except Mon-

For Castine, Sargentville, Deer Isle, Sedgwick
and Brooklin, and when there are passengers will
stop at Blake’s Point and Little Deer Isle.
RETURNING
Will leave Brooklin at 1()a. m. Mondays and
12.30 other days, except Sunday, touching at
same landings and connect at Belfast with steamer from Boston (except on Wednesdays and Fri-

Through

for passengers ami f reight to Bar
landings on Mount Desert Island.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL, General Manager, Boston.
rates

Harbor and all

Great Speed.

Other hours

h\

appointment

4o*

Attention Pensioners

Adjustability.
Durability.
Ease of Learning,

Ilavin*: purchased the "tiuiual records

convenience of Arrangement.

estate

:

From Boston every day except Thursday and
Sunday at f> i\ m.
From Bangor, Mondays and Fridays at 12 noon.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 2 i*. m.
(’HAS. F. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
(’ALVIN ACSTIN, (lend Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM II. HILL,Gen’l Manager, Boston

er

1

MASS.

Hours, 12 l" 2.
only.
October, 1 Slut,

Ease of Motion.

day's).

The fae-

I’KOIMUKIOK.

7 per cent. Nickel
ot the \\ orld, have no

handsome, cloth-bound,
Buffalo. X. Y.
beautifully stamped binding is preferred,
send ten cents extra ;i cents in all) to pay
extra cost of th’s handsome binding.

day,

“Dr. Fowler’s Ext. of Wild Strawberry is
considered a necessity in our house. It is
an excellent remedy for summer
complaints,
especially with children.” Wm. Reid, (>(i
N.
Y.
College street, Buffalo,

St.,

Chas. O'Connell,

1897 Models,

Association,

Medical

j

you can

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

Address,
ing only.
World's Dispensary

will leave Belfast at 8 o’clock
rival of steamer from Boston)

■

than

business.

mean

WhIte Store;

Spring Style, 1897.

cents in one-cent stamps
to pay the cost of mail-

If

Chicago, July

9,

we

bense

The call announces that “the fol

lowing persons and none other” are eligible to participate in the State convention.
“First, all persons who voted for William
J. Bryan for President at the November
election of 1890; second, all other persons

Now

81 Main

Popu-

most severe form is never-failingly
by Doau’s Ointment, the surest speciall itchiness of the skin,

looked down precithousand—two thousand—feet

tlie dense

pices

in its
cured

sales

Clothing CHEAPER

eise.

Lamson & Hubbard

>

vast

our

or

■

-Mine

I

This is a hard year to find monev. and we are making
effort to please and satisfy you in finding great
values in clothing from the largest stock in the
of

sent absolutely free on
receipt of twenty one

^lrRcfjoj

1

]

buy your

an

Medical Adviser” contains several chapters
feminine physon the
iology and is a storehouse of valuable information for both men
and women. It will be

te
*tBTAl [i

<

to

Pierce’s thousand page free book.

Congressional Directory,

man

place

CLOTHING!

snapping

The

however, shows that this statement is

WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.
Write for catalogue of choice premiums.

physiologist.

An examination of their autoin the

Is the

has no time or opportunity to become a speHe gives the regulation convencialist.
tional "local treatment” and that’s usually
all the good it does.
No wonder women sometimes make the
mistake of resorting to some advertised
preparation compounded by an uneducated
But
nurse or other incompetent person.
there is no need of all these difficulties.
cures
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
these ailments in a natural and thoroughly
scientific manner. Dr. Pierce is a regularly
and eminent
graduated physician, a skilled
specialist of thirty years successful experience in treating diseases of the intricate,
feminine organism.
No other physician in the world has better earned the confidence of suffering women; and no other medicine has ever done
so much for them as his "Favorite PreIts sale is greater than the
scription.”
combined sale of all othei medicines for
It is the only remedy of its kind
women.
devised by an educated physician and

of the world in

B.

Shaving Soaps.

THE WHITE STORE

The average doctor seldom understands the various complications of these
He
delicate complaints.

Present indications warrant the belief

gold production

The J.

is strained almost to

some

nation.

that the

natured

her

tem
the

day.

woman

a

women

-ill

every

Makers of Williams Famous

is petulant and unloving with those
he loves best
is
'something
The best
wrong.

Central America and

bottles.

saves

os

stant

ed

Gunton’s Magazine for June contains without
The lake
foundation, as a very large per
eye has seeu the outlet.
eight valuable papers on subjects of more cent, of the 35 Southerners
receives several rivers and all the water- | than
supporting
in
addition
to
.red at the public fountain for
ordinary importance,
shed of the surrounding mountains; but > the usual departments.
The subjects the protective-tariff bill are natives of the
s
drink and feed, as is the j
there is no known channel by which the treated at length are;
“Pulpit Econo- States which they now represent, or if not
: all wayfarers passing through,
“S-nator Elkins,"
*‘American
volume can be carried off.
Nor are mics,”
are natives of the South.
great
is brought a distance of several
Wages,” “Text of Magna Charta,” ••Covthe waters chiefly evaporated, as in the enant of
!
Magna
Charter,”
“Arraignment
a
ancient
and
aqueduct,
very
valley «'f the Dead Sea; and the surface is of Organized Charities,” “A Frence Yiew
The erstwhile vice-presidential caudi:i:i is of the usual form in these
plainly at about the same level in all sea- of American Industry,'’ “improved Hous- | date of the Populist party, the Honorable
tall column, more or less orna- 1
ing for tiie Poor," and “Recent .'State
sons.
Many people believe that this plain Legislation.
j Thomas E. Watson, still has His knife up
rising iir the middle of a large, was
an ancient crater,
in the midst of
his sleeve for the Honorable Marion Butbasin of stone, which catches the t
Kev. Dr. Edward Everett Hale, who is j
which tlie volcano Atitiau was thrown
\\ au
ii'nni se\oral spouts near the !
original in all things, discovered a unique j ler, chairman of the Populist National
as Vesuvius
sprang from the way of celebrating his seventy-fifth birth- i Committee.
He is also dallying with the
Fi mi tliis common up—much
I
That was to write his recollections
ancient Somma: but it seems tome a more day.
same knife with reference to his running
|
I.- im-s and cattle |
t■>.
of m me of flit- eminent men who were his
probable theory that the lake originated closest
mate on the late presidential ticket, the
a
dip water for theii
friends, among them Lowell,
in the damming up of the valley by the
ie-usehold purposes, the
Longfellow, Emerson, Dr. Holmes and Honorable William J. Bryan. He says in
volcano.
There are thousands of Wendell Phillips.
The Youth’s Compan- j a recent editorial in his
paper: “If Mr.
'iieiiisehe> being quite beyond rising
small cavities in the lava, and possibly ion has had the good fortune to secure
is a Democrat let him say so. Then
\ 'w and then a
Bryan
j
woman, more
these intimate and charming papers, and
these the surplus water ilows, to !
her neighbors, brings along a through
the first in the series appears in its issue we will know what he is. If, as his friends
in the copious springs of of June 10.
again
reappear
Edward Everett, Dr. Dale’s : assert, he is a real Populist let him be
pole, one end of which she
the southern shore.
Water fowls are uncle is the subject, and a very lifelike honest enough to quit
ihe spout, the other in her wa- !
parading in Demois given of this famous Massaabout withiu reach , picture
: cratic clothes.”
ehuatts man, the hero of countless interest•lauding >»n the edge of the basin, |j abundant, swarming
of hand, as if they had never learned the
is :uakes a little aqueduct of her ;
j ing incidents, who entered many fields of
fear of man; but the only fish caught in effort—ranging all the way from preacher
..;e the animals were feeding we
Bimetallism in Europe has made great
j the lake are some
diplomat—and won success iu all. Iu |
midgets the size of your to
.uto a
half-ruined church, on i
the same issue of the Companion President advance in the past few weeks.
Meetings
smallest linger.
These are in such countirtliquake had evidently playMcKinley’s Cabinet officers arc described, of the bimetallic associations in England,
less mviiads, and so good to eat, that they with portraits.
The editorial page of the
ed jokes in days gone by. At
Germany and France have shown not only
supply all the surrounding villages with Companion presents many subjects of cur- renewed interest in this
’if period it was decorated with
subject, but have
rent interest, and every other department
an important article of food.
According of the
ti saints and angels, set in niches
paper reminds one indirectly, that j been attended with expressions of leading
to the historian, Juarros, the water of
e facade and at the corners:
the Companion is giving its subscribers a officials of
and,
England and France especially
Atitlan is so cold that all who venture to great deal for their money.
enough, everyone of the celesshowing
great anxiety for some concerted
bathe in it iind their limbs frost-bitten
“Table Talk” for June presents an un- action which shall bring about an increasaipauy is now a lit subject for the
and swollen—an erroneous theory, as we usual array of tempting dishes for the
>1 having lost a leg or an arm or
ed use or silver through international
It opens with the third artiten housewife.
iher portion of his anatomy,
These were accompanied by a
lu- presently proved. Directly opposite,
cle in the scries of “Garnishing and Dish- action.
the
ancient
town
miles across, lay
of San«lunch a wedding was going on
ing Entrees, Salads, and Desserts,” by general expression of belief that internade Atitlan, famed in legend and hisMary Ronald, a widely known writer on ! tional action upon this subject is the only
‘tuple kneeling within the clianeel tiago
tory; but from our point of observation “Domestic Science” topics; “Sandwiches method of
uder one red shawl.
obtaining definite and satisthere was no sign of life about it,—if we and Drinks” from the able pen of Miss ('.
first night was passed in CliimalC. Bedford, is timely and tempting for factory results.
little
the
steamer
30-fyot
except
a town of some consequence as | may
languid summer appetite; “Edible Weeds I!
anchored near the shore. The men of our and How to Cook Them,”
the capital of a ••department”
by Ethel Ram- i President McKinley’s ambition to atwho had been bathing behind a sey, gives information that all good housetaeli his signature to the new tariff bill
|»roduces considerable sugar, cof- party,
by
of rocks, regardless of keepers appreciate; “Canning and PreMieat, oats and barley.
It has ex- | projecting point
Miss Joyce, a noted author- i the Fourth of July seems likely to be realserving,”
by
back
with
assertion—came
freshJuarros’
stock farms also, and mines (not
ity, gives recipes aud careful instruction ! ized. The progress made in the Senate
shaven faces and asked us to guess for canning for the month of June.
The
in the consideration of this bill is pheworked) of gold, silver, copper, ly
delicious recipes aud menus given in the
uid iron.
There are manufactories, where in that forsaken spot they had found
and is due to the fact that the
;
nonrenal,
“Housekeepers Inquiry” department,
of cotton and woolen cloth, hats, a barber-shop. The tonsorial artist was meet the wants of our up-to-date readers, protective sentiment in all the
parties in
as they are given in
baskets and pottery; besides an ex- the cure’s bare-footed servant and “all
response to requests j that body is gaining strength every year
outdoors” was his place of business, his of its readers, who have learned to rely and that the
e tannery, and several mills which
people are bringing strong
An unupon it, for all such information.
'ii dour of excellent quality.
Near- razor one of the pumice stones which usual
interesting article is a description of ! pressure to bear in behalf of the early enThe people who live “A Noted Chinese Dinner” of twelve actment of a
ihe town we saw beautiful yellow strew the beach.
protective-tariff measure.
onias, growing on trees by the road- hereabouts prefer these sharp bits of rock courses, given as an illustration of the
Chinese
at
a
famous
Chinese
Culinary Art,
1 loses rioted everywhere in gor- to the best Sheffield steel, for they never
Democratic leaders who have borne
Restaurant in New Y'ork City, to Ameri>
perfection and in many yards were get out of repair and make an admirably cans. This “Ideal Housekeeping Maga- the heat and burden of the day during
ordinary double dahlias, pink and clean shave—though it requires consider- zine” seems constantly to improve. Our many years and many campaigns must exreaders can have a free sample copy, by
growing as high as dfteeu feet, able practice to avoid taking off the cutiperience a strange sensation on finding
applying to the Table Talk Publishing
"talks eight and ten inches in diame- cle with the beard.
| themselves read out of the party by newCompany, Phila., Pa.
The road next day was rough and wild
comers in that organization.
William
Eczema of the scalp or Scald Head, even
ree miles
from
in deyond description, with a succession of
Jennings Bryan, who voted for the
•omced

When

Meanwhile the demand for in-

question.

Mr. R. B. Greeve, merchant, of Chilhowie,
Ya., certifies that he had consumption, was
given up to die, sought all medical treatment that money could procure, tried all

remarkable
much

likely to reject Senator
proposition for investigation of

charges of control of
by the Sugar Trust.

Daniel B. Henderson vs. Christina R.
Barker. Dunton for plaintiff. Rogers for defendant.
H. F. Mason, Collector, vs. Belfast Hotel
Co. Johnson, City Solicitor, for plaintiff.
Williamson for defendant.
Elizabeth B. Whittaker vs. William B.
Smith. Brown for plaintiff. McLellan fur
defendant.
Way land Knowltou vs. Joseph Williamson.
Knowlton pro se. Williamson, Jr., for
defendant.
August N. Anderson vs. John M. Yogell.
Brown for plaintiff. Fellows for defendant.
And the following liquor cases:
Common seller, T. A. Elliott, L. L. Centner (2 cases,) E. A. Jones, Thomas
Haugh,
R. H. Moody, J. A Gilmore, Clarence Boor,
H. A. Bolau, Walter B. Twomblv, S. W.
Freeman, Asa A. Howes, Gustavos C. Kilgore, Melvin Grant, M. R. Knowlton.
Search and seisure, M. R. Knowltou.
Drinking house, etc., M. R. Knowltou, L.
L. Gentner, Thomas Haugh.
Single sale, Wm. J. Knowltou.
Toe Grandest

dishes. See how quickly it dissolves
in the water—how it removes every particle of greasy matterit
makes
the
how bright
plates and glass—how much time it

Month for June contains an article
on the recent Spring Art Exhibition of the
Academy of design and the Society of
American Artists. The chief and prize pictures are reproduced as illustrations, and
those who wish to understand what
American artists are doing in the world
of art, will do well to turn to this.
The
paintings shown are J. Appleton Brown,
John S. Sargent, X. A., Gustav Henry
Mosler, Bruce Crane, K. M. Shurtleff,
Caroll Beckwith, Douis Paul Dessar, Wilbur A. Keaser, and E. S. Hamilton.
The
entire exhibits were above the average and
of
the
critics
the commendation
general.

The Senate is

Bangor:

with its base

ished the best fruits of Central America

-nostpart. we stuck religiously to
amino Peal, oi “Koyal Highway"

her

The following Waldo county casep are to
he entered at the June term of Law Court in

four o’clock diuuer.

a

as

through

Ma.ires of Mexico and tiie Pock-

a

and

servant

continuous

a

was

CAKE OF FiNE TOILET SOAP IN EVERY PACKACE.

Try Ivorinefor washing

Ev’ry

in the

this

letters of intro-

our

us

for the

lodging

rest

the Andes of 5?outh America,

m

where

cure;

the Kineo Echo, a
J. S. Rowe and deof the Moosehead
received. It has an
appropriate illustrated heading and an interesting table of contents.

time in many years.

of the old Methodist hymn.
“Between ths saddle and the ground,
Mercy sought, mercy’s found.”
Fannie Brigham Ward.

defile leads to the

row

nightly showers subduing the
leaving vegetation at its green-

from the

wo-

village of San Andres.
The valley reached, we entered
l’auajachel through- orange groves and
coff ee trees, and rode directly to the house

nor

up—just

to

peculiar

triangle,

a

him

The descent

the lake, the two mountain ranges
verging to a point, through-' which a

it'i:

u.te

itselt into

jerked

Cases to the Law Court.

effect

summer.

The first numbers of
paper edited by
voted to the interests
Lake region, have been

weekly

Democratic managers in the various
States where elections are to be held this
fall are looking askance at the proposal of

time; while the horse he had ridden was scattered in fragments over half
the county.
A tine exemplification, this,

shining

on

weather in

.Main altitudes, neither

atmospheric

Fleming Day.

versed.

nick of

very steep and the view of the mountain
walls sublime.
As we advanced, the plain

The rainy season—
<»f this part of the world—has

a:.,

of

land "i eternal

Miushine.
'ei

and

valley

j

grape vine. That she succeedassured in the legend inscribed

Heaven and

water—bathed in the indiscribable soft-

in your back and prayerconcerned. However, a few

feeling
■

Arcadian

heights,

of the coming year are realized, the
drift which has been from the country to
the cities in the past few years will be re-

a

are

The June number of The Rudder is beauits contents full of
interest and value to the yachtsmau and
yaehtbuilder. We printed last week a
fine poem from the pen of the editor, Thomas

! pects

prayer to the “Mother of God.” She
have had the grape vine already for
such emergencies, for she leaned out of

men, moving toward it, single tile, from
the foot of the hill, looked like pigmies—
the whole beautiful prospect,
rugged

mostly perpendicstraight up, or straight
through wild ravines and

the miles are

eii

and

men

|

and Periodicals.

tifully illustrated and

must

a

of Indian

we

in the United States are
The farmers have been the
most prosperous members of the community during the past year, and if the pros-

Crop prospects

excellent.

a

church tower peernestled the villarge of Pau-

ievei i''‘adsof the United states,

...

a

Papers

The Winthrop Banner has made its appearbeneath, which states that the artist comMr. Bryan to come over and “help them ance
under the new proprietorship, ening home one night, (from his club?)
out.”
They remember with a thrill of larged to nearly four time its former size,
tumbled over the terrible precipice above
the 2S States which Mr. with other improvements, and the announcelake Atitlan, and would inevitably have anxiety that 22 of
the last campaign went ment that in politics the Banner will be
been dashed in pieces on the rocks 4,000 Bryan visited in
of them for the first found in the Republican ranks.
feet below, had he not instantly breathed Republican, many

a

with here and there

like

is a

him with
ed

1

an un-

ear

On the wall of the

large painting, representing a
young man falling headlong over a precipice, while through a peep hole in the
sky the Blessed Virgin is trying to catch
nave

v

lndeed, in the way of

cocked over the left

drunken man’s hat.

t-

Editorial Notes.

without much architectural pretension,
the interest centering in its remarkable
interior decorations.
There is a figure of

IF YOU BUY A
You

w

ill receive eaiel'ul iu>t

pensioners

SINGER,
1 net

i*

n

11<

"

m a com

petent te»clier at your home.
You will get prompt attention. We give careful
attention

ho

mat

increase
shoe

an

ol

('.

|

(

eiisi -ns,

shop, 11*7 Mail

I will

SOLI) ON EASY PAYMENTS.

C.

H. PARSONS, Manager.

COBBETT, Agt., Belfast,
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.

3ml8

Belfast Savins Bait.

at

(

.1

Col.belt'*

'112
<

>l()!iSK.

WOOL CARDING
AT

FRKFDOAl.

I take this method t<> inform my customer* that
wool left at the following places will he taken amt
returned for the same as at the mill
I.. I.. Prescott, Liberty; (’. K. Drake, Albion A. L. Phase,
brooks; Vickery A Hatch, Morrill; K U. Connci,
belfast. For further information address,
A. A. THOMPSON. Freedom, Me.
Freedom, June 3, 18i»7.—3m23

There
Who

Notice is hereby given that this Hank has placed
a BURGLAR ALARM GONG on its banking block,
which will be tested and rung on every week day
at 8.45 A. M. The alarm sounded at any other
time indicates that assistance is wanted at the
Bank.
JOHN H. QU1MBY, Treas.
Belfast, May 20, ^ 897.—3m21

e

I.

to

equalled experience and an timivailed reputation
—the strongest guarantee of excellence.
A full line of supplies, parts and repairs constantly on hand.

I

treet.oj posin- the postetlieo

June 24 and 2f>, 1897,

all customers, no matter where the
machine may have been purchased.
You will be dealing with the leading Company
in the sowing machine business, having an un-

H. H.

.1 tho
ates, for the convenience ot all
ha\ nt: claims pending, am! ot tlioso
isli t» present claims t u adbn n*nal or

ot ,1.

is a class of people

injured by the use of codec. Recently
there has been placed in all grocery stores a new
preparation called Grain-o, made of pure grains,
that takes the place of codec. The most delicate
stomach receives it. without distress, and but few
can
as

are

tell it from coffee.

much.

fit.
for Grain-o.

hildren

It does

not

cost

over 1 4

ay drink it with great bene15 cts. anti 25 cts. i cr package. Try it. Ask
(

n

Congressman E. C. Burleigh.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, JUNE 24. 1897.
PI PUSHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
<

1!I Sl-.l KY,

HAKl l:s A

Prof. Bateman isou the

war

path against

Bryan.

THE

Congratulations.
leigh.

Congressman

Bur-

They

are

is

®

£

o

Democratic

X
=r

-l

S

know that

to

F.

Belfast—Ward 1.
Ward 2..
Ward 8.
Ward 4.
Ward’).

W.

candidate for

the Democratic

l'laisted,
Congress in this district, is not cast down
by his defeat. But liow about Dr. Lancaster, the Pop candidate?

been world wide, and marked by genuine
feeling. Those who do not feel called

yield

upon to pay tribute to a Queen
to

good

a

election.

Monday's

to

woman.

One

Morrill.
North port.
Palermo.
Searsmout.

the

was

Burleigh, and the
would be a light vote. Searsport.
Stockton

K. (

election oi Hon.
other that there

I'.iiileigh’s majority

Mi.

Monroe.
Mont vile.

conclusions

foregone

There were two

of

93
87
81
31
40

Springs..

s.000 is

88
100
48

28
48
79
110
83
53
08

Swanville.
Thorndike.
ijuite satisfaett iv. however. J, II. Man- Unitv.
59
lev tic,Iks a falling off in the total vote Waldo. 22
!
W
over the vote of last year of about dO per
interport. 18,8
cent.
The Democratic vote falls off 00
over

19
21
4

10

19

29
19
21
22
42
14
33
19
10
31
18
]8

1725 i>8(,

and the

pei .eL,t
cent.

*

20

Total.332 74
Belmont. 31 32
Brooks. 88 23
Burnham.
40
49
Frankfort. 42 23
Freedom.
33 25
Islesboro.
42
19
Jackson. 38 29
Knox.
44
22
57 20
Liberty
Lincolnville. 55 34

The celebration of the 00th anniversary
of the coronation of Queen Victoria has

as

weakness of memory, and these
are the beginning of nervous
Iron and tonics
prostration
and bitters may afford some
temporary relief, but. what you
need is a food for body, brain

-i

gratifying

ready homage

appetite, headache, weakness
of the muscles, disturbed sleep,

egg

Puitland Argus.
It is

You naturally lose flesh in
the summer and running down
is so easy.
You get a little
weaker each day without hardly noticing it There is loss of

ex-

W

Republican

vote

40 per

4

2
5
9

and

20

of Cod-liver Oil with the

1

3
10
1
3

j

1
(!
4
4
1

I

I

M< Kinley's rebuke to the
\'anderbilt estate at Hilt-;j
loauai-e; «•* the
v !;<•
ei i.si;d to
m*!.,
permit the news- Ii
paper m- n to e .t. r tlie grounds with the
pii-sidei.'ial p my. was justly merited.
t the United States does
The pi* siceiiT
be piesident of the most
not inu-nd t<
demoei ati>
government in the world
without prat tic:no w hat lie preaches.Good
for Major McKinley, statesman, soldier
and gentleman.
<

|

The

President

simply

that

said

the

Rockland will sail
for Mr. RichThe yacht will soon

summer

go into commissi*m.

the ><nfoot sloop Annie B., formerly
owned in Camden; and Wm. Weeks bought
in Portland a large sloop yacht, the Howard
E.

the 7th page we publish au account
<»!' the signing of the treaty for the annexation of the Hawaiian Islands, June 10th.
On

day

Later in the

the draft of the
with

together

President
new

McKinley
to

treaty

George Ward well
very

sent

of
to

the Senate,

objecting

to

in the office of the SecreIt is a formal document,

ratification.

cumstances

The treaty is

act

of the overthrow in Hawaii

emphasizes

and

the fact that she

yielded

forces of the United States to avoid

to

blo< ddn d.

It claims

that

the present

government in Hawaii has no proper autho 1 ity.
Then is said tu be some oppo-

I

suioi

]

not

the treaty in the Senate, but it is i
!
ng in members or otherwise. The

t<.
*

s

is

treat
tee

u

now

before the Senate commit-

|

Foreign 1 delations, and probably

will not be acted upon at this session, as
adjournment will follow the eompletien

[

of taiifl legislation.
The press generally
is friendly to the annexation of Hawaii,
lu tlii- connection the following statistics
of Hawaii will be found of interest:
Number of islands.
8
Area in square miles.
Miles from San Francisco.
Total population.

7.020

2,000
100,000
40,000
40,000
Number of Americans.
o,0< u
Value of exports.8 15 000,000
Annual trade.8 20,000,000
Native population.
Chinese and Japanese.

Foreign capital invested.840,000,000
American capital invested .830.000,000
National debt.8 3,500,000
Average temperature. 78 degrees

appoint incut

The

of

Hon.

Fred At-

wood of Winteiport as a trustee of the reform school is gratfying alike to the appointee, who has manifested great interest
iu the institution, and to his many friends
in tliis ids native county and throughout
the State. The appointment lias been reThe
ceived with general commendation.
Bangor Whig and Cornier says: “Governor

Powers has

tlie

light place.

a

placed
No

the

man

right

man

in

Mr.
that

Atwood, to whose efforts in its beis largely due the marked change
has taken place in public sentiment

concerning tl,e usefulness of the school.
j articular!}’ true of the eastern
section of the State.Mr. Atwood has
taken

an

intelligent

and effective interest

both iu the school and it inmates,

lie is

perfectly familiar witli the work of the
school, having served on the committee

■

of the Executive Council, and will make !
valuable additiou to the Board of Trus- j

a

The Kennebec Journal says:
Iu naming Hon. Fred Atwood for trustee of the State reform school, Governor
Bowers has made an excellent appointThe duties of that office will be
ment.
congenial to Colonel Atwood, we believe,
for we are acquainted witli tire admirable
work he did, when as a member of Governor Cleaves’ council he served on the reThe developform school committee.
ment of the boys in that institution, into
respectable men, and all measures for
promoting that noble work, appealed very
strongly to the generous, helpful nature
of Colonel Atwood and he responded with
liis characteristic zeal throughout his
term in that capacity, and since his interest, notwithstanding the many demands
upon his time and energies, has never
llagged. Anything which had promise
of help and encouragement for “the
hoys,” as he fondly termed them, enlists
his efforts immediately. This is one of the
most valuable of ail our State institutions,
and tlie youth who there are trained to
become useful citizens will profit much
from the appointment of Colonel Atwood
to the board of trustees.
tees.”

The Grangers from every part of Maine
gathered at Maranocook Grove last Saturday for a grand love feast and a general
good time. They came from the east as far
as Bangor, from the coast,and from away on
the New Hampshire border.
They came
for a good time, and they had it. Some estimated that about 3,000 people were present.
Dr. G. M. Twitchell estimated the
number of Grangers assembled at 1,500, or
thereabouts. There were sports of various
kinds, music and speaking.

seal.

|

|

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken

internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
Send
for
testimonials, free.
system.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
4^-Sold by Druggists, 75c.

See
for

down,

Tired, Weak, Nervous,

I

our

midst

our

We have also

lot of

one

....

shelves. 4 feet, 11 inches high, 4'* 1-4 incites wide, price
these we shall close at $1.80. Also one lot of smaller on--.

shelves,

3

for

only

73 cen'n each.

We have just received a new lot and can now show the be*
and lowest prices ever shown in Belfast; prices from $2.XU
pair and upward. We have only one more each of

Solid Walnut and Sol’d Cherry Marble Top Chamber Suits
GOING AT JUST HALF PRICK
WINDOW SCREENS, WHITE IRON HKDS and WHITE CHAMBER SI i’R
prices low. SIDEBOARDS, REFRIGERATORS DINING TAIil Ks
and CHAIRS in full variety and all prices.
WE ASK FOR A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE.

ih*1 only pills to take
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

lllS

—-

—

-I

LNDERTAKING being our specialty, we wish to ha\e it known that we positively do and shall continue to furnish BETTER GOODS and at less price
than any other house can furnish in this county. Why pa\ such exorbitant prices when you can get better value’and lower prices of us?
Black Cloth Covered Caskets from $18.00 and upward.

On the eighth day of June, after eight or
months of patient suffering, Mr. G. W.
Crockett gently crossed the “great divide."
Mr. Crockett was horn in Prospect, May 21,
1820.
He passed the most of his life in his
He had nine brothers and
native town.
four sisters, of whom but two brothers and
two sister#survive.
He was twice married,
His tirst wife was Miss Lydia Littlefield of
Prospect: his second Mrs. Sarah Lobbins of
Searsport. No children blessed either union.
It e oil Id well be said of Mr. Crockett that he
was the noblest work of God ; for he was an
honest man, and a kind and obliging neighbor. It seemed to be bis aim to* do all the
good he could to the sick and lonely. God
sent him the blessing that is for those who
can claim the “inasmuch."
His memory
will long be cherished for his kindly arts to
the sick and sorrowing.
He had three
physicians to treat him, and his wife nursed
him with tender care: but no earthly power
could save him. In his religious views he
was a spiritualist, and died firm in that belief.
His death was like the burning down
of a candle. Mr. Crockett was laid to rest in
tlie village cemetery the eleventh of June,
Lev. O H. Feruaid of Searsport conducted
the funeral services and m uie very appropriate remarks.
nine

rolls around he will return to Satseasons he

urday Cove where for several
has spent the most pleasant

and

happy

most

R. H

COO.TBS & SON.

I

j

70 & 72 Hain Street,

=

Belfast, Maine

=

j

Wedding

B. F. Knowles has gone to Worcester,
Mass., to visit her sister, Mrs. Allen Henderson.... Mrs. C. S. Adams left for Boston last
Friday to visit her parents and sisters....
Bertha Adams attended the F. B. Quarterly
meeting at Halldale last week-Mr. A.
Woodman of Auburn is visiting in to wn and
calling on his many friends and acMrs.

quaintances.

name

them

on

their backs for the past three

months?
The New York Herald has started a
fund for Mark Twain with a subscription
of $1,000.
The Herald says it is well
known that Mr. Clemens is in financial
straits.

$2s
>-

■

o
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J. H.U W. JONES, .Lwn.vSsS,

business meeting

was

called

order S.Tar-

day, June li'th, and the following business

was

transacted. Oilieers

were

elected

us

follows

President, C. C. Moody, Monroe : Clerk, II
li. Dawson, Monroe; Union Committee, J.
I. Brown, M. Andrews, \V. Gordon, M.

t>> Belfast.
Her husband, now .s2
of age, survives h *r, with three sous:
Charles of Argentine, Kan., Cyrus E. of Belfast and Dr. George D. of Orringtou. Oae
daughter died iu childhood. During her
residence in Belfast Mrs. Tibbetts made
She had a warm* heart and
many friends.
was always ready and willing to do a
good
act for either
neighbor or stranger. The
funeral was held at her late home
Tuesday

Wentworth-French.
At noon on June
W. C. Wentworth, pastor of the
M- E. church at Andover, Me., was united
in marriage with Miss Alda C. French, one
of Skowhegan’s most popular aud successful
school teachers, at the home of the bride’s

Bicycles.
»

I his

fine $40.00 Bicycle t» In
given away to the most popi
lar school hoy in Belfast or \

•

Ward; Committee on grounds. N. 1* Staples,
Searsport, A. Kenney, Frankfort, J K I,ittletield, Prospect, George Fertiaid, Troy,
Mark Ward, Searsport.
The annual cauip meeting begins the last
Thursday in August and continues ten days.

came

Bells.

in

»

years

7th, Rev.

ing

Bargains

and her maiden
Moore.
In her childhood her
family moved to Montville, where she lived
until 20 years old, when she married Cyrus
D. Tibbetts and went with him to Searsport.
They lived in Searsport 40 years, and then

enjoyed,the grange was again called to order.
A good program was furnished by Granite
Grange, with songs from others and a short
speech by Bro. A. Stinson. The Master then
declared the labors of the day closed and all
returned to their homes feeling that the
evening had not been lost. [One of Them.

..
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DRAPERIES.

Obituary.

brother Franklin

great Couch bargain, iu C miuroy, full fringe a",

arf‘

r>*ll

Mood S

our

only $3.30.

-1

Sarsaparilla
—

Dealers.

COUCHES and MORRIS CHAIRS.

The One True Blood Purifier.
$1; six for $!■»•
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & C’o.. Lowell. Mass.

Equity Grange, No. 170. P. of H., adopted
the following resolutions on their deceased
brother, Franklin J. Banks:
fVhereas, Death has again visited us and

moments of
his life among his host of
H. and Chas. R. Coombs, Geo. R.
friends who will always be glad to see him
and Frank J. Starrett went down the at
any time.
Bay last week in Capt. Coombs’ yacht Eagle. I The election
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alden French. The
Monday for Representative ceremony was performed by Rev. B. C.
They left Wednesday noon, went to Isle au to
Congress was a very tame affair, not much Wentworth, assisted by Rev.’j. R. Clifford,
Haut, Saddleback, Camden and Egg Rock, interest
being taken in the matter. The the father aud uncle of the groom. A wedand returned Saturday.
breakfast was served, after which the
weather being so fine the farmers took more ding
newly wedded young people left by private
O. R. Webster’s new tin keel, the only
interest in farming and staid at home, and
conveyance across the country for their
craft of that type in these waters, has had
only forty-nine votes were cast, a good deal I home in Andover. [Zion's Herald.
several trial trips, and when she gets in less than a third of the usual vote
thrown.
Arey-Campbell.
June 17th, at high
She carries too
proper trim will he a liyer.
However, it was not a bad showing on the noon, at The residence of the bride's parents,
st rong a weather helm now and will probabright side of the slate, as follows: Edwin C. : Mr. and Mrs. Charles Campbell, in Winterly be given more head sail.
port, Mark Brainerd Arey, only sou of Capt.
Burleigh, Republican, 28; Frederick W. aud
Mrs. David Arey of Camden, aud MinThe sloop yacht Lillian and Helen, bought Plaisted, Democrat, 21.
Mr. Burleigh will
nie Campbell were married by Rev. J. P.
of F. S. Jones of Reading, Pa., by Dr. W. go to Washington as the Representative to Simonton of Winterport, formerly of CamSimmons of Bangor, arrived at her home Congress from the 3d district, a most worthy den. Only the immediate families were
present. The event called forth only the
p*»rt Friday from Islesboro. where she had ; successor to the late Hon. Seth L. Millikeu. best wishes and
congratulations of many
been laid up for a year. The yacht is 42 :
friends of both bride aud groom. They left
Mr. W. H. Bock of Cambridge, Mass., a
on the City of
for Boston, aud
feet over all, 12 feet beam, and t> 1-2 feet !
Bangor
divinity student attending the Hebron Acad- will make their home in
wlier1
draft, has good accomnu'dations and is line- ! emy, arrived last Thursday, having been Mr. Arey has a lucrative Worcester,
and responsible
iy finished.
with
the
Worcester
Steam
position
the
to
to
them
Heating
employed by
Baptists
preach
Company. The bride is a charming young
The old Missionary yacht is in port with
during the summer months. Sunday after- lady
of
and attractive personality,
Captain Alien, who sails her. He brought noon, owing to the bad weather, the audi- beloved pleasing
by many friends because of her
up a little steam barge with an uncanny
sweet disposition and manner, while the
ence was small, but all present enjoyed the
name for a gospel boat—“The
Imp.” The
groom is a fine young man of high prinCaptain's health is impaired, so that he can- sermon greatly and were well pleased with ciples and
good business ability. He is a
liut row to his appointments as has been his
the speaker. He chose his text from the graduate of the Camden
High School, class
custom, and so he calls in the aid of steam. 13th
of St. Luke, from the sixth to of *‘K), as well as of Eastmau College, aud
chapter
Jf he succeeds in getting rest, from hard
has a host of friends here aud elsewhere
the
ninth
and
from
the
verse, inclusive,
work by means of the Imp he will do the
who wish himself and bride a long and hapworld a service by illustrating the method parable of the tig tree he brought forth beaupy life together, in which the Herald joins.
of getting good out of evil. [Portland Press.
tiful thoughts clothed with a new meaning;
[Camden Herald.
Schooner yacht llusalka of the South Bos- in language so simple and plain that all
Food, undigested, is poison. Digested, it
ton Yacht Club, Commodore John A. Stetpresent at once caught the significance of is life aud
strength. Millions of us suffer
son, owner, arrived Saturday from Boston the parable that was entirely new to them.
from indigestion, but we often don’t know
bound to Bar Harbor. Com. Stetson and We believe that under the able,
it.
We
think
it is something else.
Even
dignified and
Messrs. J. A. Mitchell and F. M. Wood of pleasing ministrations of Mr. Bock, the so- doctors often mistake the symptoms.
Pale, thin people, who are overworked,
Boston were on board, and they were joined ciety will once more become united and
who need strength, who seem in want of
here by Mrs. Stetson, who arrived on
peace and harmony will again rest serenely proper food, should take Shaker Digestive
It is astonishing what food will do,
steamer Penobscot Sunday morning and the
in the hearts of the members, if not, it would Cordial.
properly digested.
yacht soon after sailed for Bar Harbor. be far better for the church to close its doors when
It will make you strung, revive you, reCom. Stetson and friends were entertained and let the house stand as a silent and
pain- fresh you, sustain you, make you fat, reSaturday by Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Burgess at ful fact to the passer by, that a house di- store your color, make muscle, brain fibre,
courage, endurance, euergv; increase your
their home on Church street and enjoyed a vided
against itself cannot stand. The so- power to throw off disease aud keep you
drive about the city.
ciety is to be congratulated on being so suc- healthy and happy.
Indigestion does just the opposite, but incessful in securing a person so well adapted
Resolutions of Respect.
digestion can be cured and prevented with
for the profession he so much adorns.
Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Sold by Druggists. Trial bottle 10 cents
The following resolutions of res peer, were Fluent in speech, easy and graceful in his
passed by Beach Chapter, Order of the bearing, he is sure to win the hearts of his
North Stockton Springs. Miss Julia F.
As
an
Eastern Star, of Lincoluville, on the death congregation.
extemporaneous
Bradbury of Saco is visitiug her cousin,
he
is
and
handles
his
subof their sister, Mary J. Law:
speaker
pleasing
Mrs. Melvina Crockett.Mr. and
Mrs.
Whereas, The first link has been severed jects in a manner that at once interests and Arthur Moore of Monroe visited
relatives in
from the golden chain that binds Beach
holds the closest attention of his hearers
town Friday-Mr. and Mrs. Henry McChapter, by the death of Sister Marv J. Law, to the end.
who died at Lincoluville May 30, 1807, atd
Caslin and family are visiting friends in
is
Beach
called
to
Whereas,
Chapter
NORTHPORT CAMPGROUND.
Searsport-Several days before his death
mourn the loss of a sister who was ever
G. F. Danfortli of Bangor is to be laud- Mr. Geo. W. Crockett expressed the wish
faithful to her convictions of right and duty
lord of the North port Hotel this season. He that the
and who was rarely absent from her stat on,
Sunday school choir should sing at
prompt and reliable; and realizing her death arrived Monday and is getting the house his funeral, and his
.favorite hymns were
leaves a vacancy and shadow that will be
Miss
sung by the choir as he had desired.
keenly felt by the members of Beach Chap- ready.
The first mail of the season arrived Mon- Mattie Littlefield has gone to Fort Point,
ter, be it therefore
while
we
in
bow
bumble
Resolved, That
There will be two mails per
where she has employment for the summer.
submission to Him who doeth all thiugs day evening.
day.A J. Harriiuan brings it from the train ....Mr. Thomas Phillips has returned to
well we will ever hold in grateful remembrance her cheerful labors and kindly com- at Belfast forenoon and evening.
Boston, after a short visit to friends in this
panionship and hereby tender to her mother
Dr. P. E. Luce and family of Rockland vicinity.The Centre district Sunday
and brothers our loving sympathy in the
deep bereavement that has come to their have taken rooms at the Bangor chapel and school elected officers for the coming year
hearts and homes and recommend them to are to spend the summer there. The doctor as follows:
Supt., Mr. William Clark;
the Healer of all sorrows.
will be here as much as his professional secretary and treasurer, Mrs. Jennie MarThat
our
charter
be
Resolved,
suitably
den; librarian, Bertha Partridge; organist,
draped for a period of thirty days in remem- duties in Rockland will permit.
brance of the unselfish devotion of our sisWilliam Partridge, wife and son Frank of Mrs. Gertie Clifford; Bible class teacher,
that
a
of
these
resolutions
be
ter;
precopy
Mr. William Smith. The same teachers
sented to the family of the deceased; aud that Waterville arrived Monday and opened their
the same be published in The Republican cottage on Paradise Row. They are among were elected in the other classes. The offiJournal and inscribed in the records of our our oldest summer residents, having
begun cers who have served for two years since
chapter on a page that shall be set apart for their
school was organized are:
here
in the Sunday
outings
nearly
forty
years
ago
the memorial. Fraternally,
a cloth tent.
Mrs. Phebe J. C. French, 1 Com.
Supt., Capt. S. B. Littlefield; treasurer, Mr.
Wilbur Ridley; Bible class teacher, Mr.
>
on
Mrs. Mary E. Hahn,
Mr. aud Mrs. C. Beale of Augusta arrived Freeman
Mrs. Mary T. Mills,
Partridge; librarian and organist,
) Res.
Monday, driving through with their own Mrs. Gertie Ridle y ; teachers, Miss Bertha
Partridge, Miss Alice Young, Miss Jessie
team, and have opened their cottage. They
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, i
Warden. The retiring officers were given a
Lucas County.
are to make some repairs and will be here
J
vote of thanksffor their faithful work in the
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the
Mr.
for
the
Beale
returned
to
Auseason.
Sunday school.
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney *&
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo, County gusta by Tuesday morning’s train.
and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
Kill a snake, and turn it on its back,
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
Mr. and Mrs. D. and there will be rain before night. [AtchSouth Montville.
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
Goodrich of Peabody, Mass., are visiting her ison Globe.
by the use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Who has been killing snakes and turnparents, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. PrescottSworn to before me and subscribed in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.

j

Hood’s

program.
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This is

are run

Furniture
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Is never done, and it is especially’ wearing
and wearisome to those whose blood is
impure and unfit properly to tone, bustain, and renew the wasting of nerve,
muscle and tissue. It is more because of
this condition of the blood that women

Than because of the work itself. Every
Seaside Grange had a very interesting
physician says so, and that the only remmeeting last Saturday evening. Forty-two | edy is in building
up by taking a good
members were present. The question dis- j nerve
tonic, blood purifier and vitalizer
cussed was: “What can women do to keep like Hood’s Sarsaparilla. For the troubles
their husbands at home nights?”
Next Peculiar to Women at change of season,
climate or life, or resulting from hard
Saturday there will be initiation of candi- work, nervousness,
and impure blood,
dates. Saturday, July 3d, a clam chowder thousands have found relief and cure in
and picnic supper will be served in the hall,
followed by a meeting with an interesting

1

iu the State has

greater interest iu this institution than

half

beat her.

summer

rafts about the harbor hustle
Mr. Wardwell will sail her.

Capt. R.

of wrong, an invasion of
the rights of the ruling chiefs and an act :j
of injustice to her.
It reviews the ciran

small

Poor

the ratification of the treaty. Thursday
afternoon ex Queen Lilioukalani tiled a

declared

the

[Rockland Star.

message giving a historical review of the relations between the
islands and the United Mates, and urging

tary of State.

1."

day evening, and next Saturday evening
they will have the following topic: “The
union of towns for the purpose of superin- i
tending

E.

silk importing house, where he is very
much liked. It is hoped that when another

just completed a
foot centerboard boat,

sloop rigged. She looks like a very seaworthy craft and will probably make some

a

Jengtliy protest

handsome

Geo.

York

has

.. __

a

Resolved, That in the death of our brother
j
Equity Grange has lost one of its oldest,
worthy and respected members, and
the family a true ami affectionate father.
Resolved, That while we mourn the loss
of our brother, which has cast a shadow, not
Or. account of the very late se isou we have < ou< lude.l
over the Grange, but over the comonly
Susie Blake of Belfast were the guests of
t" make a dee:.led ( I |
IN CYCLE PRICKS
:
munity,
yet in our sorrow we will not forget
Mrs. A. F. El well last Sunday.
that our loss is his gain that he has gone
1
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Reed and Miss Carrie home to a loving Father.
ONE MEN'S Ml 15, '66 MODEL,
$65 00
Resolved, That we drape our charter in
,<J<>
Cleveland of New Jersey will arrive to-day,
65 00
memory of our deceased brother for thirty
LADIES’
'66
65 00
Thursday, and take possession of their cot- days and that a copy of these resolutions be
MEN’S PATEE, ’66,
(01 00
tage which had been prepared for their com- forwarded to the family and t*> the local
LADIES’
'6o,
papers for publication.
60 00
ingMrs. Annie G. Mii.i.er. f
Com.
These wheels were used part .<f last s.-asmi and few times i!:;s
Mr. Walks L. Miller,
on
Three captains, A. F. Elwell, R. E. PatMr. James A. Wilson.
They are all in perfect running order.
Resolutions.
terson and \V. Chapman left last Friday on
;
Belfast, Julie 5, 18!'7.
a fishing trip in the pinky owned by Wm.
TOLEDOS.
’67 MODEL., $45 00
j
By invitation o7 members of Northern
Lear. They had not fully decided where
OVERLANDS, '67
$50 00
of Winterport met
with
Light
Grange
they should go, but probably Matinicus will
Granite Grange of North Searsport June
be their objective point.
1 11.
Visitors from Comet, South Branch,
The school at the Cove closed last Friday,
Stockton, Morning l ight and Sunrise j
two weeks sooner than intended on account
j
Granges, with one hundred members of
of the teacher, Miss Bessie Ivnowltou, going
Granite Grange, made quite a gathering of
to California with her father, Mr. George
Patrons. Worthy Master Thayer called the
Knowlton, who leaves this week for their meeting to order. Remarks were made
Church of (iod Yearly rieeting.
by
adopted State. Miss Knowlton has taught Bros. Thompson, Ritchie, Dyer, York and
Mrs.Susan M.Tibbetts died at her home,N->
The yearly meeting of the Church of i»• •■!
a good school and the progress made by the
many others. An old fashioned harvest feast | 11 Vine street, June 20tli, after an illness of
was held on their Camp Ground at Mapie
scholars has been very satisfactory indeed. was served to more than two
hundred, and about J months from the grip, followed after Grove, North Searsport, beginning June
In her departure for her new home she car- there was
plenty left over. After the inner a few weeks by paralysis. Mrs. Tibbett isrli, and eontinuing over Sunday. The
ries the love, respect and esteem of a host of man had been
satisfied, and a good long chat was a native of Belfast
Mrs.

Mr. Wyman Faxon of Boston arrived last
Saturday on a week's vacation. Everybody
was glad to see Wyman, as it was expected
that his annual visit would be omitted this
year on account of his engagement by a New

j bought

admitted.

NEWS.

is in

prosperous condition aud has a very large attendTwo degrees
ance at nearly every meeting.
were conferred on one candidate last Satur-

taken from
J. Banks.

friends.

There lias been two recent additions to
The Rockland yacht fleet. C. E. Weeks lias

newspaper men were members of his
party, and that it they were not admitted
he should not enter the grounds. They
were

leo. W. Ward well of

ardson of Bay Point.

$1.00 by all druggists.

Tufts and daughter of
Waltham, Mass., arrived Monday for a visit
00 j to her mother, Mrs. James Broliau.
| Mr. and Mrs. Bangs of Freedom and Miss

j

l

she looks fine.

yacht Emma this

and

NORTHPORT

Capt Roix lias given the E ilia her original color, black, and yith gilt trail boards
and red copper paint below the water line
<

at 50c.

—^

The famous sloop yacht Gloriaima, now
'Wiied in Boston, was at Portland last week
and sailed from there for Rockland,

the

the
nourishment needed for those
who are run down and pale and
thin and weak. If you lose flesh
in summer take Scott's EmulDon’t wait till fall
sion noio.
or winter before beginning.
For sale

j

in

Hy-

pophosphites, furnishes just

3

^ achts and Boats.
Orr-ti'in!', "l tii*' railroads in Canada
and controlled by the goveruThe sch«m tier yacht Tempest, F. P. Wood
!i!r‘ii*. and lin y cost the people more than
owner, made another call at this port Saturr'.oo.t or.
yi*ai o v e 1 and above their earnThat is how the government own- day.
<:>hij ") a id, »ads works in actual prae-1 The Alice B. ami the Marjorie were
; ice.
L Lewiston Sun.
iauuched Saturday and all of the local yacht
not t» ll
the whole story, fleet are now afloat.
That do.
'1 best l"'- eminent lailroads are notoriousMr Kennedy has changed the name of the
s
w. irregular and perilsloop lie bought of Frank P. Wilson from
1
U'
T1 cy w«
not be tolerated in this Stranger to Silence.

ru'd

*

nerves.

Scct&CtnuUicrL

1
1

:iro ••wiH-i;

country.

Mystic Grange, Belmont,

I R. H. COOMBS & SON,

in’s

Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville,
initiated two new members in the second
degree last Saturday evening.

Flesh

COUNTY.

is

coming slowreport on the

the caption of a
business situation in the

ly.’-

WALDO

OF

the vote of Waldo county,
cept the town of Prospect:

_

“Good Times!

VOTE

Following

News of the Granges.

Losing

8,000.
Majority
The special district election of the Third
District of Maine, composing the four counties of Hancock, Kennebec, Somerset and
Waldo, was held Monday for the election of
a representative to nil the vacancy caused
by the death of Hon. S. L Milliken. The
candidates were Edwin C. Burleigh, Augusta, Republican; F. W. Plaisted, Augusta,
Democrat, and B. F. Lancaster, Madison,
Populist. The vote was light. Burleigh’s
total vote is estimated at 11,080 aud Plaisteds'at 3,281- Lancaster was an unimportant factor in tlm contest
will Exceed

His

cinity.

•To oaM (attention

was voted that sales of every kind he prohibited ou Sunday and that no drinks of any
kind be sold on the grounds at any time.
Meals will be furnished at the boarding
house and those wishing rooms will enquire
of C. C. Moody, Monroe.

t.

\f. W

•••.?•

1.1 M

It

afternoon. Rev. G. G. Winslow officiating.
The floral tributes were mauy and beautiful
and included a large pillow of white with
the word “Mother," from Dr. George Ii.
Tibbetts and wife; a snowball mound with

shall start a voting •••*mt»sr ami
the important rpiesimn.
K.very
w-'rth
gooii- bought of an\
we

Fv>R

set:

ASH.'

<

our store entitles the buyei
Votes stibi at any time at tu

at

We guarantee our ptmvs
IHIlow K> 1
IN

“Rest,” from Miss Emma Jones of
Boston: a basket of flowers from*Mathews
word

Mil,

The boys an* e.»r«ii i!;> m\
in ami m-peet tlie i*i •>i'le.

Bros.’ mill: sheaf of wheat and sickle from
Mrs. J. W Nash: wreath from Mrs Adelhert Knight: vase of flowers from Mrs. E. 8.
Shuman: bouquets from Mrs. Julia M. Keen
Mrs. Samuel Heath, Mrs. J. M. Tibbetts,
Mrs. Emma. West, Lottie and Eva Tibbetts
and Lulu Small.

1 | \

(

:ie

||/1 \, The Clothier & Tar
$3 Main St

;

Bellas;

!

|
i

Horatio N. Woodcock was found dead in
bed at his home in Sears imuit the morning of June 17th. He retired the evening
before in his usual health, and as he did notappear at his usual time in the morning his
son, Horatio N. Woodcock, Jr., with whom
his

he

CAPITAL STOCK.

HEATERSand

living,

went to his room and found
The physician pronounced it a j
RADIATORS
; case of apoplexy. Mr. Woodcock was horn
HOT WATER or STEAM
I
in Searsmont and had lived there all his life,
FOR ECONOMY-EFFICIENCY-DURABILITY
BEST
being a sou of the late Theodore Woodcock.
.‘'end for handsome pamphlet.
li >w- It.--1 to Heat <>-ir
!l
He followed the occupation of farmer and
CURNEY HEATER MFC. CO.
163 krankiin Street, corner Congress, Boston Mass.
millmau, and did such carpenter and cabinet work as making eoftius, furniture, etc.
Bellast
House,
He was married twice. His first wife was
Miss Patience Moody and his second Mis.
FOR «#NE WEEK
Catherine Waltz. The latter died about
two years ago.
He leaves two sous, John
E., formerly clerk in the Belfast Post Office,
The Versatile Character Comedian.
and Horatio N.,
Jr. Both now live in
Searsmont. Two brothers and three sisters
remain: Ex-Mayor M. P. Woodcock of Belfast; William Harrison Woodcock of PortSupported liy a tirst-cl.i-'S Company.
land, Ore.; Mrs. Matilda P. Adams of AmesChas. A. Fleming’s magnificent production iu
four acts.
bury, Mass.; Mrs. Emeliue P. Hemenway of
Waterville; ami Mrs. Sarah H. Jones of
Rockland. The funeral was held Monday
ami was largely attended.
was

him dead.

MONDAY,

Sate

Our new

To

the

Editor

Years
of

The Journal

:

I

am-

standing to-day on the banks of the Peuob I
scot, where fifty years ago we gathered to
take

the last farewell of those of my father’s

family who would

never

return.

^

George

Allen and Hubbard Grant married three of
my father’s sisters and in 1847 left for the
West. I am standing on the very same spot
w'here we stood to watch the steamer as she
gided down the bay and out of sight. How
plainly, although then a child, I can remember aud see the waving of hands to those on
shore whom they would never meet again.
What changes have taken place since that
time. The old house is gone, aud nothing is
left to mark the spot but the cellar. Father
dead more'than twenty-years ; mother uinety
yearY old; one sister goue; two married,
The annual meeting of the BELFAST C()L1
with families—and the writer nearing sixty.
SEUM will he he held at the treasurer’s office, on
What pleasant memories, what fond recol-■
Monday, July 5th, at 4 p. m.
lections, still cling as we tread the same
N. F. HOUSTON, Secy
and
roam
over
the
fields
where
same
paths
Belfast. June 22, 1897 -2w25
fifty years ago, with brother and sister or

schoolmates,
hour.

we

passed many

a

pleasant

The old Penobscot still rolls on toward the sea. Time has not changed its j
course.
It is the same with the river yesterday, to-morrow aud forever. Other things
change—the Penobscot does not—grand, !
noble old river!
Visitor.

j
j

J

City

1-5

53. 55.

So

year

unoiiuabu

UNEXCELLED

ami

burglary in the e-murry

m

1. ^-t,

»•

renting boxes rati have
>xos t
privilege of taking their

■

«

ou

vault.

KELLY,

TTTHERKAS 1. NANCY .1. FERN"AM), owner of
a certain mortgage ami the debt thereby sefl
cured, given by Robert A Yinal, late of Winterport. Waldo County. State of Maine, t.' Klbndge
Fernald of said Winterporr. dated Sept. 1 1. 1S77.
and the real estate described in said mortgage i-»
as follows, viz:
‘A certain lot of laud situate in
said Winterport. and hounded as follows: Beginning on the north side of the new Lebanon road,
so-called,on landofT.K. Holmes; thence north, 19
1-2 degrees wes‘ on land of said Holmes and land
NathanC CoIel4Srols to land of Elijah Clements; thence north, 73 1-2 degrees, east 13 rods
and 21 links; thence north. 87 3 4 degrees, east
34 rods by said Clements’ land and land of said
Cole to land of Waldo M. Yinal; thence south. 1 7
degrees, east 117 rods by said Waldo M. Viual’s
land to said road; thence by said road to place of
beginning.” Now the conditions of said mortgage
have been broken, therefore I give this notice for
the purpose <<f foreclosing the same.
June 14, 1897.
N ANC Y J PERN AM).
3w25
By Ellery Bowden, her Attorney.

Annual

vault

a

an.l

IN

Our

owu

All persons having bills against the city of Belfast must present them to C. O. Poor, chairman of
the committee on accounts and claims, as earfy as
the Saturday next previous to the first. Monday in
each mouth, or the hills will not be put on the roll
of accounts for that mouth.
PER ORDER.
Belfast, June 22, 1897.-2w25

YARlEl’Y.

make with

FRUIT JUICES

WHOLKSAI.K AM* KKIWlt

MAYO
00

&

WHI1

HKiM ST. BRLFAS

Opposite American express Office

BELFAST & MOOSEHEAD LAr
Uailroiid

j

Comptiny

LKHK’s ( M-ll- I
I'l
June 12, 1 So
\>i. Me
Notiee
hereby given ihat the annua'
ot tliis corporation will l>e held at the Cour
in Hellast, Vietfnesdu). .1«I3 7. lMt7.nl 10
for the following purposes, viz
1st. To hear and aet upon the report
Directors and Treasure!
2d. To eleet nine Directors for the
year.
3d. To aet upon any other business
legally come before Said meeting.
l‘er order.
3w24
FRANK R. WIGCIN
(

■

E. H. DURGIN, M. I),

Fitting
the

Meeting.

of Belfast.

(JRK.YT

PURE

Notice off Foreclosure.

Ago.

lor rent at

Those

Edwin L. Thompson of Union died at his I
WONDERFUL STAGE EFFECTS.
home in that place June ltith at the age of i
59 years.
Mr. Thompson was a painter by | Great Moonlight Brooklyn Bridge Scene: New
York Dock Scene; Uni-pie Kaiimad Scene, a
trade and formerly a member of the firm of
train 7'* feet long at luil speed; grand senWingate. Simmons & Co. The cause of his 1
sational pic; me. Bridge over Spnyteu
death was Bright’s disease. Mr. Thompson
Dnyvil Creek, and the cutting of
was a man universally respected and- liked, I
the Bridge Timbers.
aud by his death Union loses one of its best
known citizens. The deceased leaves three ! Prices 10, 20 and 30 Cents.
1
sons, one a doctor in Connecticut, the second
Tickets now -n sale at City Drug Store..
a lawyer in Hallowed, and the
young* st
who is in business in Massachusetts.

Fifty

deposit boxes

$X

Outcasts if a Great City.

_

$33,000
I'Kl'OSl i s SOI, 1 ( | I

JUNE 28

DANIEL A.

$150,0011

SI RPLl S,

of Glasses and Diseases o!

Eye

and Ear a

Office

hours'untiliif

From

1

2.30

to

>

VR

m.

3 and 7 to

SEA REPORT,
rui,m*u

Specialty
a.

CONNECTION.

H

p.

m

MAINE
13tf

TRY ALLEN S FOOT-EASE
A

a:
to ho .shaken into the shoes
your feet feel swollen and hot, and <
If you have smarting fee: or tight
try Allen’s Foot-Ease. It cools the feet and
walking easy. Cures and prevents swollen
sweating feet, blisters and callous spots R* :
corns and bunions of all pain and gives res'
comfort. Try it to da if. Sold by all druggisshoe stores for 25c. Trial package FREE
dross, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N\ Y.

powder

season

easily.

NEWS

BELFAST.
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meeting of tlie School Comheld at the Superintendent’s

I
\

i.day evening.

M.

:'

add a
ist of voters last week, but
names, those of dead men.

Registration did

i

not

S!!l»er is 1 ,:>B4.

reunion will be held at WinAugust 25th. As a matter of
ways the date of the reunion,
falls on Sunday, as it is the
i the mustering iu of the regi-

k,

I

|

\

Hotel at

in

resorts

,•

on

Castme,
the coast,

was

open-

Tuesday, June2‘2d, under

tseu

management of W. A. Walker,
for rooms has been greater than
readable rooms outside have

rapidly tilling

Castine is

probability enjoy
in its history.

ill

up

and the charming old

isitors

make

to

ans

We have been shown

a

?

Fu.kenhani.
and

!
■

s

tlie
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.me

of

whom

for
town

of

bean stalk grown

zens

town

family

a

of

live

Tram

lias been

organized

has
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A

window of The Journal ofM-riipants had gone home to
ditor w as somewhat surprised
in m the evening to find a
editorial desk, but not more
mg lady when she saw the

on

steamer

Fare for round trip

25

of

consecration

led by the
Loss.’’

here

on

of

Mr.

steamer

When he left the store there were two or
three small placards hanging in the windows, and on his return he found every window entirely curtained with circus posters

house, about one mile and a half from
the city
Two of them remained in the
woods and held near the buildings two
hours... .The bicycle at the store of J. II. &
J. W. Jones, on which the price was reduced 82 cents per day, was sold Monday to
Capt. J. O. Hayes for >30 22... .Some of our
Maine exchanges locate Winslow and Vashis

car.

service,
Twenty-three

Deoisi->ns.

t
-■

of

J

county cases entered
Court at Bangor were
Clerk of Courts June 38th,

routes.

point for the most of the mails, via electrics
Rockport and Camden, then to Lincolnfracture of both bones of one of
vilie, Nortliport; also Hope, North Appleton, compouud
his legs. The fracture was dressed by Dr.
etc.
The boat service does not displace the
A. E. Bessey, assisted by Dr. M. W. Bessey
other routes, but is mainly an auxiliary.
and Dr. Boulette. The injured man is get.The new steamship John Euglis of the
well and will probably be taken
Maine Steamship Co., arrived at Pier 88, ing along
to the Maine General hospital at Portland.”
East river, New York, at 12.30 P. M. June
....Walter D. Staples is suffering from a
17th, from Portland, having accomplishsevere scalp-wound caused by falling from
ed the trip in 18 hours aud 30 minutes,
a staging while at work on a vessel at Caraud covering a distance of 35)3 miles from
ter & Co.’s a few days ago... .Driving up
dock to dock. Hereafter she will sail from
from Northport one night last week Dr. G.
New York on Monday and Friday, and
P. Lombard met with quite a serious accifrom Portland on Wednesday and Saturday.
dent. In descending a hill some part of the
Her owners are of the opiniou that she will
harness broke and the horse ran away,
within a mouth make the trip in 18 hours.
throwing the doctor out. The horse cleared
Her average speed on this trip was 17 knots
himself from the carriage and continued on
per hour-The Silver Star will make an
to the city where he fell ami broke his neck
excursion to-morrow, Friday, from Castine,
and was found dead. The doctor was badly
via Ryder’s Cove, Hewes' Poiut, and Dark
bruised, but fortunately escaped serious into
Crescent
Harbor,
Beach,uear Owl’s Head,
juries. “Tom” was laid away in the horse
returning after the dance-The time-table cemetery at the trotting
park, where many
of the Silver Star will be changed to two
good ones had preceeded him.
round trips per day on July 1st. She wi!l

tne

to

for want <>f prosecution. In
Elizabeth B. Whittaker vs.
Mth, tried at the April term, 1897,
t for defendant, and motion for
Filed, the motion is overruled.
d

of

\uowlton

vs.

...

Joseph Williamson,

sprii term, 1807, with verdict for
exceptions tiled and allowed, exerruled. August N. Anderson vs.
tried at the April term,
verdict for defendant; motion for
led
motion overruled. Twenty

Yogell,

ases went up on exceptions, which
lied for want of prosecution. A
ases will be found on the Jd
page.

Circus Coming. The necesof a circus capable of drawing
'-ugh to make it a profitable busirn’s
up

te a

gigantic affair, if

a

person

un-

such institutions were to
It requires
■>uy the whole outfit.
>rs, hundreds of horses and animals
: my of
employees, and the daily exwith

■

of

large

sums

such

of

money.

JLeon

show, and comit is with his Circus, Museum,
and Hippodrome, it is a most
us amusement
enterprise. The cirtment is replete with dariug and
riders, male and female, noted
novel jugglers, intrepid acrobats,
•'

irn owns

Shipping Items. Sch. R. F. Hart arrived
from Hoboken last Thursday with#coal for
F. G. White Go-Sch. Chas. E. Raymond
arrived from Port Johnson Thursday with
coal for Swan & Sibley Co. Carter & Co.

arrive in Belfast at 9 20 a. m. and 2 p. m. aud
leave at 10 a. m. aud 3 p. m.The Hector
came to Belfast Saturday night to take the

a

Crowell-Emery-Mason

theatre troupe to
Harbor.
On account of the rough
weather Sunday morning she did not leave
here until evening.
Bar

••

other features that go to form a
performance. The hippodrome
most thri Uiug, consisting of chartandem races, sack races, trials of
tween men aud horses, and with

boom for her.. .Sch.
making
Delaware arrived Thursday from Portland
with corn for Ginn & Field_Sch. Maria
Webster took hay to Bar Harbor last week
for F. G. White Co....Sch. W. Wallace
Ward has been reclassed in the Record of
i American and Foreign Shipping... .The
are

I

HHWBHHHnHH

like nature make

a grand finale
show. In the. menagerie departi be found a large number of denithe field, forest, jungle and desert,
a

icy lions and their mother make a
cresting display and the little ele*cems to hold the attention of all
* to
the animal collection. Old Charlie
ibtedly the largest and oldest ele1
alive. The rest of the wild beasts
'Is are worthy of attention.
The cat
J’*rel,4 are a
novelty and to see the little

J-

Proper food, properly cooked, properly utilizmanly men and beautiful women,
rugged boys and healthy girls.
At the three days’ free session to be held in
ed makes

MEMORIAL

Thursday, Friday & Saturday,

playing on musical instruments is
itiugly funny, and the most casual

JULY 8th, 9th and 10th,

will find much to wonder at, a great
amuse and instruct, and things that
'ri -1 Rud startle them. The show will
c
here Tuesday, June 29th.
Si

1

HALL*

The New Era

Cooking School
will

teach you what is proper food, how to
properly cook that food, and how to properly
utilize it.

igars will preserve your health.
igars contain pure pepsin,

The session commences at 2.30 each day.
will digest 500 grains of food.
Bring napkin, spoon and fork and enjoy a
^ cigars aid
NEW ERA FEAST.
digestion,
The Hartford Post in referring to the session of
cigar is a novelty in itself.
the
The New Era Cooking School recently at HartHP8o cigar is the coming cigar in New
! ford, says: “Jewell Hall was fi led by a large and
'gars

j

^gland.
^ateiit applied

for.

I

interested audience,embracing the feminine heads
of many of the most prominent families in the
city.” i

|

a new

main

clipper ship Great Admiral, recently bought j
by the Hutchins Brothers of New York for
812,000, has always been noted for speed.
She was built by R. E. Jackson at East Boston, in 18GD, and has made many quick trips

to the Indies and elsewhere. She is 214
feet in length, 40 feet beam, and 25.3
depth of hold, and measures 1,402 net tons.
-Sch. Albert Pharo loaded ice at the Belfast Ice Co.’s for Vineyard Haven and sailed Monday and sch. R. F. Hart is loading
there for New York....Sch. Miantonomah
arrived light from Boston Saturday. She
put on her summer sails and went to Rockport to load lime for Boston... .Sch. James
Holmes arrived Sunday morning from Boston with general cargo... ,Sch. Estelle arrived Sunday morning with salt from Turk’s
Island for Swan & Sibley Co....Sch. Sarah
L. Davis arrived from Boston Sunday morning and went on the marine railway Tuesday morning for repairs-Schs. Lester A.
Lewis from Hoboken and L. A. Plummer
from Port-Johnson arrived
Tuesday with
coal, the former for Swan & Siblev Co. and

the latter for F. G. White Co_Sch. H.
Curtis completed her repairs and sailed
Tuesday for Deer Isle-Two vessels now
in port are expected to load forth© Belfast
Ice Co
the Estelle and L. A. Plummer,
though the latter mav he obliged to go to
St. John and load lumber for New York.

at it in

news

of Zion's Herald

and the quarterly conference was
largely attended. Seventeen have recently
been baptized. The class-meetings are large
and are enthusiastically sustained.
The
pastor found some floating debt when he
came to the charge, but be and his official
members are planning a vigorous financial
campaign, and they are bound to win.”

sermon,

just that light.

Some one has well said that a person can
be no stronger than his stomach; for the
body is what the stomach makes it. Touching upon this idea it might be well to inform
our readers that the question will be discussed as never before discussed at the free
!
! session of the New Era Cooking School, to
be held in Memorial Hall, Church street, on
July 8, 9, and 10, at 2 30 p. m. each day. We
learn from our exchanges that this school
entertains immense audiences in every town
visited and that both lecturer and demon-

her

of Law

The Conference

contains the following from Skowliegan:
“Rev. B. C. Wentworth is entering upon his
third year. A good congregation came out
on a very stormy Tuesday evening to hear a

I

says: “A

over

Waldo

■nil

-■

an

This will he the usual consecration
with roll call. The pastor will lecture at 7 15 p. m. in the vestry.

meeting

and the store very dark. The boy who was
in charge at the time thought he made a
good trade as lie got a ticket to the circus
for the privilege of darkening the store for a
week or more. The proprietor did not look

left side-The Waterville Mail
man by the name of Colebrook, a
resident of Winterport, who was assisting
in tearing down a barn on Oakland street
Saturday afternoon, fell aud sustained a
on

improvement

of from one to
the usual railroad or stage
Rockland will be the distributing

at

twelve hours

since it first went into the freezer can, it comes out the
quality of cream known to civilization.

meeting in the vestry at six,
president, Topic, “Profit and

5:7-20.

Rev.

David

L.

Yale of Ellsworth who

preached at the North church last Sunday
in exchange with the pastor, gave an informal talk before the Sunday school on “The
New Sunday School,” in which he outlined
a plan of work which is being adopted quite
strator are highly interesting.
generally in some sections. It is to have
New Advertisements.
The season has the Sunday schools graded something after
not been very favorable for bicycling up to
the plan of the public schools. Instead of
this week, but now we miy reasonably ex- having the whole school studying the same
pect good weather and good roads and lesson, as in the International and Blakesley
wheels will be in demand. J. H. & J. W.
Jones, b0 Main street, are offering great bargains in men’s and ladies’ wheels. See prices :
quoted-The selectmen of Montville have]
offered a reward < 4 $300 for information ]
which will lead to the arrest of the person
j
who set lire to the barn of W. F. White in !
that town.Tiie aunual meeting of the j
stockholders of the Belfast Coliseum will be I
held at the treasurer’s office July 5, at 4 p.m

j

Pure Spring Water. Swift & Paul and
Howes & Co. have attractive window
displays of Middlesex Fells Pure Spring
Water. The springs are located in the town
of Stoneham, Mass., on the line of the Boston & Maine Railroad. The water is remarkably clear and the analysis shows it to be of
unusual purity.
It is put up in bottles and
cases of very convenient size and is sold at
a reasonable price
A. C.fSibley of this city
is proprietor of the springs, and Cha9. A.
of
Melrose
is
Sibley
general agent. The Boston office is at No. 83 Bedford street.
Several agents are in the field selling the water,
and all are having good sales.
We have received a very handsome illustrated pamphlet
giving views of the spring and of the Middlesex Fells.
A. A.

systems, the different classes-.will be at
work cn different- parts of the Bible. The
course of study will be so arranged that
pupils will graduate from class to class, and
teachers will be trained in specialties. For
instance, one teacher will teach only Old
Testament history ; another will teach from
the Prophets; another from the teachings of
Christ; another from the epistles,etc. Those
who have seen the new plan in operation report very favorably of it.

1

finest

CARLE &
21 MAIN

STREET,

JONES,

BELFAST, MAINE.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
Deposits Solicited
L. A.

KNOWLTON, President.

INDIVIDUAL
DKPOS1TS:

of

■

;.e

...

The exchange of pastors between the
Methodist churches of Belfast and Searsport
was postponed from last Sunday to next
Sunday on account of the rain. The other
services next Sunday will be as usual. The

W. H.

City

FOUR MINUTES

The Epworth League held a very pleasant !
session at the Methodist parsonage Wednesday evening, June Kith. Several questions
of interest were disposed of and delegates to
the State Convention to be held in Portland
July 7th, 8th and 9th were elected. Cocoa
and cake were served.

Thorndike, Comrades from out of
bring their pastry.
[Lorenzo

arrived

and in just

cor-

The services at the Universalist church
Sunday will be as follows: Morning
worship with sermon at 10:45, followed by
Sunday school. Young people’s monthly

will

party of eight friends

are

next

Burgess is building a rustic
along the northerly side of the

Sunday from Isle au Haut with about 1,000
pounds of fresh and corned fish....W. E.
!
Page and James \V. Jones returned Sunday
from
a
to
Mt.
Desert
in
Mr.
P.'s
i>e air and disappear through
fishing trip
sal boro in Waldo county_Welcome the
boat, the G ale. They were able to tish but a
half day on account of the weather, but daisies-Ripe wild strawberries werepickmber of tramps struck this set- found
I ed last week by the roadside on North port
good lishing while it lasted.
avenue... .The McClintock block on
eek and the police had lively
Spring
Steamer Notes. The first number of the
street is undergoing repairs_Street Com.'‘posing of them. One was arrest- Boston &
Co.’s Journal,
Bangor
Steamship
missioner Walker has just completed a new
One
■nt t<> jail for drunkenness.
which is printed by T. J. Hurley of Bangor,
sidewalk from the Hicks house on Main
,n had ^ rich experience in arrestwas issued Juue 18th.
It gives the follow'-known railroad man in lieu of a
street to Grove Cemetery_R. T. Rankin
ing report of the time made by the different of this
-aw the man lying asleep on a
city reports that he saw a Canada
boats on the line: The average time of ari* the tra- k scales at the railroad
lynx in the town of Montville Tuesday.
rival at Bangor of the City of Bangor,
giving the sleeper a shake orAccidents.
Andrew Evans spent Sunthe whole season was 10 48 a. m.;
meve
u.
The man resented through
the average time of arrival at Bangor of the day with friends in Belfast. He has been in
lei m "1 his siesta and told the
Penobscot was 11 30 a. m. The earliest ar- the employ of the Boston & Albany Raili.d do no such thing. “Where
rivals of the City of Bangor were at 10.05 road as a brakeman anti is just recovering
asked the officer. The man
from a broken leg. He slipped on the ladSept. 2: 10 10, May 12, and loll May 15.
l
a me here from Waterville."
There were numerous other arrivals at 2 to der of a freight car, and his leg catching in
.'uuie to town'
“I came in
he was dragged several
10 minutes later-For the first time in the brake beam
:.t trail!."
Just tlien another
rods. Had he not so caught the trucks of
their history, the steamers City of
Bangor
tioug ami reeoguizing the and
Penobscot from June 25th to Sept. 7, the next car would have passed over him,
i!
ailed the policeman off'.
p
will be able to fly the I'. S. Mail pennant, killing him instantly_Mrs. Otis Kilgore
man starts out early in the
by reason of a contract with the U. S. gov- stepped into a hole in the sidewalk on Main
s
out late at night and was
street last Friday evening and received a
ernment to carry the mails.
One hundred
i da\ nap in the open air inaud six post-offices will lie supplied by this severe injury to her left knee and a bruise
e

Leader,

Lena Fernald. All young people
dially invited to attend.

subject of the C>.15 Epworth League meetwill be “The Danger of Delay,” Prow
Next week Daniel A. Kelly with a first ing
Miss Milly Sanborn. Strangers
class company will he the attraction at the 27:1; leader,
and all persons having no church home are
Belfast Opera House. On the opening eveninvited to these services.
ing which is Monday, June 28th, the corn- cordially
The
at the Baptist church next
services
will
of
a
Great
‘‘Outcasts
puny
present
City,” with special scenery. This play has Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship
been highly complimented in all the cities with sermon by the pastor, Subject, “The
Harbor.
and is said to he deserving of a large house. Power of Christ’s Teaching.” Eccl. 8: 4.
fine daucers John 7:40. Sunday School at 12 o’clock.
Chat. C. H. Thurston had potatoes 8 The company contains many
and singers, who he p to make up a very inPreaching service at 7.15 p. m. Subject of
inches high and hoed the second time June
teresting evening.
evening sermon, “The Port of Missing
lbtli, on an acre and a half lot. His peas
Hullsk Talk.
H. C. Maiden has sold his Ships,” Matt. 14: 24 and .‘42. Below is a list
were then about a foot
high_\V. H. Bray
of sorrel carriage horses to A. C. Sib- of music for the day:
Morning—Selection.
put au electric lock system into the Peoples span
National Bank last week. In connection ley. It is one of the handsomest and most “Large are the Mansions” I. Emerson: An"
stylish pairs in town.... Fred H. Mathews them, Children of the Heavenly King,”
with a speaking tube
arrangement it affords
sold his black carriage horse last week to Wilson. Evening—Selection, chorus ; Duett,
additional protection to the employes of tinW. Burkett.... Hon. Wm. C. Marshall selected, Mr. and Mrs. ^Pitcher.
hank-Sumner T. Couaut of Camden is Geo.
lost two valuable animals last week. A
At 7.00 this, Thursd iv, evening there will
now engaged
collecting data as historian ot
black mare jumped a pair of bars be the usual prayer meeting at the CongreCompany F.. 2Gtli Maine Regiment.... Capt. 7-year-old
and ge t thrown in such a way as to break gational church. Topic, God’s Handiwork
Cottle was in port last week with his floather back.
Saturday a yearling colt by in Nature. Ps. 104. The Sunday services
shoe
C.
ing
shop....A.
Burgess reeei\ed a Haroldsou was found dead in the
pasture, will be as follows: Morning worship at 10.45
lot of white cedar pails, churns, washing
and an examination showed the death to be with sermon
by the pastor. Rev. George S.
machines, etc., from Virginia, the first of caused by worms.
Mills. The monthly envelope offering for
the week... .Harry \V. Sargent has been ap(Jnt* merchant in this city was somewhat home expenses will be received. Sunday
pointed postmaster at Sargentvitle, vice
at a new kind of curtains put up in school at 12 m.
C. E. meeting at 0.15 p. m.
surprised
Mrs. Esther O. Tliwaites-John B
Walhis store during a short absence last week. Topic. How to get patience, and why, Jas.
ton saw tive deer last week in the held near

lobster fry. The schooner has collected
p: o(>0,000 eggs since April, and the lobsters
which are hatched from these eggs will also
l*e placed in Maine waters. The Grampus
is now working to t lie westward collecting
The schooner covers the ground from
eggs.
Bar Harbor to Cape Elizabeth, making coutinuofts trips-Sloop Now Then arrived

1

Sunday

is

Bangor Tuesday morning and were taken
by Gentuer’s Buckboard, with four black
horses driven by McCabe, to Northport
from whence they crossed to Isola Bella,
Mr. Folwell’s summer home.
They returned to Belfast by the same conveyance vesterday morning, and took the boat for Bar

and

i.

C.

wall

Folwell

...

played a few prartire
am
is <-uiuposed of
young
as rierks, milliners, etc., in
stores near the ball grounds.
ayd on tli-1 iawn embused
m
Chim b. Main and High
*he Memorial building.
One
;ght to an abrupt r'ose bv a
the West sending the ball
r:.i

-'

Jones, Secretary.

Fac ts. The Rockland Star reports
that the first mackerel caught iu that vicinity this season were taken from Backlit!"s
weir at Pleasant Beach the first of last week.
.The present is said to lu* the best fishing
season ever known at Alford lake.
Cue day
recently seven land-locked salmon were
caught there which varied from two pounds
to five and a half pounds in weight... .The
L S. Fish Commission schooner Grampus
was at Rockland last week.
June li’th the
schooner liberated in Maine waters i\50 thous-

Tlie

GINGER

Thorndike, Thursday, July 1st, at 10 a. in.
If that day is stormy, the next fair day.
Baked beaus, brown bread, tea and coffee
will be furnished by the comrades and citi-

Fish

three girls were
iris H-*me in Belfast and the
Bovs Home :n Peering.
has a home near that of his

l.>bon

"JAMAICA

The Waldo County Veteran Association
meet in the Baptist Church at East

ance.

a

Peru.

given *iu Belfast

will

son

!

thoroughly stirred by the duplex dashers that every particle
absolutely incorporated into every other particle, so that
an evenly flavored,
perfectly mixed product is ensured.
^^SECONDMINUTEthe cream really chills, aud actual freezing commences against
the sides of the cau, from which our double
self-adjusting
scrapers instantly remove it, so that the entire contents become perfectly and evenly chilled.
THE^^flKDMINUTE finds the cream growing stitt'er, and, being kept iu absolute
untiring motion, it speedily becomes a frozen miss of de‘
licious delicacy.
The meeting of the Y. P. S. C. E. will be
TH^FOURTHMINUTE’S work gives the finishing touches to the cream, as the conheld in the Baptist vestry next Sunday
stantly revolving beaters break up any small lumps, and c iuse
evening at 0 30 o’clock. Topic, How to get
the cream to become even grained and of uniform
hardness,
patience and why, Jas. 5 : 7 20.
Miss

lawn at his residence on Church street. It
is of field stone artistically laid in
cement,
and will have a Scotch coping on top in
which can be grown fiowrers, creeping vines,
etc. Tbe work is in charge of Mr. Norris
of Bar Harbor.

..

h

invited.

are

stone

’■■■

|

excursion next

Albert

Libby

the most

ON HAND

Special serrices this, Thursday, evening at
the Universalist church, at which time the
rites of baptism and confirmation will be
conferred. Holy Communion will also be
administered, the services beginning at 7.30.
A large number from Belfast went to
Freedom Tuesday to atteud the Waldo
Conference
of
County
Congregational
Churches. Some went by private carriages,
and others by buckboard from the Belfast
Livery Co.

cents.

! in one of the schoolrooms m this city as an
! object lesson in nature studies. It stands
Icii of Palermo, a youth of 15,
about a
foot in height and at the close
n
Waterville some time ago of school had a number of pods from
Albion.
City Marshal Thayer to -3 inches in length. The pupils had the
chance to watch and study the growth from
-•m out descriptions of the
wheel and last week sheriff the planting of the seed to the nearly matur* •i
word that the hoy was in ed bean-pod.
>•
Fi nlay Mr Norton went to
The
Crowell-Emery-Mason Company,
boy had gone to Freedom, with Floy Crowell and Edwin
Emery as
arrested him there. Saturstars, appeared in Belfast Opera House
r
-line to Belfast and took
I Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings.
Waterville.
The plays were La Belle Russe, Molly
Mrs. McGregor, manHo.mk.
Bawu, and Tennessee Heiress. The shadII an.' in Peering, attenilowgraphs were amusing. A matinee was
r here last week,
announced for Saturday afternoon, but was
11. d event
not given on account of the small attendj irtur". .Saturday, took with
■

an

that the cream remains in White Mountain Freezers it is so

at 12.

Castine to Hewes’ Point, Islesboro. They
will leave Lewis’ wharf at 8 a. m. and return in the afternoon.
All veteraus, members of the Relief Corps and Sons of Veter-

Bros, of Searsport shipped three
Bros, of Waterville Saturday.
L>. C. Greenlaw received six oxen from Bluehill the same day, but drove them to his
farm to await shipment later.
W. A. Arnold's shipment the past week was 2,000
pounds of wool.
cows

was

I SCREAM:

At the Unitarian church next Sunday sermon by the Pastor at 10.45.
Sunday School

Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., will

Pike

|

successful ball

A

The Churches.

KEEP

Opera House Tuesday evening for the benefit of the Belfast Athletic Association, to
raise money for continuing the base ball
team. The music was by a mixed orchestra,
led by P. A. Sanborn.

Alvin T. Condon moved into his new
house on North port avenue last week.
Samuel Adams is to move in the H. A. Carter house on High street, vacated by Mr.
Condon, and Elmer A. Sherman is to take
possession of his house, which he lately
bought of Hon. Wm. B. Swan.

of the

one

Judge W. P. Whitehouseof Augusta will
open the adjourned April term of Supreme
Judicial Court in this city this forenoon. A
number of cases left untin isbed at the April
term will be taken up.

considerably damaged since last season, has
been put in good repair. There was a large
and appreciative audience, and they were
delightfully entertained.

March and Clias. S. Cook, pro::i Golden Rod Creamery, Troy,
akeu unto themselves a wife.
F. March and Miss Ray Jones
.1 at the home of the bride’s
R. Jones, Rev. G. M. Jones
id at Winthrop,June 5th, Chas.
Faustina E. Wiggin of Winluted iu marriage by Rev. G. H.

i

A special meeting of Sheridan F. Miller
Command, LT. V. U., will be held Friday
evening, June 25th, at 7 o’clock. A full attendance is requested.

The Belfast Band gave their first out of
doors concert on the common last Friday
evening. The bandstand, which had been

^usta in 18(53.

;

There will be a ball at McGray’s Hall,
East Knox, July 5th, afternoon and evening
and a celebration at 10 a. in. Good music
will be furnished.

In a notice of the July 5tli celebration at
Ellsworth the Enterprise of that city says:
The Belfast band is one of the finest in
New England.
It will render twenty-six
pieces. They will play at Wyman park in
the afternoon and in the evening will give a
concert down town.

ublished iu some of the Maine
.■
loth Maine Regiment Assohold its reunion iu Juue is
!

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast P. O. for the week ending June 19,
1897:
Gentlemen—Mr. T. H. Maguire care
American House.

28, 1894.
83#,353.99
July 1 1,1895.
8123,985.58

Feb.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier!

July 21, 1891.
859,180.29
Dec.13, 1895.
8190,838,17.

Dec.

1891.

—

r>QJ_

UcCil#

>C\a
,

5/0

5183,869.99

figures are taken from our sieorn\statements
Currency, Washington, on the above dates.

These

of the

5, 1895
883,978,53

March

879,180.59
July 14, 1899.
8172,093.19

to the

Comptroller

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on dem lit 1. draw interest
navabie Tynu
ary 1st ami July 1st. Deposits during tile first three days of
draw interest Iron, the first
ot that month. 1 Ins department offers ninrli .greater mmrUn to
depositors than Sain-, Bankmucli as every deposit is a to "a to the hunk, an I all
deposits i our Bank are
i,v twine the
u °
amount ot our Capital Stock.
Tills Bank being the latest estiblishe 1 Bank in Wald
Cmtntv, our vault lus a" tin latest inn,rove.
meats m Eire an i Burglar-Pro ,1 work, thereby ottering
it-,ir:t,,
..sit„r- than any
..-her
J
bank in tins county.
We have SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES at S3, $5 and $S per
b.nce- ;ire
/ ./■;//,
year. AH
,o,v*
locks, so they m iv lie taken to and from the Bank if desired.
1 v«>
■■

Sons

of

Veterans

Encampment.

The 1.3th annual encampment of the Sons
of Veterans was held in Waterville June
ldtli and 17th. Wednesday morning's session was devoted to business.
In his report
Col. L. L. Cooper of Augusta, Division Commander, said: “I wish to take this opportunity to thank Capt. V. G. Hussey, Orriu
J. Dickey and the members of the Belfast
camp, also Capt. F. E. Kirk and the memhers of the Bangor camp, for their kindness
in helping in the muster of the new camps
during the past year. To the rest of m v st iff
I extend my thanks for the many acts of
kindness they have done for me during my
term of office."' The adjutant reported the
number of camps now in good standing as
.31; members in good standing, 1,4*>0. Further
routine business was transacted at the afternoon session.
The quartermaster’s report
showed total receipts of S1.27J and disburserneuts of §1,041)21.
At the public exercises
in the evening Charles E. Dow delivered an
address of welcome and Col. I. S. Bangs
spoke on “Early Days of Sons of Veterans.”
Frank P. Merrill of Boston, past grand commander, spoke on “Maine iu the war There

Hon. Justice of the Suprein ■* Jittlicial Court, next to be held at 15 lfast, in and for said Con tty of W.ihlj,

To the

on

the third

1897

Fit

*-

i ty of

V

j.-il,

V

f>

:

!•:s i’ F-; 'ivru.v
i;
\
tvpie-cn:HKWKV of
Ue ir mm. M ,-s.. h ir she is
seized in fee simple a- tenant in <• mimu m -m mu 1
in certain real estate situated in sai
County, r*
! wit A certain lot of laud with building's thereon
standing, situated in Wiuierport. Waldo G-untv.
hounded and described a- b> lows- commencing
on M iin st reet at the northwest corner of 1 cm
m
i Simeon B. Rich: thence ea.-rerl v.
1 um
~:t
i Rich to Penobscot Rivei them l»y said iver
i northerly, to land of William M.'iicrt. thence
j following the southerly line of kind ..t said Me
nor therly and wester'v direction
1 Go ith. in a
t
Main street; thence southerly, on the ea~: line
Main street to place of b.-g;uniug. •••cuaturig
I eight acres, niore or less, being the
homestead d
the late Thomas Johnson.
! That yoiu petitioner is own*
,,ue nudi\ id**d
1
sixth part and that the following persons ar>- interested as parr <>w er-of s tid estate, a- v-.urpo
tirioner believes T. K-ddcr John-m
Guthrie.
Okla. Territory, owner m -me-MX’': i.i-m K•'•••. M
Johnson of \ewburg, Maine, owner of one m\rt:
Massa -he.
part: Julia Go-, drieii ..f in.r
sett.-, owner of four thirty-.-ixths oi said iatni; A:
was a large attendance at the meeting and
thur Wiggin ,,i Ktimf.c 1 Fa!
Maine, owner of
one tliiity sixth part; Tie-mas
\\ igg.u of
one of the special features was the exempli;;
fication of degree work by a team from An- Paris. Maine, owner of ,t e r n t y si\:‘, .art. William I). S. Boyd ot Springti-i-i. I‘i owner-d onegusta, Orlaud and Portland.
twelfth
Joim t
Boy 1 ot Baugor. Maine,
At Thursday morning's session appropri- owner ofi>art
one-twelfth part: Arthur Genn >f Jerate resolutions were adopted, and iu the sey Citv, New Jer-e;
•wner o| -a
;w-*ntv-f »r.rtp.
afternoon officers were elected as follows :
part. Nettie G. Harvey ->f Vmelan i. New' .Jersey,
owner of one twenty fourth part; Nellie G. SpenCommander, A. M. Soule, Portland.
Senior Vice Commander, G. E. Leighton, cer of Vineland. New Jersey, owner of one twentyfourth part; George Genn of Seattle, WashingSkow began.
ton, owner of one twenty-fourth part; or people
Junior Vice Commander, F. E. Kirk, Ban- ! to
your petitioner unknown.
gor.
And that y.mr petitioner desires to holdhei said
Couucil, Col. L. L. Cooper, Augusta: F. interest in severalty.
Wherefore she prays that notice to all pe: sonE. Hooper, Bath; C. E. Merrill, Auburn.
he ordered, commissioner- apDelegate at large to Commandery iu Chief, interestedandmay
her said interest set ->ut
her to
pointed
W. H. Looney, Portland : alternate, H. M.
hold in fee and in severalt\
Nickerson, Portland.
AIG I ST A \. HEWK\
Commandery delegates, G. W. Gragg,
.Medford, Mass
Bath; R. A. Cony, Augusta. J. C. Colby.
Waterville: alternates, J. R. Newcomb, OldSTATE OF MAINE
town; H. M. Green, Yarmouth.
SI 1’KE.MK .1 I»j* 1 V!. (•••; n
Officers were installed by Past Chief ComAim): Term. 1807.
I poll tin* foreiioiei:
mander Frank E. Merrill of Auburn. The
petition. ir is oniereii that
the
pendency thered he am*!:
following appointments were made: Adju- notice of rlie wi..
residence is know n and withii*s|.oii'li*uts,
tant, W. H. Perry, Portland; (Quartermas- in
the State, by serving ea -h
tln ii with an atE.
A.
The
enPortland.
next
ter,
Merritt,
tested copy of rue pet it i- n
he with 'his orcampment will be held iu Pittsfield
der thereon, thirty days at least before r! e term
A reception and dance complimentary to of this Court, next to be holden at Belfast, within
the delegates in the evening, brought the and for the County
Walno, on third Tuesday t
September. ls*.i7. Ami ir is further ordered that
encampment to a very pleasant close.
notice
be
to the respondent wlmse resiuiven
The Ladies' Aid Society, the woman's auxdence is our of the Si.rid
11 j ■. an a* testiliary of the Sous of Veterans, held their ed copy of said peti n and order thereon. three
sixth annual meeting in Waterville on the
weeks successively in tin- Kepublh-a a Journal.
same days as the S. of V., and elected of- newspaper printed at Belfast, in 'in' '"ouritv of
hi
President, Miss Rose G. Waldo. : he ia-r paldie.i; m>
thirty t.-ad
| ficers as follows:
least befi
the
is al
i White, Waldoboro; Nice President, Miss
111*•
that
then
and
,i
here
y may
pear in s;li Court
Lizzie C. Carr, Freeport. Treasurer, Mrs.
Rosa C White, Waldoboro; Secretary, Miss and answer thereto if rhev see tit
Attest- TIEE>T> >N \\ \ DEIN. Clerk.
Delia Flaungau, Freeport: delegates to the
V true copv.
3w2d
national convention, Mrs. Jennie Young,
Attest TIEEST. >N W Al*E! N. Ch k
Mrs. J. D. Williams.
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George C. Sheldon, Esq., who has practiced law for the past two years at North
Close of School in District No. 12.
New Portland, has opened an office in Augusta. Mr. Sheldon graduated at Coburn
The flag floated over the brick schoolClassical Institute in 1888 and Colby Unihouse iu former school district No. 12, East
versity iu 1893. He studied law with Hon.
Win. P. Thompson, Belfast, and Judge Belfast, Wednesday, June IGth. The occa- !
Warren C. Philbrook, Waterville, aud was ! sion was the closing exercises of the school
admitted at the Somerset bar in 1895. He for the
year, which were delayed beyond the
was elected Superintendent of Schools in
New Portland in 1896 and re-elected in 1897. closing iu the other schools to make up for
He is a young man of ability aud without time lost earlier in the term on account of
doubt will succeed iu the practice of his sickness of the teacher, Miss Ethel E. Thomprofession as well i n his new location as he as. The schoolroom was
very neatly decohas in his old. fNe w Age.
rated with flowers, and a number of parents
aud friends of the pupils were present. The

The Nickerson Family Reunion.
following program was presented.
The first general meeting of the Nickerson
School
Singing, “Spring Voices,”
Examination in Grammar,
family held in the United States occurred at
Chatham, Mass., June 19th It w as the 2fi0th
Fourth Grade pupils
Examination in History,
anniversary of the arrival of William Nickerson from England in the ship “Johu and
Sixth Grade pupils
One of the Vital Questions of the Day,
Dorothy.” He settled with his family at
Recitation,
“Lightfoot anti Wliitefoot,"
Fraught with Interest to BelWatertown at the time, but afterwards came
Third Grade pupils
fast People.
to Yarmouth and purchased large tracts of
Bollast,
Sole Ayfeum.
Examination in Grammar,
land of the Indians at the place now comThird Grade pupils
Cm 12
If there is anything in local endorsement when
the
town
of
It
w
Chatham.
as a very
Examination iu Geography,
prising
successful meeting, about 200 coming by compared with foreign. If there is anything more
Sixth Grade Pupils
j
train from Boston and way stations, who convincing in the opinions held by people we Singing, “Brother Robin,'
School
were joined by nearly 300 more of the same
those
know than
entertained by li ter strangers Recitation,
You don't know that you
can inly rlu* •■up-to-date''
name, residents of Chatham and neighboring then Belfast citizens have the golden opportunity I
“Biddy Redwing Wanted a New Nest,"
towns.
All. w'ent to the town hall, where < or their lives to decide these points when they
styles in watches and jewLillian Mason I|
elry of
they wrere welcomed by the chairman of the read the views and opinions of:
Recitation, “Gem,”
Alice Crosby
BUT YOU Can
board of selectmen, and after singing and an
“Three Years Old,”
Mr. Rufus Walton of 140 High street, who says: Recitation,
address by Wiu. E. Nickerson of Boston, it
Stella M. Black
wras voted to form a permanent organiza- ! •‘I h ve suffered from kidney trouble for years, so
Declamation, “The Open Secret,”
Yon d ni't know that we
bad at times that I was confined to my bed or to
tion.
An executive committee of five was
Raphnel Leavitt
are the oldest
jowelrv
chosen to trace the genealogy of the family, the house for weeks at a time. My back across Recitation, “Perseverance,
house in riie Sia'.e ot
arrange for a suitable monument to mark my kidneys bothered me with a continual aching
Maine.
Emerald Bradman
the grave of the original Wm. Nickerson, and
BUT WE A'<E.
pain, and along with it there was a weakness of Declamation, “The Little Chief,”
for another reuuion.
Oscar Olson
the kidneys which was very distressing and anSong, “Our Heroes,”
Alice Crosby
You d i':
'.v
that we
Hampden. A town meeting was held noying, more especially at night. 1 doctored and Recitation, “Do Your Best,”
£ive o11r pe.s»nal alienJune 17th at 10 a. m. to discuss the proposi- l used more or less medicine, but I got little or no
Blanche Dodge
tio.i to all o
watch
retion submitted by the directors of the Bau- relief. About a year ago I was unusually bad. I Recitation, “Pussy at School,”
pairing,
gor, Hampden & Winterport Electric Railsaw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and so well
Bessie Black
Bl
WE
DO
way Company regarding a location through
recommended from people near by, that 1 got j Declamation, “Little Ah Sid,"
the town roads, and the building of a bridge
William Leavitt
them at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store and gave
across Sowadabscook stream.
There was a
You think you can beat
Recitation, “Sing a Song of Sixpence,”
us on low prices,
large attendance of the citizens of the town them a trial. I got relief from the first, and conEthel Savery
tinued
the
and much interest was manifested. Ou the
treatment until I had used several Recitation, “School is Closed,”
BUT YOU CAN’T.
question of buildiug a culvert at Stern’s boxes, and they did me more good than anything
Millie Boweu
Mills, in East Hampden, it was voted that I ever took. The aching pain in my back is greatly Song, “Truth,”
Schoo I
Hiram
Chase
&
the town appropriate money for that purlessened. I feel much stronger. The weakness
Camden. Summer visitors are arriving,
pose. The culvert will bridge the gully in
25 MAIN STREET. BELFAST.
which
was
so
the road just south of the present terminus
annoying is vastly unproved. Doan’s ami the cottages on High street are
being
of the line. It was voted to refer the change Kidney Pills benefited me iu every way, and you filled.
Seacroft is occupied by Justice
in location to the selectmen, with power to
can mention my name as having used them with
White of Louisana; Selbourne by’the Howe
dispose of the question. On the bridge great benefit. I will always recommend Doan’s family from Chicago, and the Waldron cotquestion the town voted not to join with
Mrs. Tufts of Boston_Miss Clara
Kidney Pills to my friends. The remedy is worthy tage by
tne company in the construction of a new
Glover, who has been teaching in North
of the highest recommendation.”
has returned to her aunts' the
bridge over Sowadabscook. Track has been
Carolina,
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all dealers. Misses
A full line of repairs in stock. Where no agent
laid as far as Sterns' Mills and the company
Stetson, for the summer_Masters
Price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster-Milburn Co.,
is waiting for the iron work of the culvert.
Keith Pearson and Harold Porter are ill is convenient orders for mowers ami repairs
Ties have been laid and poles distributed Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the United States. with scarlet fever... .'There will be no
grad- promptly tilled. ORDER EARLY.
down into Hampden and track laying will
Remember the namp, DOAN’S, and take no sub- uating exercises of the High school, as 'he
FRED ATWOOD. Winterport,
soon be resumed.
graduating class numbers but one, Walter
stitute.
0; ;r 1 A y ;n t.
Kuowlton. The junior class will give an
exhibition June 2Sth, assisted by the Bates
YOUR
The greatest improvement which has been
VTORS'
NOTICE.
The subscriber
College Glee Club_Miss Mary McKay has
Allen’s Foot-Ea9e, a powder for the feet. It cures made in the manufacture of cigars during gone to Middletown,
hereby give notice that he has been duly apCt., to attend the com- pointed
Administrator
of
the
and
estate
feet
of
painful, swollen, smarting
instantly takes
mencement exercises oi Wesleyan Univerthe sting out of corns and bunions. It’s the great- the nineteenth century has now been accomA U OUST A H NICKERSON, late of Swanville,
from which she graduated last year....
sity
est comfort discovery of the age. Allen’s Footin
This
plished
‘Pepso/
cigar contains Miss Mary N. Hopkins is at her
in
County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
Ease makes tight-fitting or new shoes feel easy. It
sister's, as the
the law directs
All persons having demands
is a certain cure for sweating, callous and hot, enough pure pepsin to digest 500 grains of Mrs. E E. Hosmer.... E. W. Pendleton has
the estate of
against
tired, aching feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all drug- food, thereby making it beneficial instead of gone to Boston-Rev. S. L. Hanscom of present the same for said deceased are desired to
settlement, and all indebted
gists and shoe stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps.
Thomaston
at
the
M.
E.
church
preached
thereto are requested to mike payment immediinjurious to the system.
Trial package FREE. Address, Mien 8. Olmsted
last Snuday-The Buswell House on Mt. ately.
ALFRED
E. NICKERSON.
Le Roy, N. Y.
24
Patent applied for.
battie is nearing completion.
Swanville, June 8, 1897.-3w25
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Meadow King Mower
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SHOES

ADV11N1STR

and to his coolness and bravery those of
us who were saved owe our lives.
With
Some Inside History of the Massacre on the Lit- the air thick with bullets and some of
tle Big Horn.
them piercing his clothing, he stood
[Special to the St. Louis Globe Democrat.]
calmly directing the troups. OccasionalBismarck, N. D. The most remark- ly a band of savages would dash up to
able tight iu the history of Indian war- within two or three hundred yards of
us, and our men would charge them.
fare, and iu some respects the history of Several Indians were killed in these
the world, was the battle fought on the charges, and finally one of the solLittle Big Horn river in Moutana between diers killed and scalped an Indian in plain
the command of Gen. George A. Custer view of the others. This frightened them
and the allied forces of all the renegade and they kept a safe distance away after
A perfect storm of leaden hail was
Indians in the west under the leadership that.
of Chiefs Gall anti bitting Bull, on June poured iu on us all day the 26th until
It was remarkable from the about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, when
25, 1870.
We were
fact that not a single man in Custer’s the firing gradually ceased.
command escaped to tell the tale.
Much then frightened, as we thought the Indians
were
some
bolder
mischief.
has been said and written about this
up to
famous tight, a large part of which has Finally we saw then moving off in a body.
That
most
of the soldiers slept and
been erroneous and the product of vivid
night
imagination. It has been so long since were much refreshed in the morning.
anything having the semblance of truth After the Indians left we were able to
We had all been nearly
has been published concerning this bloody procure water.
affair that the recollections of a friend uf famished.
During the morning of the
Custer, who was with him until a few 27th Gen. Terry and his command came
He and his staff were all crying, and
minutes before the battle, and who, when 1 up.
the command was divided, was sent with Gen. Terry said: ‘Custer and his whole
command
are killed.
We thought you
Maj. Keno, are most interesting. Dr. II.
K. Porter of this city was the only sur- were, too.
“Duriug the two days we were surviving surgeon of the three who were
with Custer's regiment on that fateful rounded by the Indians the inquiry
June day.
His recollections have never among our meu for Custer was loud, and
appeared in print, and it was only after that general's court-martial was freely
After separating from
much persuasion that he consented to talk speculated upon.
for publication.
.Speaking of the ex- us Custer had gone through a rough
country for a distance of four or five miles
pedition and its result, he says:
As
“Our expedition left Fort Abraham and attacked the Indians in the rear.
j soon as we
Lincoln on May 17. 187b, under the comcould, several of the officers
ami
went
over
to
where
Custer
had
mand of Geu. Terry, and proceeded overmyself
land.
Mrs. Custer accompanied her hus- fought and found that what Gen. Terry
We
band on horseback as far as the Heart had reported was only too true.
river, a distance of several miles, and found Custer’s body stark naked, as white
there bid him an affectionate farewell and aud clean as a baby’s. He was shot iu
The body of Capt.
returned to the garrison.
We marched in the head aud breast.
easy stages to the Powder river iu Mon- Tom Custer, Gen. Custer’s brother, was
ana.
Nothing of particular note occur- horribly mutilated. He was disembowred on the march except that one day we eled and his head had been crushed iu by
saw with field
glasses a lonfc horseman at. a blow from a stone hammer used by the
The only arrow wound I found
a distance of several miles.
He had evi- Indians.
dently seen us and was riding toward our was iu his head, lie had the Sioux mark
command.
We thought, of course, that of death, which was a cut from the hip to
His
he was an Indian, as it did not seem pos- the knee, reaching to the bone.
sible that any white man could be off in heart was not cut out, as has been reportthat wilderness, hundreds of miles from ed by Rain-in-the-Face, one of the Sioux
chiefs who took part iu the fight.
I cut a
As he came nearany habitation, alone.
lock of hair from the head of each officer
er we discovered that it was none other
as
he
aud
it
to
their families on
than Buffalo Bill, the noted scout and
lay,
gave
The steamer Far West
Indian tighter. He was one of Gen. my return home.
t'look's scouts and was off on an expedi- was moored at the mouth of the Little
She was the supply boat of
tion of his own.
Gen. Crook’s command Big Horn.
was then iu the Black Hills, 150 miles the expedition and had made her way up
After we had gone into camp at the Big Horn farther than any other boat.
awaj.
Powder river, Keno was ordered out on a After burying the dead we took the
sc- mting expedition.
He found a wide wounded on litters ten or twelve miles to
Indian trail leading in a westerly direc- the boat, and I was detailed to go down
Col. Smith,
tion toward the Kosebud river.
Custer to Fort Lincoln with them.
was* then ordered to follow the trail.
The Terry’s adjutant general, was sent along
Indians had been located by Gen. Terry’s with the official despatches, and we had a
scouts and he told Custer to strike them traveling bag full of telegrams for the
on the 20th.
Terry was sure that his Bismarck office. Capt. Grant Marsh of
scouts had
them located, and results Bismarck was in command of the Far
demonstrated that he was correct.
Gens. West and the steamer performed a feat unTerry and Gibbon were to go by another equaled iu western steamboating. Marsh
: >ute and were to strike the Indians in
put everything in the most complete order
front and Custer was to close in on the and took on a large supply of fuel.
His
rear.
Custer started from the camp on orders were to reach Bismarck as soon as
The
steamer never received the
Powder river on the morning of June 24. possible.
1 was sent with him.
We were on the credit due her, nor did her gallant captain.
The
trail all that day and night.
The night
Big Horn is full of islands and
was very dark and we lost the trail
once, a successful passage is not an easy feat,
hut f* und it again by lighting matches. but the boat made it without an accident
’‘We proceeded until 4 o’clock, the after a thrilling voyage.
At Fort Buford
morning of the 25th, when we camped in and Fort Stevenson we stopped a minute
a
dec*]* ravine where the Indians could to tell the news, and at Fort Bertliold a
; 5>t see us.
We were not allowed to un- wounded scout was put off.
Two of the
saddle or unpack.
Being very tired after wounded died and we went ashore to bury
our long ride, we laid down and
them.
We
approached home with someslept,
e.a.n an holding his horse
by the bridle thing of that feeling that always moves
tin.-.
Li about an hour the scouts re- the human heart,
it was one mixed with
ported a large camp of Indians ahead. sorrow and gladness. At 11 o’clock on
Tin- command was ordered to get ready the night of the 7th of July we reached
C'i action.
( uster came to me and said: Bismarck and Fort Lincoln, having made
j
•P-'iu-r there is a large camp of Indians 1,000 miles in fifty-four hours.
Col.
j
fthead, uid we are going to have a great j Smith and myself hurried from the landit ing up town, and called up Col. Lounskilling.' A: 0 o’clock we started.
" is
Custer’s purpose at this time to berry, the editor of the Tribune, and the
the
Indians
in
a
urge
body, he suppos- telegraph operator, J. M. Carnahan, who
nit or,j:u_
presence had not been dis- took liis seat at the key and scarcely rais••red by them.
In a short time the Ii ed himself from his chair for twenty-two
>■
’.it', reported that we had been seen
by j hours. What he sent vibrating around
the Indians.
Custer then decided to db ! the world is history.”
1
rikt the command,
lie sent Col. BenTeen
with three companies to the left,
Lieut. G. L. Gurley, tiieu of the Sixth
May Keno with three companies in the United States infantry, now of Washingcentre, and he took three companies and ton. tells the story of how the news was
;
vV:is to go to the
right, his idea being to received at Fort Lincoln. lie says: “The
suiTounu the Indian
camp.
Capt. Me-; news came to us about if a. m. Capt.
left in charge of the pack ; W. S. McCaskey, Twentieth Infantry,
Goug.ii
tia:u.
It was about 10 a. m. when the summoned all the officers to his quarters
command was divided. Just as we were i at once, and there read to them the comready to start Custer came to me and said : munication he had just received per
*D" tor. I would like to have you go with i steamer Far West from Col. Smith. After
me. as you are younger and a better rider we had recovered from the
shock, Capt.
than Dr. Lord, the chief surgeon.’
Ire-; McCaskey requested us to assist him in
‘All
I
would much prefer j breaking the news to the widows.
piled:
It fell
right.
goiim with you.’ Custer then said: *1 : to my lot to accompany McCaskey and
wid see Dr. Lord and ask him to consent.’ ;i Dr. J. D. 7
our
Middleton,
post surgeon,
We rode over to where Dr. Lord was and to the quarters of Mrs.
Custer, immediatej
< uster
spoke to him about the content ;! ly east of those occupied by myself. We
plated arrangement. The doctor replied: started on our sad errand a little before 7
Not much.' I am going with you.’
The * o’clock on that Oth of July morning.
I
pour fellow in those few words saved my ! went to the rear of the Custer house,
bfe and sealed his own doom.
I went i awaked Maria, Mrs. Custer’s maid, and
with
Keno.
\\ e
had proceeded but requested her to rap on Mrs. Custer’s
a short distance when
Capt. Cook, Cus-I door and say to her that she aud Mrs. Calte: > adjutant, came
up and said: ‘Tlje houn and Miss Ileed were wanted in the
Indians are right ahead of you, and
On my way through the hall to
you j parlor.
are
ordered to charge them as soon as open the front door, 1 heard the
j
opening
of the door of Mrs. Custer’s room.
possible.’
She
■'\\e went forward at a lively
gait. had been awakened by the footsteps in
V\ lien we came to the river we discovered tile hall.
She called me by name and
that Indians were on the opposite bank. asked the cause of
my early visit. I made
\\ e forded the river and
suddenly came no reply, but followed Capt. McCaskey
ten
or
fifteen
of
the
red
and
upon
Dr. Middleton into the parlor. There
skins, and
We then thought we were almost immediately followed by
they were running.
that we had already won the fight.
We the ladies of the Custer household and
rode some little distance toward the In- there we told to them their first intimadian camp, when suddenly a swarm of the tion of the awful result of the battle on
red devils rose up and poured a terrific the Little
Big Horn. Imagine the grief
tire into us.
We dismounted and formed of those women, their sobs, their flood of
a skirmish line.
At first there were only tears, the giief that knew no consolation.
a few,
comparatively; then more and The fearful depression that had hung
more of the
savages appeared, and the over the fort for the last two days had its
ground seemed to be fairly alive with explanation then.’’
them.
They were all naked and their
bodies were painted hideously.
The most reliable story of Custer’s last
They all
tode their ponies bareback. The fire fin- fight was told
by Chief Gall to Dr. Porally became so hot that Keno ordered his ter.
On
the
tenth
anniversary of
men to mount and
‘charge1—he called it the battle, in 188b, Dr. Porter and a
—to the rear.
We were driven into the number of officers who were with
Reno,
woods. A general stampede of our troops together with
Gall, were at the batthen took place.
A soldier was shot in tlefield and they went over the
ground tothe iittie clump of trees where I was.
I gether.
This is
Gall’s story:
“We
dismounted and found him mortally saw the soldiers in the
morning croswounded.
My horse was rearing and sing the divide. When Reno and Cusplunging and I had all 1 could do to hold ter separated we watched them until
him.
The Indians, in their mad pursuit they came down into the
valley. A cry
of our demoralized troops, did not notice was raised that the white men soldiers
me in
the timber.
They were passing were coming and orders were given for
within ten feet of where I was.
1 placed ; the village to move immediately.
Reno
laudanum on the wound of the soldier swept down so
rapidly on the upper end
and bandaged it as best 1 could and again j that the Indians were forced to
light. .Sitmounted my triglitened horse.
As I was ting Bull and I were at the point where
leaving him the poor soldier said: ‘For j Reno attacked. Sitting Bull was Big
God’s sake, doctor, don’t leave me to be Medicine.
The women and children were
tortured by those fiends.’
Bullets were j hastily moved down stream, where the
thick
and fast, and 1 turned my j Cheyennes were
dying
camped. The Sioux atlouse loose and caught up with our! tacked Reno and the
Cheyennes Custer,
who
had
a
half
mile away. and then all became mixed up.
troops,
gotten
The woIn that half mile ride I think that I was ! men and children
caught the horses for
made tlie target of a thousand rides, but the bucks to mount
them; the bucks
1 escaped without a scratch.
We again mounted and charged back on Reno and
forded the river and took a stand _>n checked him and drcve him into the timthe top of a steep hill.
A few minutes ber.
The soldiers tied their horses to
later Benteen, with his three companies, trees and came out and
fought on foot.
came up, as did McDougal, with the pack As soon as Reno was beaten and driven
train. Benteen, after leaving us when back across the river the whole force turnthe command was divided, bad gone west ed upon Custer and
fought him until they
of the river.
Not seeing any Indians and destroyed him.
Custer did not reach the
hearing the firing lie rushed back and river, but was met about half a mile up
joined us. We fought there the remain- the ravine, now called Reno creek. They
der of the day, surrounded by 3,000 savfought the soldiers and beat them back
ages, while there were only 300 of us, all step by step until all were killed.” From
told.
The men dug rifle pits with their his
story it is evident that the Indians
knives and tin cups. At dark the Indians were in the coulees behind and in front of
stopped firing. Some of the men then Custer as he moved up the ridge to take
crawled down to the river and secured position.
“The first
two
companies
water. We bad been fighting in the broil(Keogh and Calhoun) dismounted and
ing sun all day without a drop of water, fought on foot. They never broke, but
and the wounded were begging for a retired step
by step until forced back to
drink.
I bad some brandy with me, but the
ridge, where all finally perished. They
I told them it would make them worse. were shot down in line where
they stood.
They insisted on having it anyway. Next (This statement seems borne out by the
morning the Indians again opened fire on facts, as thirty-eight bodies of Keogh’s
us.
Although Reno was the ranking offi- j company were found together.) The warcer, Col. Benteen was really in command, riors directed a special fire against the
Custer’s

Last

Stand.
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Gen. O. A. Howard was the orator June
10th before the graduating class of the State
Normal school of Farmington, his topic
being “Grant and His Generals .” It was a
recital of reminiscences and was listened to
by a brilliant audience. The State superintendent of schools, board of Maine Normal
school trustees, and other State officials were
present.

Woman Throw Away Her Good
Looks and Comfort?

will a woman drag out a
half-hearted existence
and miss three-quarters of the
j’037 of living, when she has
health almost within her grasp ?
If she does not value her good
looks, does she not value her
comfort ?
Why. my sister, will you suf4B5ZT
fer that dull pain in the smallof
your back, those bearing-down,
dragging sensations in the loins,
that terrible fullness in the lower

Why
sickly,

One of tlie officers in Reno’s command
lias the following to say of Dr. Porter’s
services during the memorable fight on
Reno's hill: “The afternoon of the 25tli,
all night, throughout the 20th, the night
of that date, and until the forenoon of the
27tli, Dr. Porter worked as few men are
ever called upon to work. He had no idea
that he would get out alive, and believed
every man around him was doomed. Still
he was the same cool and skillful surgeon
that he is to-day.
He had a duty to perform that seldom falls to a man of 2G, and
yet he performed it nobly. He was surrounded by the dead, dying and wounded.
Men were crying for water, for help, for
relief, for life. For twenty-four hours
there was no water. The sun was blazinghot, the dead horses were sickening, the
air heavy with a hundred smells, the bullets thick, the men falling, and the bluff's
for miles around black with jubilant savThe work of the others was not
ages.
like Porter’s.
He must know no fear, no
trembling, no rest. He had every agonizing sight before his eyes. The afternoon
of the 20th, when the Indians ceased their
firing and began to move off, there were
around Porter on the ground fifty wounded.
One in every three was either killed
or maimed.
I know little of hospital history, but I doubt if there is much that
outshadows Porter’s experience upon the
bluff overlooking the Little Big Horn. If
I had the genius of a Buchanan Reed, 1
would weave it into a song more heroic
than ‘Sheridan’s Ride.’

A

Long

Island

Lobster

Pond.

BARKS.

Adam W Spies, A D Field, arrived at New
York April 11 from Singapore.
Alice Reed, Alansou Ford, sailed from
New York May 20 for Rio Janeiro.
Carrie I, Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Savannah June 10 from New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Turks
Island May 25 from Barbadoes.
Edward May, arrived at Boston June 7
from Manila.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, cleared from
New York April 10 for Cape Town.
Harvard, Colcord, at Iquique May 10 for

Hampton Roads, ldg.

Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
New York June 17 for Boston.
sailed from New York
Feb ID for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
A
Lucy
Nickels, Amos Dow, arrived at
Hong Kong May 24 from New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, from Bridgewater, N S, for River Plate, was spoken
June 9 on Roseway Bank.
Matanzas, arrived at New York June 14
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at New
York June 7 from Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Paramaribo May 9 from Amsterdam.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York June 12 for Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at. Garontolo-from Sourabaya.
St Lucie, Srneed, cleared from New York
May 25 for Bahia.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared
from Portland March 25 for Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, cleared
from Montevideo May 13 for Brazil.
from

Iolani, McClure,

SCHOONERS.

An

interesting place tc visit is the lobster pond on Friendship Long Island, conducted by W. F. Levensaler of Waldoboro.
A representative of the News enjoyed a
lobster dinner with the proprietor Tuesday, and was shown over the premises.
The dam of the old tide mill lias been rebuilt and the natural basiu makes an excellent

place

for

storing

the delicious shell

fish
the
this
five

which are
fast becoming '“one of
luxuries of the table.
Last year at
time Mr. Levensaler bad over twentythousand lobsters in the pond, but
owing to their increasing scarcity he has
not more than half that number at present.
Mr. Levensaler4 devotes the most of
his time to this business.
He also raises
chickens quite extensively.
Some time
he
in
the
several
barrels
ago
placed
pond
of oysteis and scallops with the idea of
finding out if these could he successfully
raised iu this section.
[Lincoln County
News.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
New York June 11 from Port Spain.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Boston May 14 from Darien, Ga.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Boston April 2 for Bellevue Cove, N S.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
York June 4 from Belfast.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from New
York May 15 for Tampico; at Nassau June 8.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Galveston June 4 for New York.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Barbadoes June 13 from Buenos Ayres.
R W Hopkins, Hichboru, arrived at Cienfuegos April 25 from Philadelphia; in port
Juue 1.
Sallie FOn, W H West, sailed from Boston May 20 for Port Royal, S C.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Port Spain
May 20 from New York; in port May 27.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Philadelphia May 25 from Darien, Ga.
$2

To all subsoribeis,

new or old, who pay
The Journal one year
in advance the New York Weekly Tribune
(price §1 a year) will be sent one year free.
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
subscriber should so state, as it is not sent
unless requested. With The Journal furnis. ing all the local news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news of the world, political and
general, with fashions, household science
and mechanics, literary and other departments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
all, it is a very taking combination at $2 a

their

Bucklen’s

Arnica

salve.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Klieum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and ail Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
money refunded. Price 25 cents
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

per

box.

Liver Ills
biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constipation, sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
cured by Hood's Tills.
They do their work
Like

Hood’s

easily and thoroughly.
Best after dinner pills.
25 cents.

All

druggists.

■

■

Year for The Journal ana Tribune.

subscription

year. Subscriptions may begin at any time,
and if desired the two papers will be sent to
different addresses.
“I was troubled with quinsy for five years.
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil cured me. My wife
and child bad diphtheria. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil cured them. I would not be without it in the house for any consideration.”
Rev. E. F. Crane, Dunkirk, N. Y.

Sj
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Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
The only Pill to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

to
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ting the Stomachs andBowels of
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Promotes Digestion,CheerfulRest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.
ness and

the
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The 77th commencement anniversary of
Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female
at Kent’s Hill was celebrated last
week. The graduation exercises were held
June 10th. A class of 21 graduated. At a
meeting of the trustees the resignation of
Rev. C. W. Gallagher as president was accepted and Rev. A. F. Chase of Bucksport
was unanimously chosen his successor.
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Clarified Sugar
h’uitcryrecn flavor'.
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Jft Carbonate Soda
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Hutnpkin Seed"
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BOTTLE 07

A perfect Remedy for Co ns ti pa
tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions Feverishness and LOSS OF SlEEI3.

William A. Rogers, professor of physics
ami astronomy at Colby University, lias resigned to take effect at commencement.
The resignation has been accepted.
Professor Rogers was formerly assistant professor of astronomy at Harvard College.
Since coming to Colby lie has acquired wide
fame through the invention of several scientific machines and by his x-ray experiments.

Tac Simile

Signature

of

{fas, -rfftfipK
NEW YORK.

next year at the East Maine Conference Seminary will see several changes
in the faculty.
Prof. Samuel K. Marsh,
after two years as vice president and instructor in mathematics and natural science,
has resigned, and will soon remove with his
family to a new position in New York State.

Castoria is put rr* i.: cuo-size Iris not sold in bulk. P r.'t allow
you anything elso cn
pica cr pis “just as good" and "will an?
See that you get C-a
pose."

The

EXACT COPY OF

WRAPPER,

He will leave behind many friends among
the towns people as well as the students,
with whom he was most popular and deep-

ly respected.

The graduating exercises at the Maine
Central Institute, Pittsfield, were held last
week, closing Thursday. The usual interesting programme was arranged for the oc-

The field day games of Colby University
held Saturday, June 12th.
Three
Colby records were broken, viz.: The 220
yard hurdle, 220 yard dash and the hammer
throwing events. The class of '98 won the
class cup, scoring 57 points; 1900, 32 1-2
points ; ’99, 30 1-2 points; ’97, 22 points.
The sixty-eighth annual catalogue of the
Coburn Classical Institute, Waterville, just
issued, shows an attendance of 178 students.
Of these, 88 are pursuing the College Preparatory course. The senior class numbers 31,
of whom 23 are
titted for college.
The
number of students who take the college
course in this school is increasing each year.
Students may be prepared here for any
American college. The principal’s certificate admits students without examination to
Colby, Colgate, Rates, Wellesley, Maine
State College and other colleges which employ the certificate system. The school also
prepares students for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and all other scientific
schools.
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Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Repubican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thev ma\

appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of Ju y next, at ten of' the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cha>. P. Hazkltink, Register.

the system is remarkable and
mysterious. It removes at once the cause
and the disease immediately disappears.
The first dose greatly benefits; 75 cents.
Sold by A. A. How s & Co. Druggists, Del-

1
1

Probate Court held at B. d
the County of Waldo, on the
June, A. I). 1897.
certain instrument. purport
will and testament d HI
late of Liberty in said ( onnty
ed, having been presented :’
Ordered, That notice lie
terested by causing a copy
published three weeks >i;<
lican Journal, printed at !.*•
appear at a Probate Court .0
within and for said County

-•

\

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of JAMES W. FREI>ERlCK.lateot Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for pi ate.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons into res ed by causing a copy of t hi- or del to he published three weeks sueees.-ively in the Republican
Journal. printed at Belfast, that they may appear
at a Probate Court. io be field at Belfast, witliin and for said County. n the second Tuesday
of July next, at ten of I lie clock before noon ami
show cause, if any they have, why I he -ame should
not be proved, approved and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. JudgeA true copy. Attest:
Cii.vs. P. Hazklitnk. Register.

\

action upon

Be If.;-

at

At a

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and t*>r
the County of Waldo, in vacation. June 14. A.
D. 1897.

“Mystic Cure’’ for Rheumatism and Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to
days. Its |

Probate Court held

A

terested

DAY.

a

the County of Waldo, on the
June, A. I). 1897.
certain instrument, purportii,

will and testament ot d.i;\i!
late of Winterport, in said Com
ceased, having been presented
Ordered, That notice be give
terested by causing
copy of
published three weeks suece-sr
Penn Journal, printed at lb-.i.iappear at a Probate Court, t.<>
witnin and for said County. on
day of July next, at ten <-f tint
and show cause if any they ha
should not be proved, approvt .1
CKO. K. Jol!
A true copy. Attest:
( mas. L*. H \x 1.:

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within anti for
the County of Waldo, in vacation, June 14, A.
L). 1897.
A certain instrument. purporting to be the last
A will and testament of CEORCE W. CROCKETT, late of Prospect, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.

were

RHEUMATISM CURED IN A

At

PROBATE NOTICES,

casion.

1

;

.1

day

July

ol

next, at ten

■

:

"t

In

and sin»w cause, il any hc>
should not be proved, api t<
r.H( >' H .I'd!
A true r"pv. Attest
Cuas. P H v n

\

At a Probate < -urr beet at. Be
the County ot Waldo. ..u i.luJune. A. 1>. IS'.-T.
•. \
r < 1 N V\ DU
Adu.i;.;-:
f) -! .11 I I
\
1
t. 1
At a Probate Court held at Belfast. wi liiu ami
said b runt ot V> a:.i
-r
a petition i
the County «»f Waldo, mi the .-er-uid Cie.-u.y,
ii.-t
-.-p,
.June, A. i >. 181)7.
j sanl dceeastd.
1 liat : ),*• -an.
irdered.
CM.LA W. PACE. Guardian <d NELLIE \ < lb iS |
I all persons interest,-.; •,
JU BY of Winter port, in s.iiu
>um
.,j Wan!
to be publi-li*-*';
:e.
having presented a petiti<u* 1 or li.-euVe : .-ell :he order
! he Uepe.bl mm j> ,'■, n..i.. |
K
(PERRY DAVIS’.)
whole of the real estate ot said warn.
the) nia\ app'-ai at a Pn !
A Sure and Safe
Ordered.
That
said
e
in
petitioner gr. mumr to all at Bella-' u itllil a ini !••'
persons interested by causing a eoj.y ,.t this olid Tue-ilay ol
11;
ne C
order to he published three weeks -Uom.-sis rly
every case and every kind
before boon, and s:;o\v anin the Republican Jmirnal. primed ai 1 ’»♦-iia.-t.
tin- prayer d -am pet
why
of Bowel
that they may apj car at a Probate Court, to bo
la
granted.
held at Belfast within and for said ('minty, mi
(1Kb. L
tile second Tuesday of July next, a: oui
inA true CopV. Attest
clock
before noon, and show cause, it an> Diey
i
chas. P. Ha,
I have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
! not be granted.
A 1.1 )< 1 SS.- In (. on:
; P
E. JOHNS.)N, ,Tllil*re.
u--.i
last, on tin- set ••ml
A true copy. Attest:
!
1
J
BA 1 l.P Y
\t III n -! :.
This is a true statement and
CltAs. P. Iiazf.ltink, Register.
ABN III: HA ILLY. it!.-.
1
#
It can’t be made too strong
nteo
decease*i, ha\ iuj; pn
At a I’robate Court held at Belfast, within and f.-r
'■•runt d adnnnist rat ion ol
or too
J
the County ot Waldo on the second Tuoda\ of
an.c*June, A. 1). 18D7.
«irdcrcd. That not ice then
j
Weeks sUceessi Vc I
111
tile lit,
It i3 a
pH ARLES N. CHASE, nephew of BENJAMIN (
safe and
PEN 1 >’,ET( )N late ot Sears port., in said) mi
L
printed in Belfast, m -aid ..on;
Pn
cure for
intcresfcu may attend
a
ry of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petir n
held at Belfast, on tlu sc< n
tor administration of the estate ot said deceased.
ami
show
ii
caust
an\
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to next,
<•!
insam account -n.i'iid
all persons interested by causing a c<>p\ d this
(.Kb L J* d.
order to be published three weeks successively in j
A true copy.
Attest.
Toothache.
the Republican Journal, printed at Bellas:. That
CIIAs. I’ HA/.K
they may appear at a Probate Court to He held
at Belfast within and for said County, on the 1
Two
25c. and 50c.
» ss.
i! P:
A
Lib
t
l:m
second Tuesday ot July next, at ten of the
1
TT
fast, on the sc* m:
clock before noon, and show cause, it any they
on
BANKS
L\.
CHARLES
It
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
yon. Beware of
JA.MLN HUid INS. '.an. o!
not be granted.
Imitations.
only the
GE< >. E. JOHNS) IN, Judge.
County, deceased. having pres*,
final account of administration
A true copy.
Attest:
Davis’,
allowance.
('has. p. Ha/.kltink. Register.
Ordered, That notice thereof
Bold JSvorytchore,
weeks successively, in tlit* Kcj
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and 1
printed in Belfast .‘in said count
for the County of Waldo, on the second ! tes
interested may attendant a Bn-'
day of June. A 1). 181)7.
held at liellast. on the st-coim I
JOHN Ii. DENTON. Guardian of JOHN A. WAR 1 next, and show cause, .1 an;
*J REN of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, i the said account should n t be
CEO. L JOHN'
having presented a petition for license to sell and
A true copy.
Attest
At a regular meeting of the City Council of Bel- convey the whole of the real estate of said ward.
Chas. p. Ha/.ki.i
fast, held June 7, 181)7, the following ordinance
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy •>! this
was finally passed:
In * 'ourt oj !'
17A 1.1>( * SS
An ordinance to amend section two of
!
chapter order to be published three weeks successively in
VY fast, on the seeomi T in
two of the ordinances of the
city of Belfast, re- the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that JOSEPH S. Ml l.l.LN, E\e
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at. DAVID <C Hl'NTEU, late ot I
lating to cemeteries and sextons.
Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen and Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
County, deceased, having presci
of July next, at ten of the clock before
Common Council of the city of Belfast, in
•:
City Tuesday
final account of adniinistra:
Council assembled:
noon, and show cause, il any they have, win the
allowance.
Section two of chapter two of the ordinances of prayer of said petitioner should iiot be granted.
That notice then
Ordered,
the city of Belfast is hereby amended so as to read
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
weeks successively, in the I
A true copy. Attest:
as follows:
printed in Belfast, in said con
Sec. 2. Said superintendent together with the
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
interested may attend a; a Pn a.
joint standing committee on cemeteries shall be
held at Belfast, on the second I
and hereby are clothed with all the
necessary pow- At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami for next, and show cause, if un>
ers to lay out, establish and
grade lots and avesaid account should not be aln.\n
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
nues in said cemetery
agreeably to a plan of the
<;Eo. E. JOH v
June, A. I). 1897.
same, to«ee to the setting out of shade trees, and
A true copy. Attest
to change the line or
i
certain
to
the
be
last
of
lots
instrument,
ami avenues
purpmting
grading
( has. P. H \7
therein so as to conform to said plan, when in A will and testament ol WILLIAM E. Low,
their opinion the general condition of said ceme- late of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, detery will he improved or benefited thereby. They ceased, having been presented for probate.
YItAU>0 SS. -Ill Court I I"
shall have a general superintendence of the
Ft
fast, "i! tin* second Tin
to all persons inOrdered, Thar notice be
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ol this order to be pubject to their approval.
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A true copv. Attest:
Journal, printed tit Belfast, that the\ may appear said County, deceased. ha\ii.;_ pn
3w24
L H. MURCH, City Clerk.
account ol administration
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printed in Belfast, in said cunt
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A true copy.
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GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
m.d
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A true copy. Attest:
ELIZABETH MILLIKENimmediately.
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immediately.
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Rev. A. Fitzroy Chase, D. D., for thirteen
years president of the East Maine Conference seminary, resigned that position June
11th to return to his former position as president of the Maine \VTesleyan Seminary at
Kent's Ilill, at flattering terms. This action was unexpected by the trustees.
Prof.
Chase and family expect to remain in Bucksport until the last of July.

soldiers who held the horses while the
Register o* Deep \\ ater Vessels.
others fought.
As soon as one of these
soldiers was killed, by moving blankets
and yelling the horses were stampeded,
SHIPS.
which made it impossible for the soldiers
Aimer Coburn, G A Nichols, sailed from i
to escape. “Afterward the soldiers fought
York March 24 for Hong Kong.
desperately and hard, and never surrend- New
A G Ropes, Daivd Rivers, sailed from New
As fast as the men fell the horses
ered.
York April 28 for Sau Francisco.
were herded and driven toward the squaws
A J Fuller, T 1' Colcord, arrived at !
and old men, who gathered them in.
Nagasaki March 21) from Philadelphia; in]
When Jieno attempted to find Custer by port April 15.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New
throwing out a skirmish line Custer and
all with him were dead. When the skirm- York June 2 for Hong Kong ; spoken June 4, ]
lat
57 71, Ion bb 11.
ishers reached a high point overlooking
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Custer’s field, the Indians were gallopMay 15 for Boston.
ing around and over the wounded, dying Singapore
El Captain, A L Carver, sailed from Baland dead, popping bullets and arrows timore
April 1 for San Francisco; spoken
into them.
When Reno made his attack May 1, lat 105 N, Ion 27 50 VV.
at the upper end he killed my two squaws
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
and children, which made my heart bad. from Iliolo May 4 for Delaware Breakwater.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, atHiogo May 27
1 then fought with my tomahawk (which
for New York.
means, of course, mutilating.) Custer’s
Gov Rome, Nichols, sailed from Newsoldiers ran out of ammunition.
Their castle
May 12 for Hong Kong.
supply of cartridges was in the saddle
Great Admiral, Rowell, arrived at New
pockets of their stampeded horses. The York May 5 from Marseilles.
Indians then ran up to the soldiers and
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, arrived at New
butchered them with tomahawks.
A lot York May 2‘J for Honolulu.
of horses ran away and jumped into the
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from New
York March b for Shanghai.
river, but were caught by the squaws.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
Eleven Indians were killed on Reno’s
from Hong Kong May lb, for Honolulu.
and
several
Indians
fell
over
and
creek,
May Flint, E I) P Nichols, at Honolulu
died.
Only forty-three Indians were kill- Feb 22 for New York.
ed altogether, but a great many wounded
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
ones came across the river and died in the
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at Honolulu
rushes.
Some soldiers got away and ran
12 from Newcastle.
May
down a ravine crossed the river, came
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
back again, and were killed.
We had Cebu Feb
27 for Boston; passed St Helena
Ogallalas, Jlinneconjous, Brules, Uncap- prior to June 7.
all
Sioux
pa,
tribes, and the Cheyennes,
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, at New York.
S D Carleton. Amsbury, sailed from New
Arapahoes and Bros Ventres. When tile
Y'ork
bust
came
in
the
air
down
the
river
April 21) for Shaugliae.
big
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
(meaning Terry and Gibbon,) we struck Francisco
April 25 for Karluk.
our lodges and went up a creek toward
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
the White Rain mountains (Big Horn
Shanghae prior to April 14 for Manila.
range, covered with snow.) We waited
Tillie E Starbuck, Ebeu Curtis, sailed
there four days and then went over to the from New York March 21 for
Sydney, NSW.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from HonoWej mountains.’’

May 25 for New York.
Wm H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
from New Y’ork March 24 for Houg Kong;
spoken April 5, lat 51 N, Ion 51) W.
W J Rotch, Sewali C Lancaster, arrived
at New Y’ork April b from Hong Kong.

THAT

Prof. Samuel K. Marsh of the Eastern
Maine Conference Seminary at Bucksport
has been elected principal of the Waterville
High school, to fill the vacancy made by the
Prof.
resignation of Hugh D. McLeilan.
Marsh was graduated from Colby University
in the class of ’81, and since then has had a
very extensive experience as a teacher and
is considered an instructor of great ability.

that you will never be well while that
lasts?
What a woman needs who is thus affected is to strengthen the ligaments so
they will keep her organs in place. There
is nothing better for this purpose than Lydia E. Pmkham’s vegetable Compound. The great volume of testimony which is constantly rolling in, proves
that the Compound is constantly curing thousands of just such cases.
The following letter from Mrs. Marlow is only one of many thousands which
Mrs. Pinkham has received this year from those she has relieved—surely such
testimony is convincing:
My trouble commenced after the birth of my last child. I did not
know what was the matter with me.
My husband went to our family physician and described my symptoms, and-he said I had displacement and falling
lie sent me some medicine, but it did little good. I let it go
of the womb.
on about two years, and every time I did any hard work my womb would
come down.
Finally a lady friend advised me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, which I did. The first bottle helped me so much, I continued to take it right along.
My back was almost the same as no back. I
could not lift scarcely any weight. My life was just a drag to me. To-day
I am well of my womb trouble, and have a good, strong back, thanks to
Mrs. Pinkham"? Vegetable Compound.*"-—Mrs. L. Marlow, Milford, 111.

lulu

kiimiuwuM

The appointments of speakers of the junior
class at Colby were announced June 10th.
They are: H. S. Allen, Vassalboro; E. C.
Herrick, Green; C. E. Gurney, Portland; A.
H Page, Fitchburg, Mass.; O. M. Woodman, Waterville; N. K. Fuller, Winslow;
W. L. McFadden, Augusta. Women—\lice
L. Cole, Hope; Edna H. Stephens, Norway;
Janet Stephens, Norway.

bowel, caused by constipation proceeding from the womb lying over and
-pressing on the rectum ? Do you know
that these are signs of displacement, and

|

|
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Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
Iowa, says: “l bought one bottle of
-vatic Cure' for Rheumatism, and two
of it did me more good than any mediJ ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes &
druggists, Belfast.
Iy8.
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No other city in this country nor
any in Europe has such a collection of
noble mansions, Cornelius Vanderbilt's
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refreshed
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compare with that of the Hotel Waldorf,
and no “Turkish Room" in any oriental
harem to approach in luxury the room so
called in the Hotel Savoy.

Both Mrs. General

with black silk braid.

blouse of brown

What is true of the hotels is true of the

being erected next to the
Waldorf, is to eclipse them all, if such a
thing is possible.
The Waldorf, by the way, has become
the meeting place for fashionable dames,
who lunch there after a shopping tour.
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of a disaster which befell the fishermen of
Chusan Archipelago, off the coast of
On May (i, when most of the fishChina.
ing boats were out on the fishing banks,
a terrific gale came up.
Of the several hundred boats out at the time very
few returned and it is estimated that some
500 men lost their lives.
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blood diseases is always the same—

or

members and their guests at the meet to
i separate themselves from the crowd of

The committee has chosen
ladies, workers in the
each with

Maine Matters. The following schedule for Maine summer schools has been
prepared by Superintendent of Schools
Stetson: Newcastle,commencing Julyl2;at I
Orono, July 13; at Saco, July 13; at Ma- j
ehias, July 27; at Iloulton, August 10. The
school at Orono will be in session three
weeks; the others two weeks each.
Messrs. Burnham & Morrill of Portland
contracted with the farmers of the State
for planting 10,000 acres of corn, but up to
June 5, owing to the persistent unfavorable weather, not a single kernel had been
planted for them.Mrs. U. S. Grant,
Mrs. Nellie Grant Sartoris and her three
children passed through Portland June
11th on their way to Sorrento to spend the
summer...The Sanford mills have resumed
operation in all departments on full time,
having large orders on hand_Miss Carrie
Gordon of Portland has been elected a
delegate to the Christaiu Endeavor convention at San Francisco from Williston
church, Portland, the parent church of
the organization.... Hon. F. E. Timberlake
with a party of friends, including Gov.
Powers and ex-Governor Cleaves, arrived
at Raugeley June 11th and remained over
Sunday at the Marsquemosy, the summer
cottage of Mr. Timberlake.The barge
Pilgrim, built by Kelly & Spear for Boston
parties, was successfully launched at Bath
June 12th. She is 218 feet long and 35
feet beam, and will carry 2,000 tons of
coal.
Capt. S. R. Ulmer of Malden Mass.,
will command her.The Maine &
New Hampshire Granite Company have
received one of
the largest contracts
given out in New York this year. They
are to furnish the granite in tile construction of the R. G. Dun building, which is
to cost 81,000,000.
The structure is to be
built of light granite, which will be taken
from the quarries of the company at
North Jay.

Bottled Up!

Russell, the “American
organizing a wheel club with
holding a bicycle meet in Cen-

idea of

This time it is to repress
lit- streets and in public

provided
shape of

in-

is

is up

ting
and

eighteen, who

Lillian

beauty,”

Letter.]
League of Purists

.rk

of

herits her mother’8 penchant for the stage,
much to Mrs. Langtry’s annoyance.

(iotham

n

■

Swell

Meet.”

!e

>.

1

rtt*r

tall, willowy girl

a

New York’s
curse Card League.
Beautiful Lillian Russell
Hotels.

hlt.

We Furnish The

Treaty signed

tilled with an interested and fashionable asdrawn from the Senate and thrown into a
The
provides that the government semblage of friends, called together by the
pigeon hole, the representatives of the of the treaty
Hawaiian islands cedes to the Unit- marriage of Miss Annabel Simpson Housegovernment of the United States and ed
States, absolutely and forever, all rights holder. daughter of Mr. aud Mrs. George W.
Hawaii gathered this morning and signed
of sovereignty in and over the Hawaiian Householder, to Mr. Walter Eugene Parker.
a treaty by the terms of which, if ratifi* d,
The altar contained a great quantity of stateislands and its dependencies, and that
the little island republic will become part
ly palms, their sombre shade relieved by an
these islands shall become an intregal immense cluster of
1
pink peonies, which
of the territory of the United States.
of the territory of the United States. were placed in the centre of the altar. Broad
part
Three persons who stood in the room toThe government of Hawaii also cedes to white satin ribbons confined the pews reday were present when the original treaty ; the United States all
public lands, public served for the family and intimate friends.
was signed, namely: Special CommissionA tine organ service preceded the ceremony.
and public property of all deer Thurston and Assistant Secretaries Adee ! buildings
Promptly at 7 o’clock the notes of MendelCongress shall enact special ssohn
s
and Cridler.
The first named, perhaps, 1 scriptions.
Wedding March announced the enlaws to govern the disposition of the trance of
the bridal party. The maid of
took a more sincere personal pleasure in
All reve- honor was Miss
lands in the Hawaiian islands.
Agnes Doyle of St. Louis.
the ceremony of this morning than any of
nue from these lands shall be used solely
The
bride
entered
with her father, and was
the others, because of the stirring events
for the benefit of the inhabitants of the joined at the altar by the groom and best
of the last four years, in which he was so
Hawaiian islands, for educational and man, James D. Washburn. The pastor of
directly concerned.
the church, Rev. J. M. Cromer, a friend of
other public purposes.
It was a very unusual thing for a treaty
the bride’s family for years, performed the
|
Hawaiian islands shall be admitted
The
of such importance to be signed early in
ceremony in the most impressive manner,
into the Union as a territory of the United
the morning.
using the full Episcopal ritual, with the exIt was decided that "the ;
local laws to be passed by a local change of riugs.
States,
convention be made ready early in order i
to the approval of
The bride is possessed of a dainty anti
that it might be submitted to "the Senate : legislature but subject
the President.
Until Congress shall ap- most attractive figure, and her bruuette
on the day of its
signature. The docuwas heightened by her handsome
the
to
States
beauty
the
laws
of
the
United
ply
ment itself had been prepared carefully
the present laws of Hawaii are to gown of deep cream silk. The skirt was
islands,
over night; in fact, it wras
comtrained aud the bodice was entirely
practically
The present treaties and laws slightly
! veiled in chiffon. It was fashioned as a
pleted at the close of office hours yester- govern.
relations
Hawaii’s
commercial
Russian blouse with bauds of passementerie
day, but it was necessary to make a close governing
with
nations shall remain in force in silver aud
pearls, aud finished with
comparison and the President wished an- until foreign
shall take action. Further tiouucings of accordion plaited chiffon. Tbe
Congress
other opportunity to go over the docuof Chinese laborers is pro- high neck was finished with white satin ribment. probably with a view to drawing up immigration
hibited, pending Congressional action, bons aud chiffon and a girdle of ribbon cona
message with which it will be accomami the entry of Chinese from Hawaii liued the waist. The veil was most becomto expose the face, and was
panied t<> the Senate. Therefore, before 9 into the United
States likewise is prohib- ingly arranged
held to the dark hair, which was arranged
o’clock the persons who were concerned
ited. The United States.assumes the pubin the preparatian of the treaty were all
high, by a diamond crescent, a gift of the
lic debt of Hawaii, but with a stipulation groom. The
bouquet was composed of bride
at the State department.
For the United
that this liability shall not exceed £4,000,
roses aud ferns anil tied with long streamers
States, there were Secretary Sherman, As
The treaty, before it becomes effec- of satin ribbon.
000.
! sistaut Secretaries Day, Adee and Cridler,
The bridal party, relatives and a small
shall be ratified by the proper au- |
Private Secretary Babcock and Assistant tive,
thorities of the United States and of company of friends were delightfully enterPrivate Secretary Gay tree.
On the Hatained
by the parents of the bride at their
No mention is made of any graHawaii.
waiian side were Minister Hatch, Lorin
handsome house on Pennsylvania avenue \
to Lilioukalani and Kalulani.
tuity
after
the
Tbe spacious apartThurston and YV. A. Kinney, all for this
ceremony.
meats were gaily decorated with pink blosparticular occasion accredited as special
soms and palms.
A brilliant array of prescommissioners duly empowered to negoents were received, many of them being
tiate a treaty of annexation.
Ask your Grocer to day to show you a package of sent by friends at a distance.
Mr. and Mrs.
After the formal greetings the creden- Grain-o, the new food drink that takes the place Parker left last
evening for a brief wedding
tials of the plenipotentiaries were scanned of coffee. The chile ren may drink it without in- journey, going first to St. Louis, aud from
and recorded.
Secretary Sherman alone jury as well as the adult. All who try it, like it. there to visit friends at a country seat adwill be at borne for the sumI represented the United States in the sigGrain o has that rich seal brown of Mocha or jacent. They
mer at the Fairinount.
nature of the convention and it was part
Java, but it is made from pure grains, and the
j of
the ceremony to record his authorizaj
most delicate stomach receives it without dis
Mason-Grant. John R. Mason, Esq., of
tion by the President just as much as it eass. 1-4 the
price of coffee. 15c. and 25 cts. per
Bangor ami Miss Meta V. Grant were marwas the credentials of the Hawaiians from
all
Sold
grocers.
by
package.
ried on June 15tli at the residence of the
President Dole.
Something to know.
Then came the reading and comparison
bride’s parents in Unity. The ceremony,
of the treaty.
Of this there were two
It may be worth something to know that
which was witnessed by a small party of
drafts, one to be held by each, later on to the very best medicine for restoring the relati ves, including Dr. and Mrs. William C.
tired out nervous system to a healthy vigor Mason and Miss Elizabeth Grant of
be changed in the usual form. Altogether
Bangor,
it was twenty minutes after 9 o’clock when is Electric Bitters. This medicine is purely was performed by Eider Williams of Unity,
acts by giving tone to the nerve at noon. The bride was attended
vegetable,
by her
all was ready for the signatures.
The
centres in the stomach, gently stimulates sister, Miss Clara
Grant, and William MaHawaiian representatives had brought the Liver and
and
aids
these
organs
Kidneys,
son, a nephew of the groom, was groomswith them a gold pen, in a plain holder,
in throwing off impurities in the blood.
man.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason left on the afand at their request this was used for all
Electric Bitters improves the appetite, aids ternoon train for Boston and other
points
who
aud
is
those
of the signatures.
by
digestion,
pronounced
west, with the best wishes of all their
have tried it as the very best blood purifier
friends
for
a
and
a
tour
Sherman
first
the
pleasant
happy wedSecretary
signed
copy
intended to be held here, while Minister aud nerve tonic. Try it. Sold for 50c or ded life. The bride, who is the daughter of
bottle at Kiglore & Wilson’s City Lawrence Grant of Unity, is well known in
$1.00
per
Hatch signed first the Hawaiian copy of
Drug Store.
Bangor, where she has for some time been
the treaty.
The treaties were sealed by
connected with The Fashion, as a young
Assistant Secretary Cridler with a private
“Mrs. Bickers treats her husband very lady of amiable disposition and many excelseal, carried on his watch chain, the copies
lent qualities.
The groom is one of the
badly,” remarked McCorke.
were handed to their respective custodians
“I would say that she treats him like a prominent members of the Penobscot bar,
and the treaty was made as far as the
ami has numerous friends who extern! corbicycle tire,” replied McCrcakle.
dial wishes for happiness. \ Bangor Daily
executive branch of the government could
“How do you make that out?”
News.
effect it.
There was a general exchange
“She blows him up.” [Harper’s Bazar.
of congratulations between the parties to
CASTOHIA.
the ceremony, and after a photograph had
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills, BilThe faebeen taken of the commissioners, the
—
«»
Bimile
iousness, Indigestion, Headache.
ever7
ceremony was ended.
elgnature
to
to
25c.
wrapper.
Easy
Before the final signature of the docutake, easy
operate.
ol
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1

To Mr. Corner Druggist,
Sure Cure St.

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

FEED,
SEEDS and

GROCERIES.
CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

Importer*
Dealers in the finest

o!

Sinli.

quality of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7tf

And all

CREAM BALM is a positive cure.
nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. bv mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New York City.

93, 33, 37 f ront St.. Belfast. 1 re.

ELY’S

Apply into the

TRY GRAIN-0! TRY GRAiN-0 !

2TOTXCE.

I

Tn /•'. W. lira fit, Jr.. F.sy.. a Justinin and for the ('aunty of Waldo:

Newton S. Lore & Co.,
SAIL

MAKERS,

And Successors to J. W. Frederick &

Co.,

as

1

Article 2d. To choose a clerk and other ueces
sary officers
Dated at Brooks, this 8tli day of June. A. D.
1897.
M. CHASE.
H. TILLEY,
JdHN M. DOW,
M M. HUXFORD.
STATE OF M AI XE.

Tilley of IIrooks, in the County of Waldo
Pursuant to the foregoing application, you are
directed
to notify the pew owners of the
hereby
meeting house mentioned in the foregoing appliat said meeting house on Saturto
meet
cation,
day, the third day of July. A. I). 1897, at two
o’clock in the afternoon,for the purposes mentioned in said application, by posting a certified copy
of the foregoing application with this warrant annexed, on one of the outer doors o* said meeting
house and at the post-office in Brooks village,
both of said notices to be posted as aforesaid,
three weeks, at least, before the time of said meeting, and publishing it three weeks successively before the time of said meeting in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper published in said county.
seal.

A

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
Duck, Cordage, Paints, <€'f.

No. 31 Front St

Belfast, Me

,

Uf

Notice of Foreclosure.
HTHKRKAS sUUt'Kt. IS YORK IN tlr rc,
in the County .•( W <
»T
ds
deed dated January 14, ISS:_\ and recoded ii71i7e
Waldo Registrv .1 Deeds, Bo .; JST I'p-v -44s
conveyed to Etta
Adams of i; -klan 1? in tlui
County of Plymouth, <' .mmonwcalrli of Massachusetts. a certain pan-el ..f real .-tare, rit latein
Northport. in said > unity of Wald'., being the
same premises on which said Samuel B York
then
lived, and being the same conveved losaid Sainu**’
B. York by Vina! Hills, by be deed Januarv 14
and
1HS2,
recorded in said Registry ot Deeds’
Book lib), Page 2ol. and whereas the said Etta
C. Adams, on the 17th day of March. V. I).
1883,
for a valuable consideration, sold,
assigned ami
conveyed said mortgage and the debt thereby seenred, to the undersigned, Heslyn R. York,'who
is the present holder and owner of said
mortgage,
and whereas
the condition of said mortgage l7as’
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof,* L claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
HESLYN R. YORK
June 3, 1897.—3w23

WA LDO SS.

To H. //.

—-

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

TELEPHONE 4-2.

■

of the Peart.

If HERE AS the pew owners of the Union Meet
V? itig House in Brooks, in said County, have
not had a meeting for three years, therefore we.
the subscribers, pew owners in said meeting house,
request you to issue your warrant to one of us to
notify a meeting of said pew owners, to be held at
the said meeting house on Saturday, the third day
of July, A. D. 1897, at two o’clock in the afternoon, to act on the following articles, viz:
Article 1st. To choose a moderator to preside
in said meeting.

E^ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

Given under my hand

and

Brooks,in said*countv.tliis

seal at
8th day

--'
of June A. D., 1897.
F. W. BROWX, Jr.. Justi* e of the Peace
true copy. Attest:-!!. H Tilley.
3w23

POLAND

Spring

*

Water

Is used in

our
prescription department and in all prepara-

tions

requiring

We also

spring

A. A.

have

pure water...
this famous

water for sale.

HOWES & CO.

RUBBER GOODS.
A FULL LINE OF

Hot

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,
FOR SALE BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.

SEARSPORT

COUNTY

LOCALS.

Henrietta West returned

to

Boston Fri-

day.
Sidney Sargent

is

visiting friends

in

Ail-

1

Stvanville. Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gray
have gone to Ellsworth for a week’s visit.
_Mrs. Maria Goodhue has returned from
Monmouth.... Percy L. Nickerson went to
Orono last week, accompanied as far as

burn. N. Y.
Jessie Nickerson of Wellesley, '99, is at
me for the summer.

In

Sandypoint. Rev. H. Houston and wife
of Massachusetts are at their cottage here
for the season-John and Ruth French of
Roxbury, Mass., arrived Saturday and are
with their grandmother, Mrs. Robert French.
M iss Jennie Homer of Bucksport is visiting
at Mrs. Alex. Black’s-Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Blanchard have moved to their home from
the Duck Farm.Messrs. Lord, Staples
and Anderson of Bangor have spent the last
two Sundays here, returning to their work
Monday_The knitting shop has closed for
the present.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Inez Dolliver left Wednesday .morning to
friends in East Corinth.

Frank Woodman

was

thrown under

the

cream

The remains of Mrs. Jaue Tibbetts were
; some three feet.... Mrs. W. H. Churchill is
br< ugbt here tr< m Belfast Tuesday for interj in Clinton for a short visit-Nearly all the

ment.

tinique.
Hue
sc be

o

Curtis, who

at

It -ton, is

at

lias

been

home for

attending

the

summer

vacation.
Low
'h
Li

in

who has been attending
Mass.. High School, returned

r:m,

Ih xt ui>

me Saturday.
George S. Sargent and wife left Monday
r l‘> .-toil, where they will remain
during

turned -.nit to give Burleigh a vote
Monday although much pressed by delayed spring work....Mr. Lester French of
Belfast has been visiting friends in town
lately.... Mr. James Tucker, w ho has been
.-.laying at Mr. Simon Erskine’s, left Monday
tor Boston where lie lias employment.
Morrill.
Mr. and Mrs. John Vickery entertained a pleasant party of young people,
Ice
at their home, last Thursday evening.
ream

and

cake

served.Orris

were

Vickery returned from Kent's Hill last Fri| day-Traftou Hatch returned from New
He is a student at Syracuse
York recently.
j University.Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer
;

the summer.

!

June
bor.
June
June
Haven.
June
June

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

Id.

Sch. Alaria Webster, Turner, Bar Har

lb.
21.

Sch. Delaware, Ulmer, Camden.
sell. Albert Pharo, Metier, Vineyard

3 RING

MENAGERIE
REALISTIC WILD WEST, MUSEUM AND AQUARIDf

21. Sch. Miantonomah, Ryan, Rockport.
22. bch. H. Curtis, Haskell. Deer Isle.

Ar, schs. Aland Snare,
Lowell, Bangor; Wm. H. Sumner, Pendleton, FerMark
nanuiiia;
Pendleton,
Collins, Bangor, via
Celebrated for its great leavening
< Ester
nay; 17, ar, bark l_. P. Dixon, lurks Isstrength and healthfulness. Assures
! land 18, ar, sen. D. H. Haskell, Green’s Landing ; |
the food against alum and all forms
old, ship w. J. Rotch, Sau Francisco; passed
of adulteration common to the cheap
through Hell Gate, schs. Lester A. Lewis, Kim I
royal raking powder cu.,
brands,
ball, Hoboken lor Beliast; L. A. Plummer, Fos1
_NEW YORK._6
ter, Fort Johnson lor Beliast ; ib, ar, schs. Jessie
1 Lena. Devereaux, Fernamtina ; t tora Condon, SelStockton Strings. Mr. and Mrs. Dmuoth ! lers.
Bangor; Annie R. Lewis, Cobb, do.; cld, sell.
H!\ <■ T. \v lilt tier, Philadelphia; 2u,ar, schs. Rabof New York, who have been visiting
iioiii, Lord, Bangor; Paul beavey. Pattershall, Belfriends in town, left Monday for their Inane. i last, uuell, McDonough, Green's Landing; Em-Mrs. Lizzie B. Smith <*f Rockland has ma b. Briggs, Osborne, Long Cove; 21, passed
I lieli Gate, s.-hs. M m. E. Downes. New Haven tor
been visiting Capt. and Mrs. Charles Park. I Philadelphia; Mark Pendleton, New York for

Will

Positively

Exhibit

Rain

Shine

or

York, June 10.

afternoon,_«

AT RFI
FA^T
L>LrL,r1

A I

,_^AND EVl \iv.

TUESDAY, JUNE 20

1

-Isaac Fietcher of Boston is spending a
days in town-The Sunday school
concert will be held next Sunday evening.
A collection will he takeu for the benefit of
the school.

CIRCUS,
ROYAL

AMERICAN' FORTS.

New

SHOWS

"^ALLIED

SAILED.

&AKlN^

1

Liberty. Owing to the classes not tilling
races billed for June 24tli will not take
place.. .Mrs. Ella Rowe is still very sick.
....Walter Clough of this village has a position as assistant book-keeper in one of the
woolen mills at Pittsfield..Willie Cargill
is at home from the Maine Central Institute,
Pittsfield. His brother Walter will return
home Tuesday on his vacation from the
University of Maine, Orono-Dr. J. W.
Clough disposed of a tine horse in Waterviile last week, and J. O. Johnson has sold
his horse "Sam" to Augusta parties... .The
event of the week will be the marriage of
Miss Millie Norton of this village to Mr.
Charles Rhoades of Belfast at the Baptist
church at high noon Wednesday, June 23d.
-Mrs. W. H. Hunt and daughter Grace
have returned from Augusta, where they
have spent the winter.

last

<

June 17. Schs. Chas. I
Raymond. Pendleton,
Port Johnson; f. F. Hart. Hoboken; uelawaie,
t imer, Portland Gazelle, Paysou, Bangor.
June lb. Sells. Albert Pharo, Alellei, Boston;
Miantouomah. Rvau, do.
June 20. Schs. Estelle, Hutchinson, Turk's
Island; James Holmes, R^an, Boston; Sarah L.
Davis. Pattershall, uo.
June 21. Soli. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Yinal
haven.
June 22. Schs. Lester A. Lewis, Kimball, Ho
boken; E. A. Plummer, Foster, do; Maria Web
ster, Turner, Alt. Desert; Young Tell, Phinney
Isle au Haut.

1

the

farmers

{

Ht-ivey Carr is at home while s -h. Georgia
a o.i.g
at New York for Marhey :>

LEON W.

ARRIVED.

dray, but we believe no bones were broken.
rot ms
-Judge Flint and wife and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Sargent and John Widgren of the j Fernald, who were in town a few days last
Freedom. Mrs. Alice Marden of Fairfield,
week, returned to Boston Saturday, delight- who has been
Sailors Snug Harbor are m town.
visiting her mother, Mrs. A.
ed with their outing.
B. Brawn, for the past two weeks, has reEdith Ginn of BuCksport was in town this j
At a special town turned home_Joseph Overlook and J)r.
Centre Montyille.
week, the guest of Grace E. Field.
Mrs. Edwin O. Eaton of East Boston is meeting June ldth, it was voted to offer a Flanders of South Liberty were in town last
reward of £300 for the apprehension of the week, the guests of Mr. A. Andrews-Mrs.
visiting Mr. ami Mrs. Eiiphalet Eaton.
who tired W. F. White's build- A. Warren is reported as being on the sick
Lizzie Carver of Brooklyn, N. Y arrived incendiary
since.
Mr. White has list... .Mr. and Mrs. Griffin have been visita short time
ings
by steamtr Penobscot Sunday morning.
moved into his new home recently bought ing relatives in Montville for a few days|
Chiton Snell and wife of Cottage City.
j of I). O. Bowen. Mr. Boweu will build a Sheriff Norton of Belfast was in town,
Mass., aie Msiting at Mrs. William Meyer’s. small
dwelling house near his mill.... Thursday, on official business_Miss Lottie
j
visiting at Paul
J. Fret man Clt sson and family have mov- Mrs. Hattie Gove is visiting friends in Pullen of Augusta is
Jackson returned to Young's.... D. F. Dow has been appointed
ed to \\ atervii ie, w here he has employment, j Bucksport-J. V.
road surveyor ;u the Sodom district... .J.
Pittsfield with his family last Monday-E.
t L. W .haul Saiisbuiy, Capt. Jennings J
H. Berry and son Bert of Montville, visited
B. Beau has been repairing the barn on the
di.«t barged a cargo of coal lor Lane Tuesday,
j place he recently bought and has raised it A. Andrews, last Thursday.
Prescott has opened kia ice
in the Goodell Block.

S. A.

NKWS.

PORT OF BELFAST.

..

Bangor by Win. Cunningham-Tuesday
morning a span of horses belonging to
Isaac Mason ran away with a heavy dray.

visit

SHIP

Bangor.
Boston. June 13. Ar, sch Win. B. Palmer.Dyer,
I.onisburg, C. B.; 17, ar, sch. busan N. Pickering,
Hasaell, savannah; 18, ar, sch. Mary farrow.
Morrissey, Winurport; 21. cld, sch. t.en. Adelbert Ames, Brunswick ; ar, sch. Yale. Washington,

few

;

1>. C.

1 'liiladelphia, June 10. Cld, sell. James A. GarFeurto Plata; J b, ar, sch. Elerfa
Winterport.
Rev. C. L Banghart of field, Wood,
| Bailev, llmrston, Bangor.
Old Town, State Supt. of the Junior League,
Fremh,
Baltimore, June 10. Cld, sch. F
:
Bidueford; 17, ar, sch. Jerome B. Look.
lectured hi the Methodist church Tuesday 1 Look.
New \ork; 2", ar, sell. J. Manchester
Hodgkins,
1
Poit Tampa.
and Wednesday evenings.... Mrs.
Kennedy Havnes. Made,
Portland, June 17. Ar, sch. Daylight. Nickerof California is visiting her sister, Mrs. E. |
News;
>on.
18, ar, sell, barali E. Palmer,
Newport
|
Whittier, Baltimore; lb, cld, sch. Imma \\ Day,
F. Blaisdell, for the first time in 24
years. j

j

Crockett, U interport; 21, ar. sells. Mattie B. Rus
sell, Di ink water, New Yolk; Alethebesec, Snow,

-Master Philip McManus is at home from
school for the summer vacation.. .Capt. C.
E. Littlefield has completed the extensive

do.

Bangor, June 10. Ar. sch. Isaac Oberton, Trim,
Boston; cltl, sch. E. E. Warren, Taintor. New
York;
17, ar, sells. Hattie AlcG. Buck, New York;
repairs
improvements on his house and
visited relatives in Waldoboio last week
Lizzie Lane, tlo.; bea Flower, Boston ; 1 8, sld, sch.
has moved his family in_Mr. Albert Lib- Abiaham
,v
Richardson, New York; lb, cld, sch.
and attended the meeting of the Ministerial
by of Portland is visiting his friend, Mr. Lizzie Lane, Clossou, Green’s Landing; 20, ar.
Mrs. C. A. Ccicord and her father, Mr.
S Association at Washington Mills.... Maurice
sell. Webster
Katahdin,
old,
Philadelphia;
brig
Arthur Smith.... Mr. H. T. Sanborn and
»T« ’It '(
Barnard, New York; 21, cltl, sell. Celia F., West,
(••oige Baron, arrived iast week from II Thompson is taking a couple weeks rest at
Unity.
James True worthy of Lowell, Miss
ar, sells. Edward Stewart, Kent,
May Sanborn were in town Monday. New York; 22, B.
Brdgtpoit, Conn., ami are at their summer home from Belfast, w here he is employed.
Geo.
Ferguson, Ferguson, Romiout;
Mass., is in town calling on friends. He is -Kelly Hose Co. gave the drama “Tat- Hoboken;
residence.
Lillian, Grinale, Portland.
....We were glad to meet our old friend a former resident of
Unity-George Wey- ters" at L uiou hall Tuesday evening to a
Washington, D. C., June 10. Cld, bark Grace
W
hitcomb in tow n last Saturday.
Maste:—- fr« n Bangor with a crew is
Joseph O.
Gilley, Portland.
mouth, who has been sick so long, passed crowded house.
It was a great success, Lynwood,
Portsmouth, N. 11., June 17. Ar. schs. Young WITH ALL ITS WONDEKH'I, NEW FEATURES,
replacing Sc me of the piling, and re-covering He returned to his studies at the “Univer- away June 18th. His remains were taken
Brothers, Snow, Washington; Alary E. Palmer,
and otherwise.
A supper and
MARVELLOUS NEW ADDITIONS,
financially
the front part of the B. & B. S. S. Co.’s
sity of Maine,” last Monday. He distributed I to Burnham for burial... .Mrs. Ellen Fowler
Haskell, Philadelphia.
AMAZING NEW ATTRACTION*
dance followed tne drama.
The supper
Newport News, June 17. Ar, sch. W. Wallace
wharf.
some very tine souvenir cards to bis pupils
ASTOUNDIN'!,
is comfortable....Mrs. Betty Jones is no,
was
a
nice
one
and the tables Ward, Boston. June 19. Ar, sch. Levi
ami most remarkable and almost inoreditable new
very
Penof
last
fall
all
of
whom
PERFORMANCES u. ri
esteem
him
Hart,
Brunswick,
The Metropolitan base ball club desire us
very
better... .Mr. G. Clough is failing. He is a were
GROUND, and on the backs of SPEEDING horses.
decorated-Miss Fannie dleton, New York.
elegantly
He
is
a
successful
and
highly.
very
teacher,
e
IN :! RINGS, A'RACING COURSE AND GRAND AERIAL ENC1
j ubliciy thank landlord W. E. Cxrinuell
great sufferer... Chas. Nye of Medford, Bennett of
Jacksonville, June 19. Ar, sch. Melissa Trask,
Boston
a
gave
very
good Trask- New York; 21, ar, sch. Carrie L. Look,
we hope he may be engaged for the winter
One ring more than ever before, and a
fur his generous donation of supper to the
larger, grander and more varied
Mass., was the guest of Geo. Grant last lecture to the
at the Metho- Haskell, New Yoik.
young
people
term in our forth-coming new schoolhouse.
Equestrianism, Aerialism, Acrobatism.
Castiue ine which played here Saturday.
week-Mrs. Mary Parkhurst of Dexter is dist
Rockland, June 21. Sld, sch. A. \\ Ellis, Ryder,
church
The
house
Gymnastics, Athletics, Uomies,
Sunday evening.
....Mrs. Wesley Achorn has been seriously
New York.
visiting at C. E. Mitchell’s-Mrs. S. A. was well tilled with attentive listeners
Sidney Moody was arraigned before W. T
Ethnology, Ornithology, Zoology.
Norfolk, June 21. Ar, ech. Joel F. Sheppard,
I
ill of late-Rev. Geo. Hill occupied the
^ LSEST TRAINED ELEPHANTS, both
C. Ruunells. Esq., last Friday on charge of
large ami small.
Myrick spent last week in Troy visiting her and the service should he productive of Carter, Boston.
STl PENDOUS AND COMPLETE MENAGERIE OF WILD and TUA! NF!
New Bedford, June 21. Ar, sch. Puritan. Sar
pulpit last Sunday. Rev. A. D. Thibodeau sister... .Miss Lena Bartlett is spending a
stealing goslings from Adelbert Colcord at ,
the finest collection of rare beasts in eitim:
much
Miss Bennett spoke at EUing- ! gent. Norfolk.
Positively
good.
hemisphere,contain-:
here
ami
at
East Knox. few weeks
‘.be Harbor. He was fined $10 and costs. preaches alternately
visiting friends in Orono and wood's Corner in the afternoon. She was
ly and singular specimens than are to be found in all the menageries m \
FOREIGN ports.
He is here the 2d and 4tli Sundays of each
ne r.nting in all to .$40.
Bangor... .The prospect for a successful sea- the guest of Miss Ettie Littlefield
Dear goslings!
10.
Sid, ship Louis Walsli,
Melbourne,
May
her
during
month-Robie Mears has erected the frame son at Windermere Park does not look
Gammon, Newcastle, N. S. W .,and San Francisco.
very
stay in town-Mrs. Sherburne Whitten of
Kev. lb G. Harbutt and wife, James M. for a two story house and L and it looks
St. John, N. B., June 17. Cld, sch. Helen,
flattering at present, although a large comVineyard Haven for orders.
Minneapolis is visiting the families of F. C. Bateheider,
M'Diugai'. J. A. Clement, F. A. Went- now as though he would have the best stand
Turks Island, June 1. Sid, sch. Estelle. Hutchpany is expected, including some from Masand E. S. Young.... Mrs. Ellery Bowden re- inson, Belfast.
virtli, Fast net Erskine and Lucy Sargent of buildings in town.
sachusetts. There is uu one there yet but turned from
Ar, sch. Belle Hooper,
Barbadoes, May 31.
Boston on Sunday’s boat_
attended the Waldo County Conference of
Waldo. Mrs. Melissa Wentworth, who Landlord Evans and wife....Miss Meta V.
Hall. Surinam.
The Wiuterport Free Library is the recipient
21.
C1 ng chinches at Freedom tins week.
K.
G.,
Ar, sch. Jose Olavarri.
Bathurst,
May
has been ill so long, seems to be improving. Grant of Unity was married last week to
of another valuable gift from Mr. E. C. HolWills, Dakar (and sailed 22d for-).
An exciting and interesting ball game was
bark
....Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Burns have so far
IS.
June
Ar,
Bahia,
Megunticook, Smith,
Mr. John R. Mason of Bangor.
brook of New York. This time it is the ele- New York 41 days' passage;.
played here Saturday between our High ; improved as to be able to ride out_HanIn
15.
Manila,
ship State of Maine,
port
May
Searsmont. Mr. H. N. Woodcock, one of gant illustrated
Bible, for New York or Boston.
i
nine and the Castiue, second nine.
nah Hamlin, who spent the winter in Belfast
our oldest citizens, was found dead in his
morocco bound.
In port, sch. Star of the
15.
June
Matatzas,
in
very briihaut plays were made, re-‘ with friends, has returned to her home in
Sea, Hopkins, disg.
bed Thursday morning. He had been in his
Islesboko. I>it*tl June 14th the wife of
Port Spain, June 0. Ar, sch. Eliza J. Pendleton,
suiting :n a si ore of li to in favor of Sears- > Brooks.... Mr. and Mrs. George Wilson
usual good health. The funeral was con- Otis F.
35 years.
She leaves a Fletcher, New York.
Dodge,
aged
}*<crt.
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
spent Sunday
V*
Bio Janeiro. June 1". Ar, bark Good News
Elijah ducted by Rev. W. C. Baker
afterSaturday
•Tffi
family of eight children from t wo to thirteen Baltimore; 15, ski, bark Josephine, Met lean.
Bradford.
Mrs. Henry Wilson lias been
Ti e srlin.ais o' the High school
gave ail
noon.
He leaves two sons, two brothers
Baltimore.
old
who
will sadly miss a mother’s
years
a few days with her aunt, Mrs.
entertainment and dance at Union
Hail, spending
maiiini: miscellany
and two sisters. His age was 81 years. Mr. care. She was sick about eleven days. Dr.
M"!.day evening, Following is the pro- j Louisa Wilson-Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Ellis
Spoken. June 15, lat. 31. Ion. 7b. 13, sch. Scotia,
Woodcock was engaged in the manufacture Williams pronounced it a case of malignant
Du--t by Jennie Curtis and Heu- ! of Monroe spent part of the day Sunday w it h
from Brun-wick, La.. f<>r Colon.
grain j.*-:
of caskets, cabinet work, long and short
Baltimore, Mil., June 2.>. The sch Hattie, Cape
typhoid fever. The funeral took place
.■*n,t lb
sol--, Grace K. Field: recitation, his sister, Mrs. S. J. Gurney.... Mrs. Herbert
tor BockJ. 11. Roubin*, from Washington, D. <
lumber.... Emma, wife of Jas, G. Googius, the 17th ilist., Rev. Geo. E. Tufts
Mrs. Jennie Grinuell sob-, Laura
officiating.
who
land.
fell
from
Me., was sunk last night in a eollison with
her husband’s
May Car- i Wentworth,
passed away Friday after a long and very ....Rev. James Boyd and a goodly number the steamer Dorchester oil Smith s point lightver. -.-ng,
and
was badly hurt awhile ago, is able
Master Robert Nichols: skirt j team
Het crew M four men, ali
in Chespeake bay.
painful illness. The funeral was conducted of the Free Will church and society left Fri- ship
lar f. Martini Ross, remarks, Prof. F. li.
from Deer Die. »ie., ueresa\ed but lost all their
to be about the house attending to her
forenoon by Rev. W. C. Baker- day on the (Justine to attend the quarterly elleets. The crew will start for Boston to-day.
Saturday
household duties.... Mrs. W. W. Barnes has
Mead.
l'lie Hattie belongs to the Haskell ileet ol Deer
She is survived by a husband, one son and meeting at Montville_It looks as if there
I s I e.
arrived home from Boston. Her daughter,
if very
I’1
one daughter. ..The election passed
>*'i"
for Searsport after Monday,
New York, June 21. Cable advices from Barbab
THE
would he a
g rush of summer guests here
Mrs. Joseph Gerry, came also, and spent a
doe.*' state that ship Belle of Bath, Cap!. Curtis,
w:,i i, .is folloivs: Steamer
City few days with her parents and friends_ quietly Monday owing to the fact that every- this season... .Geo. F. Williams lias just from New \ ori\, June 2, lor Hong Kong, wa>
one
conceded the election of Hon. E. C. completed two
Pangor r.iii make landings here from Mrs.
totally dest -yed In lire at sea. All on boaid
very nice boats for the yacht
Newell Bagiev ai d daughter Lizzie of
The Belle
wt-re -aved ami landed at Barbadoes.
h"*i' !i •■•---lay .-ml Thursday
Burleigh. The past rainy weather has Isis. They will bear close inspection uud of Bath wa.vi 1,347 tons register, and was built
'
mornings, Thorndike are
in town_Mrs.
visiting
an-i fr--m Pangor Thursday ami
She hailed from >earst hat they must work every
the
at Bath. Maine, in 1877.
taught
people
with
«»f
the
compare favorably
any
Saturday Stillman Ellis, who spent the winter in
yacht
owned
Maine,
and
was
J.
C.
Nickels
and
by
port,
aitcn
on* about J o’clock.
day when the sun shines, and this accounts boats... E. D. Williams lias justsold to sell. others.
Steamer Penub- Massachusetts with
her children, is at her
*
t arri'.v.s from
Sailim..
for the very small vott—Burleigh 7b, Plais- Maggie S. Hart a very nice 22-foot centerGood
Baltimore,
June, 17.
Pangor Sunday morning sister’s, Mrs.
Glau Tidings,
Stephen Hadley’s... Mrs. 0. ted
apt. Collier, at ived m
as usual and returns from
Lancaster 1. There were five spoiled board yawl, and lias others for sale.... Not- Barkentine
of "HOIA WRIT," Weighs ov.-i <>,000 ih)( N DS, < OS r
Bangor about J W. Barnes has gone to Thorndike to
a .-mart pas-age ol 28 day- hour
15th.
alter
S*Jf>,oiht,
port
spend votes, 8 not marked at
on earth
k Monday afternoon.
by all odds main times larger t ban anvthing .a its b■ aa
:
all, and two improp- withstanding the lateness of the season, Bahia, Brazil. The barkentine Frances, belonging
a few weeks with
to the same owners, and in charge <d Capt. ErikSTRANGE
AN
I)
SAViiiK
friends-Stephen Hadley
LIVING
RACKS
FROM
A1.1,
!'ARTS oK | \ \
erly marked. Will people ever learn how- quite a number of the cottages at Dark Har- sou, also made the run from Bio Janeiro in 28 Together with their
is about to put up a cottage at Temple
A cablegram received from
wires, fatailies, implements, loirs n
:nsi
,,
Barbadoes,
to mark their votes .’-Mrs. Harry Adams
bor are now occupied. The families of J. T. days on her last passage. These two runs are the
utensils.
states
that ship Belle of Bath, Captain Heights-Bennie Smith, who has been embest made to this port by -ailing vessels lot years.
of Franklin, Mass., is visiting Miss Mary A.
Instructive, Ii. seripnve md Charnel crist, R ,rf,
of New York, and B. IV Yallet of
Sell. Olive T. Whittier PhiladelCharters
Atterbury
in
the
Taunto
which
sailed
Curtis,
ployed
from New York JuneA Grand, Comprehensive and Extensive View of tie \Y
n,Mass.,Insane Asylum McCorrison.... Mr. L. S. Robinson and
VV, , i
,■
loadto
>4,75*
locomotives,etc..
>,
Town,
Cape
wife St. Louis, J. R. Brackett of Baltimore, Rev. phia
-I Hung
r.
living quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, mammals and nice o
ed and discharged. Bark Rebecca Crowell. New
Kong, lias been totally lost by fire for the past three years, is at home on a of Rockland visited Miss J. E. McFarland
Dr. Parks of Boston, Dr. Derby, a prominent
at or about
York
to
children
as
Barbadoes,
general
cargo,
instructive,
and
.1.1
t.,
at s'-aand that ail on board had been
entertaining
visit.
A young lady friend accompanied
Hiding
saved.
New
York to Sr.
Sunday.
oculist of New York, Mr. and Tiffany of St. sl,r,5<>. Sell. Georgia GPkey
At u: -iic-half of the
Pierre, Mart., general cargo, >2,125, and back,
ship was jwned here. him... Leroy Burnes is smiling. It is a 10ALL THE CHAMPION MALE AND KEMALI « 1U( : SRIlH- qs
with
of
si.85.
their
to
North
now
Brooks.
Hon.
Isaac
Trinidad
Hatteras,
G.
asphalt,
servants,
occupyReynolds of Louis, are,
ALL THE CHAMPION A Eft 1A I. [ STS, TK A !' EZ1 N Is AN!> MIG
al't- Clifton Curtis, her comma nler, bad an
pound hoy' Mrs. Adaline Walker is caring
Turk's Island to PhiladelSouth Brooks has been quite seriously ill ing their cottages. Other families will come Sell. R. F.5 Pettigrew,
ALL THE MASTER ACTING, SINGING AN 1 > RANTn.M Mi
insurance on hi* interest, and the
1.
phia, salt, cents. Sch. ('has. E. Raynn.ml, Frankparts own- for Mrs. Burnes and son at present_I)r.
fort, Me., to New York, paving stone. $11 per M.
by Mrs. ,J. c. Nickels and Capt. E. D. P. Erastus Wilson’s little daughter, who has for the past few weeks, but is now able to at- earl}* in July. Extensive preparations' are and
Look out tot- tin* GHA\T> STREET PAH \i
Sch. Mary L. Crosby, Brunswick to
towage*
been sick s<» long with typhoid fever, was tend to business... .Mrs. Charles L. Austin, being made for guests at the Islesborough New
N: kels were also insured. The other ownYork, lumber, p.t. Sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames,
<
ir ■,tr<-n
t.ur.’i
improving at last accounts_Gene Bryant who has been under the care of Dr. A. E. Inn. Mr. Brown, the gentlemanly proprie- Brunswick to Boston, lumber, $4.37 1-2. Sell. Be on hand to enjoy it. Bring the Ladies and
ers m Searsport were
unprotected.
and family have gone to Massachusetts,
STREET PROCESSION IN THE FORENOON, see
I
Menawa, Baltimore to Boston, lies, 13 cents. Sch.
has
the
of
for
some
months
is
abundant
so far
tor,
reputation
giving
Kilgore
past,
Charlotte T. Sibley, Cape Ann to Mayport, stone,
Steam Calliope and Bauds of Music.
Lewis W. and William P. Rich had their whore he has found employment_Mrs. N.
Sell. Emma M. Fox.
E. Clary and son Burchard went to Castine
improved as to be able to ride out_Wm. satisfaction to his many patrons. The golf 70 cents. toCoal freights:
:
i*ts and gear stolen
TWO PERFORMANCES DAILY -2 ami S l> >1
Edgewater
Searsport, 70 cents. Sch. Mark Penn.„,r, „|„
Monday night. Fol- last week to attend the graduation of her Lord, one of our oldest citizens, has submit- grounds have been put in excellent
50 cents. Sch. D.
water
to
shape...
Islesboro,
dleton, Edge
son Isaac B-Albra Clary Las gone to Naof the boats lost:
lowing is a
EXHIBIT RAIN OR SHINE.
ted to the removal of a large cancer that has Rev. J. W. Hatch and wife have been hold- H. Rivers, Philadelphia to Portland, 55 cents and
63TWE
I \\ eiity-i wo loot sloop boat,
hant, Mass., where he has found employb. m.
green top,
been troubling him for some time past_ ing evangelistic services every evening at
-rown
bottom, yellow bead around her, ment-There will be a dance at Silver
Harvest Grange Hall, Waldo, Tuesday Rev. H. Small, formerly of this
>ack rail, white house with brown
the
Church
since
June
13th.
town, called
Baptist
Sunday,
top, irou
June 29th. Tickets to dance 25 cents.
BOKJJi.
! f'r n rudder head with a wooden
handle night,
upon friends here last week. For the past The meetings are largely attended. During
If stormy, next fair night. All those hold\>-r it
W P. Rich,' cut in the wood.
Deep ing tickets in the Charles Wentworth
Matin:.-as built boat, with two-foot extenparlor five years he has had a pastorate in the town the tirst week about twenty young people
suit are requested to be present as it will he
n
Andrews. In Thomaston, June 15, to Mr. and
of Bowdoinham, Sagadahoc county, but has
put on her stern.
Also a lb-foot lap
began the Christian life.
drawn that night-Dr. I. M. Luce of MerMrs. Walter Andrews, a son.
"M'-ak row boat, green, with wide
now accepted a call to preach in Bowdoin
yellow
Carver. In Vinalhaven, June 14, to Mr. and
Monroe. Mrs. Margie Waite and Mrs.
sir,pc around lier; been built on top about rimae, Mass., was in town over Sunday_
Mrs. Eugene Carver, a son.
for an indefinite time-Will Hall has a
N. L. Simmons is at home for the summer_
,'■..i inches, with old rail left on.
Emma Mayo from Massachusetts are visitAddress W. I. Neal
Erskine. In Samlypoint, June 10, to Mr. and
».
«iw»
and
of
Pi' h Brothers,
Pittsfield
;
are
face
wreathed
visitwith smiles, for it is a girl
family
F rank Erskine, a daughter, Flora Alice.
Searsport, Me.
ing their parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Moore. Mrs.
ing at A. J. Simmons’-School closes to- this time; and F. W.
Herrick. In Brooklin, June 10, to Mr. and
our genial
Pingree,
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
-Mr.
Palmer
has
to
morrow, Friday-Frank Webster is makGeorge
gone
Sanger- Mrs F'rank A. Herrick, a daughter.
station agent, rejoices in a new boy in the
C O. hernald is
Kellar. In West, Rockport, June 12, to Mr.
ville for a week, to visit a friend... .Mr. F.
making some repairs on ing extensive repairs on his buildings_
and Airs. L>. M. Kellar, a son.
The Luce farm auction the 21st did not family... .Mrs. C. S. Brackett of
Lis barn.
Newport A. Piper and son from W ashington, D. C.,
Kenney. In Samlypoint, June 15, to Mr. and
attract much of a crowd and was indefinitehas been visiting her old home here. She
Mrs. F red Kenney, a daughter, Mildred F rances.
are in town_Mr. Frank Nye and a friend
Hon. A. E. Nickerson was in this
ly postponed.Mrs. Etta Patterson of
Newcomb. In liucksport, June 11, to Mr. and
vicinity Belfast
has had a nice monument placed in had with her little Gale, who came to see from
I
Bangor, also Mr. Will Colson,arrived Mrs. E. C. Newcomb, a daughter.
recently uying }jay.
the Paul cemetery in memory of her late grandma Pilley-Mrs.
Petrie. In Sullivan, May 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor and Mrs. Saturday evening on their wheels to spend
The dance at the Grange hall June 17th husband, Henry A. Patterson_The Waldo
Robert L. Petrie, a son, William H.
W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. Maria Giving of Auburn have been visiting at Sunday with their parents-Mr. and Mrs.
Randall.
In Belfast, June 19, to Mr. and
was a success, some
coming from Boston to Clement June 29th, if
pleasant; if not. the Shadrack Hall's. They were both Halls be- Rufus Nealley of WTinterport are visiting Mrs. John M. Randall, a daughter.
attend.
next Tuesday.
fore marriage and were born in this town...
their old home-The
school
Mrs.

L\dia A. Robinson arrived from
Eaot.m, Kansas, Fiiday, ami .will make her
me with Capt. and Mrs. A. A. Larrabee,
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N. H. Littlefield, just across the line in
Prospect, has as fine a herd of Jersey stock
as can be found in Waldo
county.

There will be a Fourth of July ball at the
Grange hall, North Searsport, Monday, July
5th.
Come all and we will try to use you

right.
Prospect .Ferry. Capt. S. S. Heaganaud
wde are visiting their mother, Mrs. Matilda
How....Mrs. W. C. Harding left on last
Thursday a boat for Boston. She will join
her husband in Providence and
go a trip

t0

sea-Capt. George Cummings of Bangor is
visiting relatives and friends_George
Giindie is working in Bangor_Mrs. Orilia
Me Mann visited her
brother,George Crocker,
Stockton Springs last Friday.

in

Prospect Village. Mr. and Mrs. F. K.
I.ane entertained the S. B. I, S. June 17th.
About 45 were present. Ur. and Mrs. O. S.
Erskine and Everett Sanborn of Frankfort
joined the supper circle. Everything was
done that could be done for the comfort of
the members and invited guests. Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Emerson will entertain them
July 1st-Tile dance at the Grange Hall
June 21st was well attended.South
Brancli Grange holds full aud

interesting

meet.ngs in spite of bad weather_Mrs.
Hattie Hichhorn spent last Sunday at her
old home... .Mr.
Harry Hichboru is expected soon from a long voyage and will remain
home over one trip_Zetham Berry,
wife and daughter, and Annie Goden of
Searsmont are visiting Mr. B’s sister and

at

niece, Mrs. I. F. Gould and Mrs. T. A. Lane.
-Rev. Mr. Rice is holding meeting here
Sunday afternoon at 2 P. M. All are cordially invited....Mr. Wm. H. Peirce of Bangor
is in town soliciting members for the Accident Association of America of Westfield,

Mass.

Clark’s Corner. Prospect was well represented at Granite Grange, North Searsport, June 15th, and there was a goodly
number from Northern Light Grange, South
Branch and Comet. Speeches were made
by W. Thompson and others, after which a
short song was by Mell Clark which brought

Fannie Twombly has returned from
Searsport, where t he spent several weeks in
work as nurse-C. H. Bessey is making
business howl as highway surveyor of the
tw o village districts-Mrs. Margaret Huxford is quite smart v.his summer. All winter
she was confined to the house.

down the house; we give the song in full
below. It was made up on short notice....

Thorndike. It is expected that County
Deputy J. G. Harding and wife of Waldo
will visit Harvest Moon Grange, June 2l>_

Mrs.

Margaret Harding of this place, 93
years old, walked about two miles last week
and felt better after her exercise.... Myron
Clark has been quite sick the past week,
but is now better.... Potato bugs have
come, but only a few.
Eleven is the great-

number heard from_Mrs. Ida Cole
a hulled corn supper to a house full of
friends last Saturday night_Dr. J. E.
Clark is expected home from Winsted, Ct.,
m a few days to visit his
father, Mr. E.
Clark-Following is Mell Clark’s Grange

est

gave

song:

Come all you noble Grangers
Who belong to Northern Light,
We are glad to see your faces here
All on this Tuesday night.

Mrs.

On her way home from Belfast last week
Mrs. Sarah Gross was taken suddenly sick,
and had to stop at Mr. Warren Johnson’s
for a few' days. Dr. Ellingwood of Belfast
was called and under his treatment she has

gained sufficiently to be removed to her
home....Mr, and Mrs. Eugene Boulter of
Freedom visited Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins last Friday-Mrs. Alice Higgins and
Mrs. Bertha Berry made a trip to Brooks
last Thursday... .S. C. Files and wife visited Frank and Annie Rollins in Troy last

Brother Boyd said you were
Coming to the harvest feast to-night;
First I thought he was mistaken,
But now I see he is right.

Joseph Higgins and son attended the Quarterly meeting in Montville
last Saturday... .Mrs. George Cilley visited

Our talent here is very small,

Mr. Amos Hatch’s in Jackson June 18th,
.Rev. S. Goodwin of Freedom visited Mr.
and Mrs. S. C. Files last Friday.The
Jackson Sewing Circle met at Rev. D.
Brackett’s last Wednesday afternoon. Many
of the Thorndike people met with them, and
all pronounced it a very enjoyable occasion.
We have enjoyed a few days of sunshine
and west winds the past week, but June
20th ushered in another rainy Sunday and
south-east wind... .The people of Thorndike
hope the veterans of Waldo county will
make an effort to be present at the meeting
July 1st. Thorndike is noted for its hospitality ; also for its baked beans, brown bread
and coffee, and we have uo fears but that the
ladies of Thorndike will keep the record up
to its usual standard on this occasion. Rev.
D. Brackett will welcome the soldiers in behalf of the people of Thorndike.

As you will plainly see;
And the two they have to pick
Are Hollis Black and me.

at

...

upon

They

made us eat some pie last fall
That was made of rats and mice.
Martha Moore she called us hateful
’Cause we didn’t say it was nice.

Now there
Who has
He is very
Will not

Brother C. O. Fernald,
only got one arm.

is

inoffensive,

Tuesday...

and

do any harm.

Then there is Brother Will J. Mathews,
Who looks so fine and stout;
I’ll tell you his occupation, he
Is stripping Swan Lake trout.
Now I will end my song, and
I’ll sing some more by and by;
We will gather into the dining room
And see Bro. Stinson eat custard pie.

....

.Mr.

j

closes
village
this week. It was taught by Miss Lelia
Stimpson of Brooks and has been a very
successful term. The teacher labored hard
for the interest of her scholars and by her
faithfulness won their regard and good will,
...Mrs. Leslie Tasker is no better. She1
had a very ill turn last week-Mr. Benj. j
Curtis has been worse the past week_
Master Cyrus Dolloff from Gardiner is visiting his grand parents, Capt. and Mrs. Durham.Miss Louise Mayo
will soon
return from Camden, where she has tinished her trade as a first class milliner....

Henry Conant,'while working on F. Atbuildings, had a large beam fal1
across his leg.
He is able to work now, although very lame_Mr. Warren Grant and
Miss Lizzie M. Clark, both of Monroe, were
married in Jackson, Sunday, June 20th, by
Mr.

wood’s

the spring. She had a severe attack of
grip before she came and from which she
never recovered. Quick consumption caused
her death. She leaves a husband, Hiram
T„ two children, aged 12 and 4 years, one
sister, three brothers one half sister and two
half brothers to mourn their loss. She was
kindly cared for in her sickness by her half
sister, Mrs. Louisa Morrill. Her brother
from Massachusetts attended the funeral,
which was conducted by L. A. Nye.

^

BEST

The world does the rest.
Arey-Campbell. In Winterport, June 17, by
Rev. J. P. Simonton, Mark «. Arey of Worcester,
Mass., and Miss Minnie Campbell of Winterport.
Burkett-Kalloph.
In Rockland, June 15,
F'rank Jones Burkett and Mary F'rances, daughter
of Capt. and Mrs. Charles D. Kalloch, both of
Rockland.
Collins-Eaton. In Camden, June 2, Horatio
<;. Collins and Emily Eaton, both of Camden.
Gi krnsey-Eveord. In Vinalhaven, June 10,
F'rank E. Guernsey of Dover, Ale., and Josephine
F'rances, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. E. H. Lyford
of Vinalhaven.
Parsons—Smitii. In Ellsworth, June 10, Geo.
E. Parsons, M. 1)., of Penobscot and Miss Annie
J. Smith of Ellsworth.
Sleepeu-Goodemu <;ii.
In Brighton, Mass..
June 9, Cleveland Sleeper of Boston, formerly of
South Thomaston and Eva Lillian, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Goodenough <d Brighton,
Mass.
Wnitmoke-Wluster. In liucksport, June 12,
Lon M. Whitmore and Miss Annie H. Webster,
both of Verona.

Bridges.
In Bluehill, May 27, Alice Maud
Bridges, aged 7 years ami 27 days.
Bunker. In Sullivan, March 31, Mrs. Charlotte
O. Bunker, aged 68 years.
Bridges.
In Penobscot, June 14, Dudley C.
Bridges, aged 92 years and 3 months.
Costello. In Bucksport, June 10, Daniel Costello, aged 57 years.
In Boston, June 18, Marion D.,
Fletcher.
daughter of Henry and Nellie Fletcher, formerly
ol Belmont, aged 8 months.
Gray. In Brooksville, June 9, Joachim Gray,
aged 85 years, 8 months and 28 days.
Knowlton. In Rockland, June 16, Frankie,
son of Charles D. and Mary E. Knowlton, aged 1
year, 2 months and 8 days.
Norton. In Matiuicus Rock Light Station,
June 11, Hattie Blanche, daughter of Altiverde
and Rosa Abbott Norton, aged 18 years, 1 month
and 6 days.
Rich. In Brewer, June 19. Mrs. Annie A. Rich,
aged 73 years.
Shaw. In Rockland, June 10, Annie E., widow
of Thomas Shaw, aged 48 years, 10 months and 3
days. The remains were taken to West Rockport

in

is for

Our mills make the flour

MARRIED.

DIED.

Rev. Frank S. Dolliff. He is fine of Monroe’s
smart, industrious young mm and a prosperous farmer, ami is well deserving of the
fine young lady he has secured for a wife.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Clark. The best wishes of the community
follow them_Three tons of milk are taken
daily at the cheese factory-Mr. Leander
Staples was thrown from a carriage recently,
injuring his shoulder badly-Mrs. Abbie
J. Twombly died June 15, aged 33 years and
10 months. She came here from Chelsea,
Mass., with her husband and two children

s

for burial.
Simpson. In Sullivan, May 16, Ambrose Simpson, aged 82 years, 9 months and 2 days.
Thompson. In Union, June 17, Edwin L. Thompson, aged 59 years.
Tibbetts, in Belfast, June 20, Susan M. Tibbetts, aged 78 years and 10 months.
Woodcock. In Searsmont, June 17, Horatio N.
Woodcock, age# 81 years.

TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND BARRELS EVERY DAY
Belfast

Price

CORRECTED WEEKLY

Current.

Seasonable

FOR THE JOURNAL.

Produce Market.
Price Paid Prod an r.
Apples, p bu,
2<>«30| llaA j:) ton,! o ()().{/ 12 on
4
5 Hides, t> It.,
dried, p It,.
3 1-2 a 4
90 a 1 OnjjLamh, t* th,
Beans, pea,
5a 7
85a0 9oijLamh Skins.
medium,
25 a40
ye! \v eves 1 Oo7/ 1 l()ij .Mutton,
4 a 5
11.,
15a l.si Oats. |;> tm. 32 It., 25.o30
Butter, {.> lb.
5 a b 1 2|I Potatoes.
Beef, p lb,
35 o 40
Bariev.
4 a 4 1 -2
bu,
40a45! Hound Hog,
10 a 12!istraw, p ton,
Cheese, p It,.
on,/ 7 on
1 oa 1 21'Turkov,
Chicken,
If,
1!..
Id a 18
Call Skins,
1 1 2«3
50a75| Tallow,
14a D;(
lt>.
d.« 7
Duck, |> lb,
Eggs, p doz,
'loji Wool, unwashed, !2ol3 i
Said
Fowl, |> It,,
hard, 3 5oa on
13a 15 Wood, soft,
Geese, D It,,
3 U0«3 50
••

••
••

jVeal,
(Wood,

Retail Price.

j

Shoes.

S- RUSSET'-

Retail Market.

Beef, corned, p It,, 7«,s
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, IS
41
Corn, £> bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 41
Corn Meal, $> bu,
41
15a 1b
Cheese, p lb,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, f 25
5 a9
Codfish, dry, fe> lb
Cranberries, p <jt, 5a9
Clover Seed, £> lb, 11 <il2
Flour, $> bbl, 4 50(ao 50
H.G.Seed, bu, 1 90@2 00
Sa9
Lard, p lb

Lime,
90 «1 on !
hhl,
Oat Meal,
tt>,
3*4,
Onions.
7 a8
It.,
Oil,kerosene,gal, 11 ci 12 i
3 1 -*Ja4
Pollock,lt>,
Pork,
ft.,
7(0,8 ;
bbl.
1.12 1
Plaster,
3
lt>
Rye Meal,
Shorts. |> cwt,
75o8o
It.,
5(a5 1-2
Sugar,
35
Salt, T. I., |>
Sweet Potatoes,
2«2
Wheat Meal,
3^3 13

SHO('
LADIES OXFORDS
ALL IN THE LATEST ST)
ANI) LOWEST TRICES

$300 BEWABD.
The town of Montville hereby offers a reward
of three hundred dollars for the finding and the
conviction of the person or persons that set tire
to the barn of WM. F. WHITE on the second
night of June, 1897.
Given under

1^97.

our

hand this 16th
3w25

day of June-,

SELECTMEN OF MONTVILLE.

STEVENS BROS,
No. Hi) Main Street,

!

SUBSCRIBE

Relf

r

FOR^^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

